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ThTRODUCTIO1N

The transportation of logs from the woods to the mill

has always been a major problem. In the past the railroad

has been the most common means of moving logs. When tim-

ber stands were large and the ye ld per acre great, the

logging operators could afford to invest in expensive rail-

road equipment. When the timber stands became smaller and

further apart some other means of transportation had to be

found. The motor truck seemed to be just what was needed;

initial cost was low, terrain was not a limiting factor,

and drivers were easily secured. Xany operators thought

that the truck was the final solution to the transporta-

tion problem. Hence, the necessity of heavy investments

in locomotives, railroad cars, steel rails, ties, grade

and right-of-way maintenance, and special train crews

would thus be eliminated. Only a comparatively few trucks

would be necessary and they would cost only a fraction of

what a single locomotive would cost, also some sort of a

road would have to be built into the woods. With a reduc-

tion in the total investment the profit realized would

increase. However, many of the loggers soon ran into
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serious difficulty. Because not enough was invested in

road construction, usually only the cost of a bull-dozer

to push the rocks out of the way so that some sort of

alignment could be made delivery to the mill was slow and

sporadic. Trucks could not make good time over the rough

roads, and in rainy weather the movement of the logs al-

most ceased. Some of the operators tried to solve the

problem by hiring contract carriers to deliver a stipulat-

ed number of logs to the riil wtithin certain time limits;

others went ahead and built better roads; but profits, in-

stead of increasing, fell.

mhen trucks wTere first used in the woods the loads

that they could carry were small; it took many trips to

deliver tIe number of logs thF.t would have arrived in a

single train-load. The operators soon demanded larger

trucks, and the automotive industry kept pace with the

demands as best they could, but soon the requirements of

the logger exceeded what even the largest type of c mmer-

cial trucks would accomplish. The kind of truck that they

wanted was not in common use, and the large manufacturers

could not supply them. Consecuently, the logger had spe-

cial pilot models built by the smaller firms. The larger

tru ck manufacturers said that trucks of this huge size

would never prove economical. However, the logger proved
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that these trucks were economical, and that the loads

carried were so large that the unit costs dropped consid-

erably. The log oerators were enthusiastic and had even

larger trucks built - trucks teat could carry more then

the old type railroad car. In order to m2ke these truc s,

many necessary and expensive departures from conventional

truck design had to be made. The logger was appalled, as

truck costs had risen from a few thousand dollars to twenty

or thirty thousand dollars. He was again having to invest

heavily to get the logs out of the woods. upensive ecuip-

ment was re-employed in the logging operation, but the

logger, in order to economize, cut road construction cost

to a bare minir2mum. Some of the operators survived; others

did not. Those that did survive soon realized that if the

roads were improved, truck speeds could be increased and

that even a delivery schedule could be kept. However, it

was found that there is a balance between possible safe

speeds Fnd the cost of improved roads. The larger opera-

tors have discovered that this fundamental princi)le is

sound and see only two ways of increasing the Celivery to

the mill: (1) to buy more trucks, or (2) to get larger

trucks. The trend has been toward the use of the larger

truck.

The present demands of the logger wore stated at the

Sixth Annual Intermountain bogging Conference (TISssoula,
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Montana, March 30 - April 1, l941 ) y ETmit ston, who con-

tended that the highways of the west were too light for

post-war service, nd that in the future they should be

built to carry loads of 100,000 pounds and be wide enough

to accormodate 10 foot bunks. Mr. Aston also stated that

the ideal truck would be one that could carry a payload

of 75,000 pounds and that to carry the load it must be

equipped with 12.00 x 24 tires.l At a recent meeting of

the Society of Automotive Engineers (Seattle, Vashington,

August 22-24, 1946) , the desire for larger trucks was

again voiced by James C. Sheasgreen, Superintendent of

the Comax Logging and Railway Comoany, Ladysmith, B.C.,

who stated that vehicles with 300 horsepower engines would
2

be needed.

Those in the automotive industry are coming to hold

the same opinion as the logger about the need for larger

trucks. This opinion has been adequately exressed by

F. R. Nail, Assistant to the Chief Engineer of the Mack-

International Motor Truck Company, and Robert Cass

who is Assistant to the President of the Thite Truck

1....."Highway Log Transportation", Timberman, Vol. 65,

No. 7, (May, 1944), p . 42.

2....."Sheasgreen Pleads for Larger, Higher Powered
Trucks", Westcoast Lumberman, Vol. 70, No. 7, (September,
1946) , p. 107.
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3
Company. Eoth of these men heve expressed the belief that

the 300 horsepower truck will soon come into use. Recent

developments, the result of war demands, have been incor-

porated in new powerful models, wihich are now on the

market. Other developmrents are in progress.- At the

present time some industries have reached the 100,000

pound load, notably, strip-mining in the coal regions of

Indiana and Illinois and iron mining in Minnesota. These

industries are contemolating trucks of a still larger

capacity; however the trucks used in these operations

3.....F. R. Nail, "Power Requirements in Trucks of the
Future", Commercial Car Journal, Vol. 71, No. 4, (June,
1946) , p. 101 ff. and.Robert Cass, "Trucks Five Years
Hence", Commercial Car Journal, Vol. 70, i1o. 6, (Febru-
ary, 1946), p. 44-ff.

4.....For a more complete indication of the present trends
of the automotive industry see any late issue of the
Commercial Car Journal. The following articles are
recommended: "1'hite Super-Power Engines Feature Major
Improvements", Commercial Car Journal, Vol. 72, No. 2,
(October, 1946)-, p. 70 ff., "Heavy Duty Federal Develops
184 H.P.", Commercial Car Journal, Vol. 71, No. 4, (June,
1946), p. 130 ff. Though new models of the heavy-heavy
classification (over 50,000 pounds gross vehicle weight)
have been put on the market by hite, Federal, Interna-
tional Harvester, and others there is still no vehicle
capable of carrying a load of 75 ,000 pounds. There have
been rumors that Mack has plans for a truck with a 115,000
pound gross vehicle weight, and that Kenworth has plans

for a truck with a 106,000 _pound gross vehicle weight;
but at the present time the largest truck on the market
is a Sterling, model HCS-339-H, with a gross we Pt of
80,000 pounds. Deducting the weight of the vehicle would
mean a payload of about 65,000 pounds. Engines have re.ch"ed
as high as 220 horsepower, with displacements of 1300 cubic
inches. To increase power output end still stay within a
reasonable size creates a difficult engineering p:roblem.
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are of a specialized design for earth-moving and are not

5
applicable to logging.

Then the investment in a single piece of equipment

reaches the point that it has for these large trucks an

operator has to realize the maximum profit; he has to

know what he is buying and how to get the most out of

his investment. The only way maximum efficiency can be

realized for a truck is to know exactly how, where, and

when the truck is to be used. Many loggers buy a truck

regardless of the logging situation, and when hauling

costs rise they blame the equipment rather than themselves

for not planning for maximum operational efficiency. Each

operation will call for a different plan. In some cases

it raay be best to buy the conventional type of truck; in

others it may be better to invest in the larger vehicles.

One situation might call for a goo road, another, for a

less expensive type of road. If it is decided that the

less expensive road is to be built, can the larger trucks

travel over it at a satisfactory rate of speed or would it

be better to use smaller trucks? Questions like the above

are always facing the logger, and the only answer has been

experience.

5.....Virgil Graves, "Euclid Trucks in Minnesota",
Symposium on the Handling of Fhlk Materials, pp. 15-19.



In mountainous country the presence of grades has

always been an important problem. Grades increase the

running time and the operating costs per trip, but whether

it woiuld pay to reduce them has never been accurately

determined. More can be spent on grade reduction when

large trucks are used and total operating costs are high,

than when the smaller trucks are used, whose operating

costs are less and their loads smaller. A balance erists

between the amount that can be spent to reduce a grade

and the benefits that will be derived from the reduction.

It is the purpose of this paper to show how tis lamnce

may be found for each situation.

The actual conducting of tests to determine operating

costs and time savings on various grades would require

larger facilities, than are avai1 able. Therefore, in the

main, this thesis consists of a comroilation of the work,

together with a record of the experimentation of others.

However, the work seems to be in order as extended search

has revealed no complete text by vhich the savings made

possible by grade reduction can be analyzed.

It should be evident that the consideration of grades

will be closely connected with the investigation of truck

engines and their ability to meet the power requirements

involved in operation. The first section of this Djaer

will deal with the various resistances offered to the
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movement of any vehicle. These resistances will be dis-

cussed in the following order:

1. Internal friction, otherise known as

internal resistance or chassis friction.

2. Resistance to acceleration.

3. Tractive resistance, has been defined by

Aggas, "....the hypothetical force whose

line of action is -arallel to the road

surface c..nd the longitudinal axis of the

vehicle, and whose magintude is equal to

the summation of the corponents in that

line of all external forces acing on

the vehicle when it -is traveling on a

6
level road surface".

4. Grade resistance.

The following section will be devoted to the develop-

ment of formulae by which the performance of a vehicle moy

be computed. Since performance depends upon overcoming

the various resistances, it is well to have a complete

understanding of the first section before proceeding to

the second.

Basicallyr there are two ways by which vehicle performance

6.....Tractive Resistance of Automobiles and Coefficients

o riction, Iowa Engineering Experiment Station, Bulletin

88, p. 6.



may be computed: one method is based on the torque pro-

duced by a given engine, the other upon the horsepower.

The f i;gre following shows graphically the torque and

horsepower output of an engine at various engine speeds.

Orginally all of the calculations of performance were

based upon torque ; however, many of the iianufcturers are

beginning to realize the fallacy of this method and as a

result are changing to the horsepower method.

To enable the engine to perfom adequately power is

-oroduced. An enginer s power, which is simply the ability

to sustain a turning effort on a revolving shaft, has two

components, torque and speed. Torque is measured in terms

of pounds of effort at a one foot radius; speed is meas-

ured in revolutions of the crankshaf t mer r inute. Taken

together torque and speed produce power, or the ability

to do work; either by itself is not power. Torque which

is static, may be exerted on a stationary shaft, but no

work can be done by static torque. Speed might be pro-

duced with zero output of torque. The shaft might be

kept turning, but if enough torque were -produced just to

keep the shaft turning there could be no work. Any for-

mula based upon torque is based upon the assumpDtion of a

static condition, an assumption yhich does not ass-ly to

vehicle operation. A needed dynamic formula can be

developed by substituting the horsepower concept for the
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torque concept, since horsepower is simp1y the torque times

the speed. The factors of .erfor iance .re the sa1-e; nne-

ly, the tractive effort and the tractive resistance, but

their values are expressed in tens of horsepower or foot-

pounds per inute rather than static pounds.

The third section will deal ith tin-h savings that can

be made when grades are reduced. The deteriiination of

these savings will be divided into tro classes: (1) those

savings possible because of a reduction in fuel consu=p-

tion, and (2) those savings in hauling time due to an

increase in speed.

The last section will be devoted to a samle problem

in which it will be required to dete=iine the correct

type of truck ffor the situation; what type of road would

be best suited for the operation; and what savings, if

any, are possible from grsde reductions.
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OL RAT TIT.A2 K ES STAITCES

Internal Resistance.

Internal resistance consists of all those internedi-

ary resistances encountered between the engine to the

drive bheels. The majority of the resistance comes from

the driveshaft, wheels, brake-drums, and the c hurnin,'? of

oil in the main and auxilary transmissions. Generally

all of these resistances are taken into account by multi-

plying the brake horsepower of the engine by a predeter-

mined factor, and thus obtaining the ower available at

the wheels. In practice this figure is generally accepted

as .85; in other words, 15 percent of the power of the

engine is lost before it reaches thIe wheels. To assume

that the internal friction is constant in all vehicles at

all speeds is unsound.

Personal interviews with engineers of the General

Motors Cororation, Federal Tru ck Company, and the Chev-

rolet Division of General Motors has oroved that the

majority of the manufacturers realize the fallacy of this

constant percentage theory, but as yet none of them has

done any work to find out exactly how much internal
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friction hinders truck performance.

Since this constant percentage theory involves con-

siderable error, some other method must be devised by

which frictional losses may be accurately determined.

In 1942 the Public Roads Adninistration undertook a

series of tests to determine the "grade ability" of
7

trucks. In the course of the tests it was found neces-

sary to d-eteri-ine the efficiency of the vehicles used.

Beceuse of the relatively large number of machines tested

and the accuracy obtained, a complete emlanation of the

process will follow. 3

The results of actual grade tests, together Tith the

certified power, were used to provide efficiency factors

for all the vehicles tested. The efficiency factors were

obtained by applying the results of actual grade tests to

a basic formula derived by ecuating the force produced at

the .riv ing wheels with the sum of the nrade and tractive

resistances.

The basic formula used to conrpute the grade ability

of a vehicle is as follows:

7....."Grade-ability" is an engineering term used to
designate the grade climbing ability of a vehicle.

8.....Carl C. Saal, "Hill Cli bingAhility of -otor Trucks",
Publ c Roads , Vol. 23, No. 3, (May , 1942) , pp. 44-46.
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TxG PI& x12

r(f G g)

where

GTV is the gross vehicle weight in pounds,
T is the torcue of a given engine speed

in foot pounds,
GRP is the total gear reduction,
R is the efficiency factor,
r is the effective radius of the driving
wheels in inches,

f is the coefficient of tractive resist-
asnce in pounds per pjound of gross
vehicle weight (See the tables following),

g is the grade rise in feet pe-r foot, and
12 is the conversion factor for inches to

feet.

The efficiency was then determined by olying the equation

for Re as follows:

-w T GR x Re x 12
r(f + g)

GVV(f + g) T x GR 'xRe x 12

R G(ft g)r
e

T x GR x 12

The nurerator represents t he torque actually produced at

the driving wheels, and the denominator the torque that

would have been produced at the same point if there had

been no losses during the transmission of power.

The following is an examp-le of the methods eploy-ed.

A certain tractor-truck semitrailer maintained a speed of

25 miles per hour in fourth gear on a 4.5 percent concrete



grade. The radius of the driving wheels for this weight

and the coefficient of tractive resistance for the weight

and speed involved were determined to be 16.9 inches and

0.015 pounds per pound of weight, respectively. The total

gear reduction when the vehicle was operated in fourth

gear was 7.15.

Charts that showed the certified power and torque at

various engine speeds were used to ascert-in the torque

produced at the engine. In order to obtain the torque it

was necessary to find the engine speed equivalent to a

road speed of 25 miles per hour. The engine speed was

computed in the following manner:

py = 168 X GR x S

PM=168 x 7.15 x 25

16.9

RPM = 1,780

where

RPM is the engine speed in revolutions per
minute,

S is the road speed in 3iles per hour,
GR is the total gear reduction,
r is the effective radius of the driving

wheels in inches, and
168 is the factor to convert units to

revolutions per minute.

The torque produced at 1,780 revolutions per minute

was 165 and 156 pound-feet, the manufacturers certified



mnamum and- net torque respectively. The efficiency fac-

tors for the maximnum and the net torque wiere then de temrined

to be 90.5 percent anr.d 94.4 percent by substituting the

values previously founcd in the ecution for efficiency.

1. For m~axmuTh torque:

Re=12,9500 (0 .015 t 0.04±5) 16.9
165 v 12 x 7.15

Re =90.5 ~

2. For net torque:

Re 129500 (0.015 fO.045) 16 .9

156 x 142 x'7.15

Re =944

The maximum torque i.s produced b, sra end' ?ne thaet is

stripoed of all its accessories elrcet those thaet Csre

necessary for its functioning. The net torque is ts

-roduced by an engine that has all1 the accessories o er-

ating, such as the farn, generator, eliaust oi-.De, mu filer,

to-l i-e , and other ecui~ome1 h_. ssed-c rrgl

ecuipment on the engine. The engines of the ch ssi s

tested in the field w:ere removed and tested on e crsdle

d, r2someter to deter~miie the n~et torque and horse ow.er

available at various engine speeds at full throttle. The

results of these tests w:ere corml red wir]th te net to rcue

0-15
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and power values certified. by the m.nufacturer and were

found to be in close agreement in all ecepqt a few cases.

in those cases where there was a marked difference that

could not be exolained, the efficiencv factors were not

computed.

After the efficiency factors were determined for the

various weights, an average f actor was determined for

each individual vehicle tested and for each gear ratio

used. From the figures obtained the curves shown on the

previous page were dram. The curves are hyperbolas, the

equations of which were determined by the method of least

squares. The hyperbola was found to fit the points and

the conditions better than a straight line or parabla.

The equations of the curves are:

1. For maximum torque;

R '74..36} 99.69
GR

2. For net torque;

Re = 85.64 + 56.15
GR

The variation that occurs about the average efficien-

cy is indicated by a standard deviation of 5.5 for the

maximum torque and 3.1 for the net torque. In other words,
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68 percent of the values lie within 3.5 percent of the

efficiency shown by the curves.

It is evident that regardless of the gear ratio used

this method will give greeter accuracy then the old

method of a straight percentage loss in the transmission

of power. It is therefore important to select the correct

factor with each different gear ratio.

Acceleration.

Acceleration, the rate at wS hic'h speed increases, is

variously expressed as feet per second per second (rt./

sec 2) , miles per hour per second (TI-i/sec) , or in terms

of acceleration due to gravity (32.2 ft./sec 2 ).

It is necessary that motor vehicles be powered suf-

ficiently so that speed can be increased from zero (in

addition to overcoming inertia) to a desirable driving

speed in a reasonable period of time. The internal com-

bustion engine, because of its peculiar characteristics,

cannot accelerate a vehicle from zero speed if it is gelred

directly to the driving wheels. Some means mv!ust be pro-

vided for the gradual acceleration of the vehicle from the

start without stalling the engine. This effect is accom-

p lished by the clutch, which by slippoing, permits the

enrine to run at a non-stalling speed while the vehicle is

gradeually started. (The hydromatic drive is a good

-17-



a mlic ti on of this DritncrcKleTe -Ofter the rariditf

of acceeration will de-qend uron t'-he powrer Cdevelo-ed by

the engine at each particular s-oeed. Since the horse-

-ower of the m'otor w!Till increase j-ith the number of re-

volutions of the driveshaf cYt, the introduction of r'etction

gears enehi lea greater accel eration of the vehicle .t the

lower speeds, this iswhy th^ree or more f o:-rrd sreec~s are

used on 'motovr vehicles. The basic l",w of -oh~rs s for

acceleration is..

Ra a

w here

?L is the force in pounds rer"i re d to
accelerate the body,

Ws is the weight of the body in pounds,
g is the acceleration of ' 2ravi-tr in feetper seconcL-per second, anc"
a is the acceleration of the body in

feet Ter second ner second.

To convert the above formula to a to?" tive u se , and to

deteimnine the force _rei rd -inZ horsepowm-er, seve ral c a nres

are necessary,. The horsepow-er required for acceler<t .on is

obtained by multiplying the force required by th-,e distance

the vehcle w.ill travel in one second, Tviduig the result

byT one horserower, 550 foot-pounds oer second, w-i llee

ther terms unif'ony. The new formula Ti1 then be:

-18-m



550

but since the distance tr-avel ed in one second is

= .P. 52610Y feet 'qer r le

3600 secorcl s cer hour .tT T', T

the new forr uca b ecoraes,

H.P. = 32.2

a~~e x *. .1
3600

550

factoring,

5 50 N..IL-

5 50 H.*P.

GVW

VVY
32.,29

3600

(a 1.466 11 .rjH )
(32.2) (550)H,*. P (Gvr

T i. 
P 

- (G 
v'J,,

( 50

.1 f p f.C?,.r

12,9000

;here

,'P. is the requi red horsepol-er for
acceleraition,

a is the acceleration in feet per
second,

.019-



G'W is the gross vehicle weight in pounds,
M.P.H. is the vehicle speed in iJes per

hour, and
12,000 is a constant conversion factor.

The rate of acceleration of motor vehicles varies

widely. For(the heavier trucks and buses, it will be about

one foot per second per second; for some of the high-

powered passenger cars, it may be as high as four feet per

second per second in third gear.

k]hile all trucks, when loaded within, their recommended

capacities usually have adequate power to start, enough

power should be available so that acceleration, can be made

in the higher gear ratios in order to maintain an adecuate

speed under all conditions.

The formuila just developed may be used in several

ways: (1) to detexmine the power necessary to accelerate

from zero miles per hour to some given speed, and (2) to

determine tIh'e power required to accelerete even more vh-ie

the vehicle is in operation. Actally one is inerely a

variation of the other.

Example:

As an illustration of this first method, let it be

assumed that it is desired to find the horsepower required

to accelerate a 60,000 pound vehicle from zero miles per

hour to 20 miles per hour in 20 seconds, which would be

.975 feet per second per second, Substituting in the

-.20-



foimula, the result oul' be as follows:

H-1.-p. :(60 ,000)r( .975) (20)

12,000

H.P. (5) (.975) (20)

H.P. =d97.5

The second method is used to find the amount of

accelerative ability left in an engine when the vehicle

is actually in operation.

Assume the same vehicle was oerating at 20 miles

per hour, the horse-ower caoacitr of the engine was 220

and that the vehicle recquired 180 horsepower for operation,

40 horsepower would be left for accelerative purposes.

Therefore, w-at acceleration cEn 're erz7 ected frc tbe

terve power. Since,

H .T G~)(a)(P
12,000

clearing the fraction:

12,000 H .P. = (GT) (a) (TT)

therefore,

a 12,000H.P.
(Gw) (Tmi )

substituting,

-21-



a = (12,0ooo0)4
(60 ,000) (20)

5

a =.4 feet per second per second.

The acceleration of .4 of e foot per second per second is

more than adequate for all general purposes.

It is safe to Thave some reserve po er for passing,

grades and emergencies. Econory suffers with reserve

power. Since gasoline engine is mo st economical lhen

operating closest to its maxmmnn torque output, it is well

when selecting a truck to consider the acceleration that

will give optimum operation.

From the data presented. it should Ibe evident thet

acceleration depends on reserve power and tht the lower

the total reduction the greater the reserve rover and,

hence, the greater the acceleration. For logging trucks

vthere huge loads ire moved, acceleration is extremely ir-

portant, this is indicated. in the chart 0on on the next

page. Here are shown the five normal speeds found in a

truck with a gross weight of 20,000 rounds; the speeds

are plotted ageinst the engine revolutions; power recquired

is plotted against the available power. In the first

speed the power svailable at the governed speed is 12 or

-22-
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13 times that recuired, the speecd being 6..2 miles per hour.

At this sere speed in second; the enrine is reduced to about

1100 revolution per minute, where it still has five or six

times the required power, this means a higja accelerative

ability as indicated by the flat slope of te curve. axi-

mum speed in fourth, however, requires -yore than a third of

the available horsepower. Fifth Fear at the sp ie speed

drops the power down to onliy about half-again what is need-

ed at the governed speed in fift'h; the horsep'er developed

is little more than that recuired. It 7,ill 11--e noted thet

the slope of the fifth speed curve is steeper than the

others, a fact which shows that tLhe acceleration is rela-

tively limited.

Tractive Resistance.

Tractive resistance has been defined as the total of

all external forces acting against the riovement of a

vehicle on a level road, these resfstances ore listed below.

I. Air resistance due to the retardin effect

of the irt:hen the car is in motion.

1. Density resistance is that cart of air

resistance due to turbulent whirls and

eddies caused by the irremularities of

the vehicle body.

2. Viscosity resistance is that port of' air



resistance attributed to friction be-

tween the body of the vehicle and the

surrounding air.

II. Rolling resistance is due to contact re-

sistance between the vehicle and the road.

1. Road resistance is that part of rolling

resistance that is due to friction be-

twreen the tires and the surface of the

ro ad.

2. Tmnact resistance is that part of

rolling resistance due to the retarding

effect caused by the roughness of the

road surface.

Although both air and rolling resistance are composed

of component parts, as shown above, they are generally

considered as two distinct items rather than being broken

apart. This method is followed in practical use.

I. Air Resistance.

Air resistance which is often miscalled wind resistance,

is simply the resistance to passage through still air offered

by the foima and frontal areas of the vehicle.

Air resistance, when the speed of a vehicle e-ceeds 60

miles per hour, becomes of the utmost importance. It has

been estimated by LTay that when the speed exceeds 60 miles

-24-



per hour, air resistance accounts for 60 percent of all

the resistances. 9 Logging trucks will seldom reach this

speed, but it is still an important factor because of the

large frontal area presented by a loaded truck. 'iere

large loads are carried even at medium speeds the effects

of air resistance must be considered.

Air resistance computations are based upon three

factors, namely, the frontal area of the car, the aero-

dynamic factor, and the velocity of the car.

rrontal area, exroressed in square feet, is the total

width of the vehicle times its total height, less openings

such as those between wheels and rounded corners. As a

rule, small subtractions of this kind are ignored because

these small openings are responsible for slight increases

in unit resistance due to a burbling effect. Air resist-

ance, therefore will be directly proportional to frontal

area.

The aerodynemic factor is the degree of fineness of

the solid form of the body frog. on air resistance stand-

point. In other words, to use a popular, if somewhat in-

accurate phrase, the degree to which the body is streamx-

lined. The aerodyncanic factor is expressed as a constant,

9....."lAir Resistance to rotor Vehicles". Proceedings,
Highway Research Board, Vol. 11, part T, pp.)6-55.
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K, which has been detexrmined by eroriment in wind tunnels.

However, K, has not been well esttblished for trucks and

may range from 0.0018 to 0.0025.10 The constant will vary

between an open rack body with a high head-board and tail-

board, representing the highest resistance, to a stream-

lined tank or van, rep re sent ing the o ther extreme.

Density resistance, caused by turbulent whirls end

eddies represents the dissipation of kinetic energr; it

varies theoretically as the scuare of the speed. 1 '

According to Lay, density resistance constitutes 85 to

90 -oercent of the total air resistance, this percentage

can nrobably be reduced with more efficient streamlining.12

The air resistance rema -ning is attributed to viscosity re-

sistance.

Viscosity or skin resistance, as it is more commonly

called, occurs in the layers of air close to the body and

other surfaces of the vehicle. Exmeriments indicate that

this resistance can be taken as an eyroonent of the speed,

about 1.4 or 1.5.13

10.....Ha.rry Tucker and Marc Leap er, Highw,-ay Economics,
p. 275.

11.....R. G. Paustian, Tractive Resistance as Related to
Roadway Surfaces and Motor Vehicle Operation. Iowa ~
Engineering E7eriment Station, Bulletin 119, p . 8.

12.....Op. cit. Proceedings, Vol. 12, Part I, pn. 66-75.

13.....PL. G. Paustian, Op. cit., p. 9.



The total air resistance met by any vehicle is com-

nosed of two mrain resistances, one of which varies as

the souare of the speed, and the other as some porer

slightly less than the square. The aggregate of the two

parts might be expressed as a single resistance that

varies as some function of the speed, the exponent of this

speed factor might be less than two.l. Since having de-

veloped the component parts of air resistance, the follow-

ing formula can be derived:

Ra = 0 .0025A((iTT 2 )

where

R is the air resistance in pounds,

FA is the frontal area in square feet,
ITH is the vehicle speed in miles per

hour, and
0.0025 is the streamlining constant.

To convert the product to horsepower from founds it

is necessary to multiply by the speed in feet per minute

to obtain foot-pounds per in2ute, then divide by 33,000

to get the horsepower equivalent, The formula will then

become,

0.0025FA(MP 2 )(88 xAPFJ

3 ,000

14.....For a more complete analysis of air resrstance see:
Inid., pp. 8 ff. and J. C. Hunsaker, "Aeronatics" .
Iechanical Engineers Handbook, p.. 1323.
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which reduces to,

Ra= FA)_( 3)

15 ,000

The above formula is applicable where the coefficient is

0.0025, as is the case for the larger trucks. Otherwise

the general form of the fomula, in which any value may

be substituted, must be written as shoVn below:

R = (K) (FA)(TH 3)
375

The following figure, prepared by the General Motors

Corporation, is from a chart showing air resistances at

different speeds with various cross-sectional areas. A

value of 0.0025 was used for K, and an emonent of 2 was

used in the basic formula, which is used to determine the

air resistance in pounds.

Since the cross-sectional area presented to the air

will change for every log load, where semi-trailers are

used, and since the trucks seldom reach high speeds, the

air resistance is of secondary importance only.

In data that will be given later, taken from data

prepared by the Public Roads Administration, air resistance

was not figured separately, but was included with the

total tractive resistance. This method will eliminate the

-23-
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tedious process of figuring air resistance for each in-

15
dividual case.

The following table may be used to deterine the air

resistance for a vehicle when the exact frontal area is

unknown. Although th'e table was developed by General

IMotors it may be used for any vehicle. The smaller

bodies should be used, as the larger sizes are for vans.

16
Table I

Projected Frontal Areas Of Trucks in 'Scuare Feet.

Models Small 0odies Large ?odies

Light Duty 30 50
Eedium to Heavy Duty 50 70

IT. Rolling Resistance.

Rolling resistance has been divided into two phases:

15.....The trucks used by the Public Roads Administration
were equipped with low open rack bodies. In the csse of
the single unit truckhs the height of the frontal area was
only 18 inches. For the semi-trailers the height of the
head and tail-boards was about 24 inches . The headboards
are similar to those used on logging trucks, which have
low side-boards or none when operating empty, and at
which the highest speeds are reached and the air res stance
is the greatest. ;rhen the trucks are loaded and the
frontal area is maximum, the speed in most cases wil1 not
exceed 15 miles per hour; consequentaly air resistance will
be at a minimum, and so can almost be elirminated from the
calculation.

16....."General Rotors Date Book", Performance Section.
Detroit, Ilichigan, 1945.
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friction between the road surface and rumning gear, and

impact resistance , both of which are dependent upon the

road surface. For general study however they can be taken

together.

Rolling resistance can, Derha-os, be best eplained br

considering Figure 5,17 which shows a wheel about to pass

over an obstacle. From this figure a formula can be de-

vised.

W

i F

R

Tigure 5 Rolling Resistance

:G 2rh-ha
r-h

where

F is the force reouired in pounds to over-
come the obstacle,

GT1 is gross vehicle weight on the wheel in
pounds,

r is radius of the twheel in inches, and
h is the height of the obstacle in inches.

17.....C. R. Townsend, The Xotor Truck in Woods Operation,



several assurDtiofns can now -e :made:

1. A balloon tire will recuire less force than

a high pressure tire, due to the elasticity

of tires and the lowered beight of "h".

2. The force , r, reOuired would be depend nt

upqon the weig t or the wheel.

3. The road surface wo ul be of rajor importance.

Any roac f surface, even the verT flest type,

is not perfectly smooth, but has many eleva-

tions and depressions ?h0ch present obstacles

to the wheels moving over them. On gravel

and earth roads these obstacles ray change

with weather. Then the road becomes soft

and muddy it may sink nder the load so that

the wheel will be continually at the base of

a small hill t , thus "h" will be s c.mpara-

tively large and constant value .

4. If the vehicle is moving at a hi gh velocity

over a rough road, the wheel may jump as a

result and "h" mar become "2h" or greater.

Tests made in proof of these assumpjtions have shown

that resistance varies with the f 1iwring factors:

a. The type of road surface and its rigidity.

b. The gross vehicle t:eight.

c. The speed of the vehicle.
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Other factors have been found so inconsequential compared

with these factors that they .re generally considered as

corip onent parts of the above.

Fi gres 6, 7 and 8 have been given to show the re-

lative importance of the above factors. Pigure 6 is given

in proof of assumption a. Total resistances for four

tpes of road surfaces have been plotted over speed.

Total resistance of the rough dirt road is found to be

seven times that of a good concrete rcad, proving that

road surfaces must be considered. Figure 7 "roves con-

clusion fb. Reading from the graph the total resistance

at 8000 pounds is 68 pounds, while at 24,000 pounds the

resistance is 206 pound-s when the speed is constant at

4 miles per hour. Figure 8 proves the soundness of con-

clusion c. Total resistance is shown to increase with

speed. Weight and road surface are constant. Technically

then, it is not correct to sea- of the rolling resistance

without definitely indicating the speed of the vehicle,

the tPe of road surface and thez weiFnght of the vehicle.

One of the major fellacies in calculations made by manu-

facturers is that weight and speed have been entirely

ignored and only road surface consid-ered. With the tables

given at the end of this section this error has been eliri-

nated with the result that greater accuracy can be obtained.

One of the major problems that cannot be solved, however,
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is the inability to set definite ratios for road resist-

ance as affected by different road surfaces. It would be

difficult, in fact, to attempt such a task, except for

the most rigid and uniform type of road surface. The best

plan then, would be to establish resistance figures on a

pavement such as concrete, end to use the figures as an

index, and to develope conversion factors for other tyees

of road surfaces. Vith such a wide variation of surface

types as are found in this country these conversion fac-

tors will have an extremely wide range. ;ith a little

work any truck operator can find the correct conversion

factor for his particular use. Since several methods

have been developed to measure tractive resistance, it is

well to describe them ind ividually.

The towing method, as a means of measurement, is

adequately illustrated by Lay in his Michigan tests. 18

The data given were the results of the first practical

road tests made in the study of road resistances; however,

sfince trhe ecuipment is now obsolete and the load weights

were disregarded, the work is of historical value only.

With this method the test vehicle is towed by another

18.... ."ichigan State Highway Department Investigation of
Truck Performance on Grades". In: Proceedings of the
Ei 'hth Annual Conference on highway Engineering held at the
University of Michigan. p. 31.



vehicle, the pull on the tow line being recorded by a

dynamometer. Simple as this method appears, serious

difficulties are involved. For instance consistent read-

ings are hard to obtain, not only for small varitions in

the road surface, but for slight changes in speed as well.

Another serious objection is that the towing vehicle dis-

turbs the air so that it is imoossible to determine air

resistance.

The coasting method was used by the Oregon State

Highway Commission for the determination of fuel consum-
.. 91

tion. The requirements of this method of measuremgent

are several uniforn grades of sufficient length to allow

a vehicle to reach.a constant velocity for a considerable

time. The propelling force with the vehicle in neutral

is equal to the down grade component of the weight of the

vehicle while the retarding force is a combination of the

rolling and air resistances. At some speed for a given

grade the force of the vehicle and the opposing resist-

ances are in equilibrium, therefore if the weight of the

vehicle is known, the component of this weight is parallel

to the grade, and equal to the tractive resistance. Ex-

cept for wind variability and possible unevenness of the

road surface, this method gives an easy ancd accurate

measure of the tractive resistance.

19.....John Beckey, The Effect of_ Highwa esig _on Vehicle
Speed and Iuel Consumption, Oregon State Highway Deartment
Tulle tin No. 5, pp. 11-14.
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A method of direct measurement was developed by Paustin

20
of the Iowa Engineering EFperiment Station. As far as can

be determined he is the only one who has used this method

successfully. The Oregon State Highway Commission tried,

but found the apparatus too bulkly and unweildly, so dis-

carded it for the coasting method.

Rather than find a grade long enough to allow a vehi-

cle to coast to a suitable speed, a direct drive mechanism

was developed to measure the poower required to drive the

vehicle. An electric motor was attached through the drive-

shaft to the rear wheels of the car and the current needed

to drive the electric motor was furnished by a generator,

the armature of which was connected to the flywrheel of

the gasoline engine of the car. The engine drove the

generator, which in turn supplied the electrical energy

required to operate the motor which was connected to the

rear wheels of the vehicle. The power in the form of

electrical energy required to overco1e tr-active resistance

was applied to the drive shaft thnr the electric motor,

and the energy used was a direct measure of the power

required to drive the vehicle.2l

20.....Loc. cit., pp-. 13-20

21.....Although the use of electrical energy was unioue in
this case, it is not the first time it has been used. See:
%. A. Hall and 1. M. Hargrave, "Energy Consumption of an
Electric Truck on Different Street Surfaces". Electric
World, Vol. 61, pp. 1040-41; A. E. Kennelly and
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The fourth and last method. to be described, that of

deceleration, will be discussed in detail because it was

used in the tractive resistance tests conducted by the

Public Roads Administration. Since much of the material

to be presented later will be taken from these tests, it

would be well to understand the methods employed.. 2

Iw-here the majority of other investigations of tractive

resistance and tractive ability were mainly restricted to

automobiles the project of the Public Roads Administration

was restricted to trucks with the aim of finding sore

method of eliminating traffic conjestion on hills by the

development of a more satisfactory road speed for trucks.

Over four years were spent testing 30 trucks which in-

cluded all types used at the present time. It was the

most complete test yet made to determine tractive resist-

ance. The following conclusions have great significance

when applied to log truck moeration:

1) Grades should be reduced to 3% or less,

2) engine pover should be more than doubled,

3) Gross weights must be recUced.

0. R. Schurig, "Tractive Resistance of a Motor Delivery
Wagon on Different Roads at Different Speeds" . Institute
of Electrical Engineers, Transactions 35, pt. 2, pp. 925-
53.; H. B. Shaw, "The North Carolina Road Test Trck"t .
Hichway Research Board, Proceedings 6, pp. 66-81.

22.....Loc. cit., Carl C. Saal, pp. 4O-.



The deceleration methnoc of measuring tractive resist-

ance or a level grade consists of allowing the test vehicle

to coast to a stop from a hZgh speed to either a lover

speed or a stop. During the tine in which the vehicle

coasts, records of elapsed time and distance are taken.

As the name implies, the method depends upon the determina-

tion of deceleration.

The first step in the calculation of tractive resist-

ance from the time-speed records is that of plotting a

time-distance curve. Twlo successive d ifferentiations of

this curve will give, first, a curve which shows the

deceleration at a given instant and, second, a curve

which shows the actual velocity. The graphic method of

differentiating these curves may be successfullyF used.

The deceleration of a vehicle when coasting on the

level in neutral gear is proportional to the forces that

oppose the motion of the vehicle. The following equation

which expresses this relation is merely the acceleration

formula given earlier.

Ra - ------- a

g

where

Rais the total tractive resistance in
pounds, to deceleration (or
acceleration),
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GVT is the weight of the vehicle in pounds,
g is the acceleration of gravity in feet

per second per second, and
a is the linear deceleration for acceler-

ation in feet per second per second.

This equation, however, does not involve the energy

that is stored in the rotating parts when the vehicle is

accelerating or decelerating. The energy of these .arts
must be added to the energy of the linear motion epressed

as T a' above. The force equivalent to this energy is:

r a

where

P is the force equivalent to the energr of
linear motion,

I is the moment of inertia of the rotating
parts,

r is the effective radius of the rotating
parts in inches; and

as is the angular acceleration in radius per
second per second.

alhen a vehicle is coasting in neutral, the only

rotating parts decelerating are the wheels, brake drums,

propeller shaft, and rear axle assembly. The moments of

inertic of the propeller shaft and rear axle are so small

in coparison with that 'of the wheels that it is practical

to omit them from the consideration of stored enery. For

the wheels and brake drums the angular acceleration is

equal to . where a is equal to the linear deceleration
r
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and, r is equal to the effective radius of the wheels.

Substituting . for a and combining the equations for the
r

energy of the rotating parts and of linear motion, the

formula for deternmining tractive resistance is:

Ra=GVW a
a -- a

g

adding P, Ra becomes Rt

R gxr a -

g r

9 r2

where

R is total tractive resistance in pounds,

GW is gross vehicle weight in pounds,
a is linear deceleration of the vehicle in

feet per second per second,
Ir is the mass equivalent constant for

0 neutral gear.

The mass ecuivalent constant can be detefined ex-

perimentally if the deceleration is measured for a vehicle

coasting on two different grades, one of which can be, and

in this study was, level. As the total resistance on the

grade is equal to the total resistance on the level for



the same road soeed and for the same load, the m'ass

equivalent constant can be determined by solving the

following equation for K

GVI sin A - ag (G. +i ) = (T + Io)

which by reduction becomes,

K GVV sinA - -G.(a ag)
o gg 8 g

ag +

where

KO is the mass equivalent constant for
neutral gear,

GVT is the gross vehicle weight,
A is the angle in degrees that the grade

line mak es with the horizontal,
g is the acceleration of gravity in feet

per second per second,
ag is linear acceleration on the grade in

feet per second per second, and
a1 is linear acceleration on the level in

feet oer second pDer second.

The mass equivalent constant can also be cormputed

theoretically if the moments of inertia of the iheel

assemblies are kLnowni. in most cases these data can be

obtained from the manufacturer and used to corrpute a con-

stant that could be used to check the experimental constant.

The theoretical K1 is obtained by adding the moments of

inertia for the wheels and brake drums and dividing the
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totei by the effective radius. This, however, is a tedi-

ous process and proves to be a slightly higher figure

than that found in oeration. Actual tests are. therefore

recormended.

A sample calculation will show the process very react-

i ly.

Data are first collected on rates of deceleration

for a range of s-eeds, Table 2 illustrates a form suit-

able for this purpose.

Deceleration in Miles per Hour der Second for -

Speed Run
''PH 27

H

2
4
6
8

10
12
14
16
18
20
22
24
26
2$

30
32
34
36
38

Bun
28
S

.320

.341

.371

.404

.456

un
29
N

.234

.257

.271

.299

.332
.378

Run
30
S

*241
.253
.271
.299
.322
.348

Bun
31

.172

.182
.194
*213
.237
.270.
.306

RuIn
32
S

.163
.177
.181
.197
.218
.246
.291

Bun
33
IT

.145

.154

.162

.173
.184
.197
.215
.241

Run
34
S

.141

.141

.141
.151
.158
.181
.210
.244

sec.

.142

.148

.152

.162

.169

.184

.200
.224
.228
.248
.277
.271
.296
.527
.351
.358
.382
.409
.450

Ft./ sec./
sec.

.210
.217
.223
.238
.248
.270
.293
.329
.334
.364
.406
.397
.434
.480
.515
.525
.560
.600
.660

.359

.374

.393

.414

.444

Table 2. Values of Deceleration for a Tractor-Truck Semi-
trailer Coasting on a Zero Percent Grade ":ith a

Gross Vehicle Weight of 12,000 pounds.
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(INote the wide range of speed used in this instance and

that two test runs were made, one north and one south to

compensate for wind resistance.) These time-speed records

are the basis of all calculations and so should be kept as

accurately as possible. The graph in Figure 9 is obtained

from the tihe -speed record. The curve for the zero grade

is taken from the column showing average deceleration in

feet per second per second, and plotted over the appropri-

ate speed. The curve for the 4.5 percent grade is obtained

In the seme manner. The time-speed record for this grade

is not shown. From these two graphs the mass equivalent

constant may be deteinined as shown below, by substituting

in the formula (data for 36 miles per hour):

12000 (.0451) - 12000 (0.790 4 0.600)
32.2__ _ _ _ _

(0.790 + 0.600)

K = 541 - 518

K 16.4

Since K0 should be determined more than once, tile

average is found to be about 16. Total tractive resist-

ance can now be found by the use of the formula:

Pt a (. ' . iV
g o

which upon substitution becomes,
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Rt a (12,000 + 16)
3 2.s2

t= 389 a

The accelerations being known, a table of resistances can

be prepared as shown in Table 3.

Speed Deceleration
Total

Tract ive
Resi.stance

ITAH

4
6
8

10
12
14
16
18
20
22
24
26

28
30
32
34
36
38
40

Ft ./sec .2

.212

.223

.239

.253
.271
.290
..310
.330
.352
.378
.401
.430
.459
.490
.523
.561
.604
.660
.728

Pounds

82.5
86.7
93 .0
98.4

105.4
112.8
120.6
128 .4
137 .0
147.0
156.1
167 .4
178 .2
190 .8
203.3
218.2
234.8
256.8
283.0

Unit
Tractive

Resi stance

Lb/1000 lb

6.9
7.2
7.7
8.2
8.8
9.4

10 .0
10.7
11. 4
12.2
13.0
13.9
14.8
15.9
16.9
18.2
19.6
21.4
23.6

Table 3. Tractive Resistance for a
Semi-trailer 7ith a Gross
of 12,000 Pounds.

Tractor-Truck
Vehicle .ei ht

At the start the tests were based upon the old assump-

tion that tractive resistance was a constant factor regard-

less of the weigIt. However, it was soon discovered that

not only total resistance, but also the unit resistance in

-A.



pounds per thousand pounds varied ,preciEably with weight.

Thereafter, each vehicle was tested with three loads. The

difference in total tractive resistance for any two gross

weights proved to vary directly with the increase in

weight; thus it was possible to detemine the tractive re-

sistance for any combination of weight and speed.

In the foregoing ex-aple the vehicle was tested again

with gross vehicle weights of 21,000 and 30,000 pounds.

The time-speed data are not given, but the unit resistances

are shown in Figu2re 10 to indicate the variation wTith

these three weights. If the variation is kmnow7n, the resist-

ance can be prorated and an average value determined as

shown in Table 4. This is merely a sarrple problem; simi-

liar results can be obtained for eany vehicle.

Though expensive and very accurcate equipment were

used by the Public Road Administration equiprmient of this

type would not be necessary for a private study. A stop-

watch, a smooth level road surface of a known grade

length, and a siilar streach of logging road are all

that would be required. Vehicle performance on the level

road could be calculated and used as a basis for any road

type resistance; this will take into consideration the

truck characteristics. The data gathered will not be as

accurate as the data given here, but will be suffice for

practical purposes.
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Unit Tractive Resistance, in. Pounds oer 1000 Pounds
for Weights of -

Thousands of Pounds

12 14 16 18 20 21 23 25 27 29 30
lbs. lbs. lbs. lbs. lbs. lbs. lbs. lbs. lbs. lbs. lbs.

6
8
10
12
14
16
18
20
22
24
26
28
30
32
34
36
38
40
42

7.2
7.7
8.2
8.8

.4

10.0
10.7
11.4
12.2
13.0
13.9
14.8
15.9
16.9
18.2
19.6
21.4
23.6

7.2
7.8
8.2
8.8
9.3

10 . 4

11.1
11.8
12.5
13.3
14.1
15.1
16.1
17.3
18.7
20.4
22 . 4

7.3
7.8
8.2
8.7
9 .2
9.7

10.2
10.8
11.4
12.1
12.8
13.6
14.5
15.5
16.7
18.0
19.7
21 *5

7 * S
7.8
8.2
8.7
9.2
9.6

10.1
10.6
11.1
11.8
12.4
13.2
14.1
15.0
16.2
17.5
19.1
20.8

7.3
7.8
8.2
8.7
9.2
9.6
9.9

10.5
10 .9
11.5
12.1
12.9
15.7
14.6
15.8
17.1
18.6
20.3

7.3
7.8
8.2
8.7
9.2
9.5

10.4
10 .8
11.4
12.0
12.7
15.5
14.5
15.6
16.9
18.4
20.0
21.6

7.4
7.9
8.5
8.7
9.1
9.5

10.3
10.7
11.3
11.8
12.5
15.2
14.0
15.0
16.1
17.5
18.9
20.3

7.5
8.0
8.3
8.7
9.1
9.5
9.8

10 .2
10 .7
11.2
11.7

1 P7
12.9
13.7
14.6
15.5
16.7
17.9
19.2

7.6
8.0
8.5
8.7
9.1
9.4
9.8

10.1
10.6
11.2
11.6
12.1
12.7

14.2
14.9
16.0
17.1
18.2

7.7
8.0
8.4
8.7
9.0
9.4
9.8

10.1
10.6
11.1
11.5
12.0
12.5
13.1
15.8
14.5
15.4
16.4
17.5

7.8
8.1
8.4
8.7
9.0
9.4

9.8
10.1
10.5
11.1
11.5
11.*9
12.4
13.0
15.6
14.5
15.2
16.1
17.0

Table 5. Unit Tractive Resist ces
trailer at Various Speeds
(Derived from Table 4.)

for a Tractor-Truck Seni-
Cand Gross Vehicle Weights.

Admittedly it would be a long, tedious task to have

to go through the porocedure just given to determine the

tractive resistance for a vehicle, and it is doubtful if

any individual would do so for his own benefit. Therefore

tables are given so that the tractive resistance for any

type truck at any speed with any load may be detemined.

However, several explanations are in order.
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First -

Secondly -

total tractive resistance as given in these

tables include: internal friction of the

vehicle, air resistance , (for the headboard

sizes as given previously) and rolling re-

sistance. In other words, all resistances

have been considered and separate deductions

are unnecessary.

the tables as originally comrposed are in

pounds. (To obtain horsepower =multiply by

speed in feet per minute , this will give

foot pounds per minute then divide by

3,000).

= Unit Resistance (Lbs./1000 lbs) x 88 x LTH

33,000

H.P. Unit Resistance (Lbs/1000 lbs) x I=
375

To obtain total resistance multiply the answer

by the gross vehicle weigit in thousands of

pounds.

the tables are based upon performance on con-

crete pavements. To obtain resistance for

other road surfaces, the grade ability must

be corrected with figures given in the con-

version table. The table of conversion

Thirdly -



values that appears in Appendix A of this

paper, compiled from data obtained from

various manufacturers, is believed to be

as near to the real values es possible.

Parts of the table were taken from the

Performance Section of the General Xotors -

Data Book, the Timken Axle NTews, and a

manual published by the Dodge Truck

Division of the Chrysler Corporation.

Although all of these publications are

confidential, permission was granted to use

only the resistance figures contained in

them. Concrete is assumed to have a resist-

ance of about 10 pounds per 1000 pounds of

vehicle weight; with this figure as 1.00,

other resistance relations can be derived.

Grade Resistance

Since, in this and subsequent sections, frequent

reference will be made to grades, it is necessary to de-

fine several terms. By the "grade" of a highwar is

meant the deviation of the profile of the center line of

the highiway from a level line, it is generally expressed

as a ratio known as the "rate of grade" , which shows the

number of feet rise in a horizontal distance of 100 feet.
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If the rate of grade is multiplied by 100, the result is

known as the "per cent of grade". Thus, a grade of 2

means a rise of 2 feet in 100 feet measured horizontally,

and is equivalent to a rate of grade of 0.02.

The amount of a uniform rate of grade is obtained by

dividing the difference n elevation between two termini

by the horizontal distance between the termini. -,Thus, if

the difference in elevation is 80 feet and the horizontal

distance 2000 feet, the uniform rate of grade is 0.04 or

a grade of 4 percent.

An "average grade" is the average of two or more

gredes used between two texiini, due consideration being

given to the length of each grade. The amount of an

average grade may be obtained by finding -the sum of the

elevations attained by the "plus" grade and the decents

made by the "minus" grades, and dividing that sum by the

total length involved. A grade of + 3 percent with a

length of 2000 feet followed by a - 6 percent grade for

the next 500 feet would have a total rise of 60 feet,

the total fall would be 30 feet, the total rise and fall

being 90 feet. Dividing this total by 2500 feet will

give an average rate of grade of 0.036 or a plus grade

of 3.6 percent.

A "rolling grade" refers to a profile made up of

alternating plus and minus grades. The term is usually
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restricted to grades of substarntiallir the saine length and

magni tu6-e.

An "adverse grade" is a grede whose sign is opp oite

that of the urifori grade th-tt would be obtained between

two term ini.

When a vehicle is moving along the level at ea uniform

speed, the power of the engine is used only to overcomie

internal resistances ared tractive resistance. WThere a

grade is encountered, adfdition l power must be supolied

by the eng ne if the same velocity of the vehicle is to

be maintained. The resistance offered to movement of a

vehicle up a grade , -known as "gr de resistance , ise

pressed. in pounds per vehicle , pounds per ton, or more

generally pounds per 1000 pounds. In effect it is the

force necessary to lift the vehicle through a height equal

to that attained by the grade. This relationship can be

e -m ressed by the following formula

R = AV (G)

100

where

S is total resistarce along the grade in
pourds,

GWI is the weight of the vehicle in pounds,
G is grade rise in percent

100 is conversion factor

If GVW is taken as a 1000 pounds the formula will become,
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R = 10 G xgvw

where

gvw = gross vehicle weight in thousands of
pounds

It should be pointed out tbat the above formula is

ap-plicable for grades only under 20 percent as it is only

an approximation. Since in the smaller grades the

B

A

d-istence traveled (C) is approximately equel to A the

above f ormula -ay be used. Over '0 percent, however the

'traveled" distance exceeds A; consequently the grade re-

sistance can be e:xpressed as the weight times the sine of

As an example a 50,000 pound tru cik moving up a l0

grade, will, by t 1 e formula R = 10 G encounter
g

10 x l0%= 100 x 50 (weight in 1000's of pounds) 5000

foot pounds of resistance
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6 0' 0 010 F E E T

1016

100 FEET

Since the above is a right triangle,

C = /A2+D2

C 100.49

Resistance = 50000 x 10
100.49

4975 foot-pounds

Since the calculation is tedious and t-e C]i erenice so

small, the fomula R = 10 G is Quite adequate for grade

u-p to 20 percent; over twenty, however, the longer method

is advised.

For the purpose of illustration resistance has been

expressed as foot pounds. It is evident that the situa-

tion is static and should be converted to horse cower.

To do no the following for=,ila is used:



H.P. = 10 x 88 x .P .i - x gvw x G
33 ,000

or

-MPH
.-.-.. x gvw x G
37.5

where

H.P. is the required horsepower,
ITH is the speed in miles per -'hour,
gnr is the gro ss veh le weight in thou-

sands of 'poureds, and
G is the grade in percent.

TIt had not been intended th-At this section be de-

voted to the development of formulae for the computation

of vehicle ability. However, in order to adequately

develop the individual resistances and. show their im-

portance, it was found necessary to include some formulae.

To develop the f ormulae will be the pupo e of t llow-

ing section.

Tf the fact has been realized that there are several

types of resistance and that there are methods of calcula-

ting the resistances individually, the purpose of this

section has been achieved.
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TT71H- li'TC= YPEJ--RKA1TCE

Performance of a truck or tractor-truck is usually

expressed in terms of "Gradeabi1it"r or s s a "Performance

Factor". "Gradeability" or "Grade Climbing Aility" is

the percent of grade that a vehicle will climb TtTh a

predetermined load. (In general this predetrmined load

will be considered as a ca-pacity load, as experience has

proved that it is not economical to o-erate with less

than a maximum load; this is particularly true of logging

vehicles.) "Performance Factor", or the measure of the

relative ability of the unit to m=ve a load, is exoressed

in pounds of tractive effort -(often incorrectly termed

rimpull) per thousand pounds of vehicle weight.

For a long time -oerformance calculations have been

(and still are in some cases) based upon a formula,

Grade .- Torque x Gear Reduction x Efficienc .ability Ro11ing
Tire rolling radius x Gross Vehicle s

. Resistance1/eight

or formulae similar to this except in details. This type

of formula approaches the problem from the standpoint of

statics - ignoring speed and considering that all the
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f actors. are -practically constant at all speeds.

The theory is that with the engine everting a certain

number of pound-feet of torque, this torque is multiplied

by the total gear :reduction, and reduced by internal fric-

tion losses to a certain percentage of that product to

produce a given wheel torque. This wheel torque is then

divided by the tire radius to produce tractive effort.

Dividing the total tractive effort by the gross ve-

hicle weight, then, gives the tractive effort per unit of

gross vehicle weight. Subtracting the rolling resistance

per unit of gross vehicle weight will give the margin of

tractive effort left, after fulfilling the requirements

of level running, available for hill climbing.

If in the above formula the following expressions

are used:

Torque in pound-inclhes,

Gear reduction in ratio of engine turns to
driving wheel turns,

Efficiency in decimals of one,

Tire rolling radius in inches,

Gross Vehicle Weights in pounds, and

Rolling resistance in pounds per pound, gross
vehicle weight,

then the result will be in terms of pounds -per pound of

gross vehicle weight. To convert thia into -percent grade,

then, this result must be divided by 100, since grade
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resistance is 10 pounds per 1,000 pounds gross vehicle

weight.

For greater convenience, therefore, it is customary

to express gross vehicle wreight in terms of 100 pounds

and rolling resistance in terms of pounds per 100 pounds

or else to multiply the dividend by 100 to secure the

same result. Inasmuch as engine torque is co-monly given

in terms of -ound-feet, instead of pound-inches, the div-

idend is often multiplied by 1200, so that the convenient

form of this formula becomes:

G =1200xTxGRx PP
r x GW. 100

where

G is the gradeability in percent,
T is the torque in pound-feet,

GR is the total'gear reduction,
is the efficiency factor,

r is the rolling radius of tires in inches,
GW is the gross vehicle reight in pounds,

and
PR is the rolling resistance in pounds.

The followring four objections to this formula are

evident:

1) It is static , being besed on torcue, w;hereas

truck perforance is dyns ic.

2) Efficiency is considered as a constant,

whereas it actually varies vith gear reduc-

tion.
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3) Polling resistance is assumed to be a con-

stant.

4) Air resistance is ignored.

As was explained earlier, torque, or the turning force

exerted by an engine, is the product of the force times the

distance from the center of rotation of the crank shaft, or

the number of pounds applied to turn the crankshaft through

a one-foot radius. Translating this force through the

drive line and rear axle by means of the foregoing formula,

results in a measure of the propelling force or ability of

the truck to move the load at any particular instant, i.e.,

at a certain engine speed or at a certain road speed. It

will be observed that the primary consideration here is

applied force to perform work r tegistered at any particular

instant; hence, speed is only of relative importance.

Horsepower, on the other hand, is the time rate of

doing work. In other words, it is the amount of torque

ex erted over a def inite time . "Accum'ul ted wo rk" , involv-

ing weight, distance, and time expresses torque exactly.

The term, "horsepower" , has been established as tre rate of

aoing work equal to raising a 33,000 pound weight through a

distance of one foot in one minute . Hence, horsepower is a

measure of the amount of toroue developed on a cr inute

basis. Horsepower may be found by multiplying the torque
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in foot-pounds by the circumference of the circle through

which the torque force will act in one revolution times

the number of revolutions per ndinute, divided by 33,000

foot-pounds per minute; expressed mathematically the for-

mula is

H.P. x 2 __1416 x 1 x R.P.M.

33,000

or

H.P. = I x IU.i-I.
5252.1

where

H.P. is the horsepower,
T is the torque in foot-pounds, and

M is engine revolutions per minute at
abo ve to rque.

Recause horsepower involves the element of time , it

increases approximately at the sane rate as the speed in-

creases, i.e; the faster the rotation, the greater the

force accumulated in a given time. Hence, speed is the

prKmary consideration, and for this reason, formulae for

determining perforiance involving horsepo wer must also

consider speed in miles per hour. Inasmuch as horse-power

and- speed are inseparable, their use indicate how fast a

given load can be actual>y moved on the level or up grad-es

continuously.
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Anexample indicates the distinction betwleen torque

and horsepower. If the propelling ability of a truck to

climb a 4 percent grade is desired, then performance for-

mulae based on r ue (fr rce) should be used. On the other

hand, if the actual calculated speed at wlich t truck

will travel in ,propelling the load up the 4 perc ent grade

is desired, then performance formulae based on horsepower

(time rate of doingwo O) vould be used.

Before any measure of performance can be ascetained,

it is necessary to determine the tractive effort, or pounds

of force exertef yLv tthe driving wheels at the point of

contact with the road, tending to move the vehicle. This

is readily obtained by the formula:

. E T x GR x E, x 12

r

but since T = 2 xH.P.
R.P.M.

5252 I.P. x GR x E x 12

r

or

TE. 63025 x HP x GR xE

R.P.P. x r

where

TE is the tractive effort in pounds,
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HP is the horse-rower requ'red or given,
BPMT is the engile revolutions per minute

for given horsepower,
GR is the total gear reduction,

is the efficiency factor for the partic-
ular gear rediuctiorn, and

63025 is the conversion factor.

I' iportant relationshIp exists between the tractive

effort and miles per hour for any one model and engine size,

which can e exoressed as follows:

Constant

For same tire size

For same, gear ratio

Cause

Increased gear

ratio (numerically)

Decreased gear

rtio (numerically)

increased tire size

Decreased tire size

Effect

Slower speed -

Higher tractive

Faster speed -

Lower tractive
effort

Faster steed -

Lower rio. pull

Slower speed-

Higher rim pull

Theoretically speaking, speed varies inversely as the

tractive effort, i.e., more speed is obtained at the sac-

rifice of pulling ability and vice versa. Although the

tire size is more directly related to the vehicle capacity

and is detennined by the distribution of gross vehicle

weight, the gear ratio is entirely related to oerformance;

therefore the choice of the correct ratio should be guided
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by this rule - the ratio sliould be selected that 1i1 give

the fastest speed possible and yet provides a tractive ef-

fort that gives equal or slightly more grade abiity t h an

is required. Taximum operating economy wil then be

assured.

Since the selection of the correct gear ratio is im-

portant, some means of determining the correct ratio to

use at different speeds must be available. Since a vehicle

will not use low gear at a road. speed of 30 miles an hour,

and since few can select the proper gear when ten or more

ratios are available, the folowing ormula is available:

60 x5280 x GR xLPHI x12
3600 x 2 x 3.1416 x r

where

RPi is the engine speed in revolutions p er
hour,

60 is minutes per hour,
5280 is feet per mile,

GR is the total gear reduction,
21TH is the vehicle speed in miles per hour,
12 is inches per foot,

3600 is seconds p. r -our,
2 is the conv'?rslon factor to circle

circumference,
3.l4 is a constant, and

r is the radius of tires in inches

the formula then reduces to

=168 xGR x ITH
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and GJR equals:

GBEP:T=I x r
168 x TH

It should be remembered that since this is purely a theo-

retical value , it is to be used only to get an approxim.a-

tion of the gear ratio. The purpose of this deter ination

will be shown after the development of the performiance

f o rmulae .

Since the tractive effort required to nove a vehicle

at a certain speed up a certain grade is the effort re-

qu ired to overcome the internal, air, rolling and grade

resistances, and since all these factors are contained

in the previous tables, tractive effort mcy be e:oressed

as follows:

= GW (f ' )

where

TE is the tractive effort in pcunds,
GWN is the gross vehicle weight in pounds,

f is the coefficient of tractive resist-
ance in pounds per pound of gross
vehicle weight, and

g is the grade rise in feet per foot.

It is extrevmely importent that these values be used

accurately because a difference of only .3 can cause a

difference of 2 or 3 miles per hour. No more accuracy

can be gained than is given in the tables, but eVt-reme

care is advised.
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The coefficient of tractive resistance is the unit re-

sistance for a given weight and speed divided by 1000 (or

the total tractive resistance in -ooud-s divided by the

gross vehicle vreignt in ounds) . referrini to the table

for unit resistances of all tractor trucks, the unit re-

sistance for 20 miles per hour for a gross vehicle weight

of 30,000 pounds is 10.3 pounds. Thi s value exressed- as

the coefficient of tractive resistance would be 10.3 di-

vided by 1000 or .0103, it is readily seen that care must

be taken in the computations.

If the sum of the resistances is known, vehicle abil-

ity for any given set of conditions, can be found by com-

bining the following two forinulae:

E3=63025 xH. ._XGPRXE

x r

and

TE =GTT (f ,g)

which becomes,

GWJ (f , g) = 63025 xiH.P. x GR xE
RTL x r

GrIj (f) MGAT(g) =63025 .GR
PIT
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GW6f 6302 5 x H.P. x G E- G VX(g)
?PYM x r

63025_x H.P. x GR x E . G/ (g)
fR.P.14. x r

GVJ

63025 xH.P. x GR x E - GVV (f)

H..=GVIT (f 9)py

R.P.P.1

63025 x GR x E

GVW=63025 xHP x GR x E

TP T" x r x (f + g)

where

f is the coefficient of tractive resistance
in pounds -per pound of gross vehicle
weight,

g is the grade rise in feet per foot.,
TP is the given or required horsepower,

PIT is the engine speed in revolutions per
minute for the above horsepower,

GR is the total gear reduction,
E is the efficiency factor for the above

gear,
r is the radius of tres in i..nches,

GMI is the gross vehicle weight in pounds,
and

63025 is a conversion factor.

The foregoing formulae are very specific and limited

in their nature. Since gear ratio has been introduced

care must be taken when speeds are determined. An example

will clarify the situation.
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Vehicle X

Gross Vehicle Weight (with trailer): 65,000#

Horsepower: 184 at 2600 r.p.m.

Axle Reduction: 6.53 low - 8.53 high

Transmission Reductions:

5th .788

4th 1.000

3rd 1.738

2nd 3.400

1st 6.370

Tires: 11.00 x 24 r 22.4 inches

vqhat speed can be obtained for this vehicle, fully loaded,

on a 3 percent concrete grade in second low gear? Solving

for speed.

63025 x 184 x 29 x .88 - 65000 (.03)
2600 x 22.4

f=
65000

f 4700 - 1900

65000

f£=.0458

or, 45.8

Reference to the table shows that there is not any

unit resistance of 45.8, the reason being that when the
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vehicle i1s operating at maximum engine speed power will

be develo-ped far in excess of that needed to climb a 3

percent grade. Two things can now be done: recalculate

with a different gear ratio or compute the horsepower

used to see if the correct gear ratio is being used.

TTith the assurmption that a speed of 20 miles per hour

is attained and that the third low gear is selected,

the following equation shows that the load cannot be moved

in this gear at a reasonable speed.

H .P. =65000 (0.0092 + 0.03) 2600 x 22.4

65000 x 14.8 x .88

H.P. 196

A horsepower requirement beyond t~he engine capacity means

that the next lower gear ratio is to be used with partial

engine power.

Since such computations are at times unwieldy and

tiresome; and since they are specific in nature and lim-

ited in use, they are only to be used at times when exact

performance :n a given gear is desired.

In order to obtain a general formula which can be

used for any speed, and not just maximum engine speed,

gear reduction must be eliminated and miles per hour in-

troduced; this can be accomplished by substituting road

speed for engine speed.
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GW (f 61g) -6025 IP G 7

substitulting,

RPN 166 xCR x T=T
r

th.erefore,

6',025EFP x GR x E
c-Tvr (f + 9 ) =(168G"LD i Th)

wahich will reduce.

S(f +.,.g) 1 68 7-Gli xIEPTh 63025 lHP x E x GI

GMT(f g) 168 xG R x IT-H 4
r6.3025 Ex x G?

GVWI(f +g)DPl{=3 7 5 xEP x E

The eff iciency f actor "E", is necessar: Zy only -when the gea-r

reduction enters the calclati on. Since thne Egear re~lic-

tion hnas been eliminated f rom the above f oxula "'I" may.

also be eliminated. T'he f ormula vwill then becone:

lip KPH Lx GVW (f ~g

375

vari ations:

35x lHP
GVW (f + g)
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GTW= 375 x HP

PH(f + g)

375 xTHP - GV\J(f
g EY

GW

375 xH P-GVVJ (g)

f = EP-

GW

"'hen solving for miles per hour or gros vehicle weIht

the will 7e two unknown quantities. ' Since "f" is de-

pendent upon both speed and weight the formulae can be

solved only by a "cut and try" rietihod., that is; by first

assuming a miles per hour (or gross vehicle weight) figure;

and then determining the resistance for this assumed. speed;

if a descrepancy occurs in the solution, then it is neces-

sary to repeat these steps with another assumed figure,

and so on until the equation balances. This may seem a

rather inadequate method of determining performance, but

when two unknown values are involved, it is the only way

possible. ~Experience will soon simDlify the p rocedure.

It must be remembered that the foregoing formulae are

based upon performance on concrete roads and. that perform-

ance on other road surfaces must be corrected accordingly.

Another formula which will save time is given below:

GVU ( 1+ g) GAT
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variations

GVW2  GMI 1 (f 1 +g 1 )

(f2 + g2)

g2 = GV+ 1 (f+ g1) - GV1 2 f2

2

where

GrWi is the original gross vehicle weight,
f, is the original coeffecient of trac-

tive resistance in pounds per pound
of gross vehicle weight,

g1is the original grade rise in feet per
Ifoot,

GW 2 is the new gross vehicle weight,

f2 is the new coefficient of tractive re-
sistance in pounds per pound of
gross vehicle weight, and

g2 is the new grade rise in feet per foot.

The above fornula is based upon the assumption that a given

vehicle will produce a tractive effort on one grade equal

to that on another grade when operating in identical gears

at like speeds. With this formula, grade and gross vehicle

weight recalculations are eliminated; it is also extremely

helpful when converting to other road surfaces from con-

crete.

With the formula just derived, speed, gradeability,

and gross vehicle weight can be found for any condition.

In previous computations it was necessary, first, to
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determine the effort available , then to use separate formu-

lae for level roads, grades, slow, or fast speeds; now all

situations can be handled with one formula and' its varia-

tions. (For level road s'eed the "g" is merely drooped

from the equation.)

Several illustrations will show the validity of this

statement. Referring the vehicle used -previously, what is

the horsepower will be requii- red to move the fully loaded

vehicle up a 10 percent concrete grade at 8 miles per

hour? Substituting the values in the correct fonmula:

HP =8 x 65,000 (.0079 + .100

375

Hp 8 x 7000
375

P = 149

-hat speed can be maintained on an 8 percent grade with a

65,000 gross vehicle weight?

375 x 184

65000 (f + .08)

IPI = 69000
65000 f + 5200
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sue'" 50C(0oof 2 00)

i

Try 1 0 T I J ET-

1:.. LC ,009___ _____

10 (sro

157 200

T r 15 t.;- p iI

1:r15 65000 (.35 500

1 60000
15 (552.t 5200)

1 ,'69000

86400

Try 12 P..?.TL.

1z 6000

12 6 50 0 0 (.0 8f2. 5200 )

1 60000o
15 (53434 5200)
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-69000

The s--eed -7 .ill be slic-J-tl~v over 12 I-s er 'hour.

P-htro ss veh'.,,icle weiU2 Ot can thi s u-t haul u0a

10 percent grad-e at 20 -- riiles -,-er hcur'i-

G-ITI [ 375) Yz 184
2 0 -r. 1 )

M y 30,0 000 poun'd s

69000
30000 f20,(.010C3 .10)

1IC61000

6-0000(.?)

66200

T r-y 31,000 pounds

31000 2o 0 (0 102C, .10)

1 69000
68500
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The vehicle can weigh slightly over 31,000 pounds and

maintain a speed of 10 miles per hour.

What is the maximum grade at 6 miles per hour fully

loaded?

375 x 184 - 65000 (.0077)
6

65,000

g 10500 - 500

65000

g .154

g .15.4 percent

Had the- gradeability on a good haul road been desired,

the conversion factor for this type of road is found in

Appendix A. It is 3 percent. Subtracting 3 percent from

15.4 percent the result is 12.4 percent, the gradeability

of this tru-ck on a good haul road.

If the maximum grade is 15.4 percent for a 65,000

pound gross vehicle weight, what is the limiting grade

for a 50,000 pound load? If both speeds are at 6 miles

per hour; two methods irlay be used:

Num.b e r 1375
:375 xFHP - r (f)
T PH ____

- GW
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375 x 184 - 50000 (.0077)
6

50000

10500 - 280

50000

g 20.4

or, Number 2

g2 = GVW 1 (k1. g) - CJ 2 (f2)

g 65000 .0077 + _.154L-50000 (0077
50000

g 10500,- 280

50,000

g 20.4

This latter method is recommended, since only the

total resistance of the original weight is generally

known, the speed. resistance of the new weight has to be

found, whereas by the first method a whole new calcula-

tion has to be worked out. The second method will also

apply to vehicle weight, thus eliminating the difficulty

arising from the use of two unknowns: SpeeCI in oth

cases must remain the sere, or nearly so, or errors will
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result. , For rapidity and ease of computation the use of

a slide rLle is suggested. Wit care in the reading of

the scales a fair degree of accuracy can be realized.

The saving in time more than compensates for small varia-

tions.

A word of caution is necessary. Perfomance calcula-

ted by formula, no matter what precautions are ts!en, are

still theoretical, but should approximate actual rperfJormi-

ance if the engine is at maimunm efficiency and other

units such as transmission, axle, drive line, and bearings

are in good condition and tires properly inflated. Low-

ever, so many variables affect performance that it may be

wise to be conservative when quoting figures. Air resist-

ance can he figured fairly accurately, but wind has an

equally important effect in retarding or accelerating the

vehicle. Wind cannot be calculated with certainty, but a

thirty mile head wind will reduce Derformnce tbe me as

air resistance at thirtyr miles per hour.

Density of traff ic , requiring slow-donms and gear

shifting, will change results. Frequent stoos or blind

intersections will do the same. These are but a few of

the many unpredictable factors that affect perfo rmance,

but of them all, the driver is the most variable f:ctor.

?ith drivers ranging from excellent to very poor, a cer-

tain percentage of the results will show unsatisfactory
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performance although the truck may be in peerfect condi-

tion. and show superlative ability in the hands of another

driver.

Regardless of the fact that calculated performance

many differ materially from actual, these figures provide

an accurate means of comparison between two trucks. Under

the same operating conditions and with equally efficient

drivers, any two trucks will perform comparatively as

shown by the formulae.
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SECTIOIT III



OPKL.T IONJI COSTS

In the two preceding sections consideration has been

given to the power requirements for -movng vehicles over

different road surfaces and up grades, as well as to the

gradeability of the vehicle itself. In the pcresent section

will be considered those factors that serve to create a

differential in the cost of operating vehicles on the level

and on grades. Much information is reouired to compute

alternate locations of roads, and the use of the principles

developed here will be illustrated in the subsequent section.

Before the reduction of costs can be considered some

investigation must be made of the composition of the opera-

ting costs. In general these costs may be divided into two

groups: (1) the mileage element group, sometimes called

operating or variable costs, which embraces those functions

of vehicular operating costs which vary with the mileage

travelled, and (2) the time element or fixed cost group,

which embraces all costs dependent upon the length of oper-

ation. The mileage element group must be further subdivided

into the following sections:

1. Fuel.
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2. Lubricants.

3. Tires and tubes.

4. Maintenance .

The determination of representive figures for the

variable cost of operating motor vehicles is one of the

most difficult undertakings in any study of highJ'way eco-

nomics. The difficulty exists not only because of the

complexity of the variables involved, but also because

of the rapidity with which improvements have been made in

automotive design and construction. Extreme difficulty

is also encountered in any attempt to obtain data that

are truly representive and not changed by special condi-

tions.

Detailed records of variable operating costs are kept

by some concerns, but, in general, such records are not

plentiful nor easily obtainable. The records that are a-

vailable are usually scattered and many forms of account-

ing are used. An analysis of such data requires assembling

and. adjusting the various factors such as loads carried and

speeds traveled, so that a comparison may be made. Special

prices of equioment and supplies obtainable by large con-

cerns and the factor of an extremely high annual mileage

greatly influence the variable costs of the vehicles in-

volved.

Reliable records of costs are practically impossible



to obtain from private individuals as they are seldom kept

and those that are unfortunately, in most cases, are biased

by the individuals pride in the performance of his own ve-

hicle, It is necessary, therefore, to use fleet operation

costs since these are the best, even though the factors

effecting cost values may vary widely between private and

fleet ownership. Any analysis must be made with the above

facts in mind.

A restatement of the various mileage cost items and a

further discussion of the factors that influence the value

of each will show still further the difficulty in detexmi-

ning accurately the variable operating costs of an average

truck.

Fuel: Unit costs for fuel are directly proportional

to the per gallon cost of such fuel and to the mileage ob-

tained. The mileage obtainable, however, is influenced by

many factors. Disregarding the inherent characteristics

of the motor vehicle, mileage will .e affected by speed of

travel, road conditions, the use of which the vehicle is

put, driving conditions, and the individual driving prac-

tices of the operators. The speed at which the light fleet

vehicle is operated will probably be higher than that of

the average passenger car of comparable weight. Road con-

ditions encountered by the fleet-owned vehicle will, in

many cases, be poorer because of the wider range of terri-

tory over which the vehicle is operated. The private car
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operated solely for pleasure will undoubtedly remain on the

imorovedc highways since it is seldom necessary to travel

roads that are not improved. Thuel consumption for the pri-

vate car will not be as greatly affected by the use of

poorer roads as that of the fleet owned vehicle. The busi-

ness in which a company is engaged will determine whether

its vehicles will be used in the city or in rural areas.

City operation will increase fuel costs because of its

intermittent character involving frequent starts and stop s

and because of the low daily mileage. Thether this will

be offset by the increased fuel consumption which results

from increased speed on rural trips is problematical.

While the fleet-owned vehicle will normally be used for

either city or rural purposes exclusively, the private ve-

hicle is often used for both; which of the two it will be

used for is dependent entirely upon the omer. The valid-

ity of the comp arison of fuel costs of logging trucks and

commercial trucks operating on fairly good roads is ques-

tionable. However, since records are not available for

logging trucks exclusively, some correlation between log

truck and commercial truck costs is required.

Lubricants: The variable cost for lubricants (con-

sidering onlyr the oil used in the engine) will, for fleet-

owned vehicles, be largely dependent upon the rules and

maintenance practices of the company operating the fleet.
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Changes of oil will be made at periodic intervals, and

addition of oil will be dependent upon the inherent char-

acteristics of the motor, including condition of repair

and speed at which the vehicle is operated. The cost of

the -orivately owned truck, on the other hand, will vary

with each vehicle, because of the individual practices of

the owner. Some private operators will change oil at pe-

riodic mileage intervals while otherss will wait. Oil

additions (as in the case of the fleet owned trck), when

needed, will depend upon the characteristics of the trUck,

its condition of re-oair and speed of operation. Other

factors such as road conditions, car equipment and termper-

ature will affect oil consumption. TDsty roads will con-

teaminate oil by entering the engine throug"h t he crankcase

ventilating system and air intake. Operation at high

temperatures, often encountered in summer, will lead to a

more rapid oxidation or sludging of the oil. Heat and

dirt tend to shorten the service life of the oil and thus

necessitate more frequent changes. Such equipment as air

cleaners, oil filters, and oil cooling systems if used

will, of course, counteract the above factors to a consid-

erable extent.

Tires and Tubes: It is probably safe to say that

tire and tube costs will depend upon speed of travel, type

of road surfaces and individual driving practices.
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Characteristics of the vehicle , such as the braking systenm,

condition of repair, and wheel alirnment will undoubtedly

affect tire wear, which effect, in turn, is dependent upon

the number of starts and stops made necessary by conditions

of traffic, locale of operation, and driving practices of

the individual. The additional wear on, tires due to rapid

acceleration and deceleration may be a large item today be-

cause of perfected braking systems and higher power of the

modern motor vehicle. Tire wear, due to surface roughness,

is obviously de-oendent upon the type of roads upon which

the truck is operated. As in the case of fuel costs, the

fleet-operated truck will in many instances show a greater

tire cost because of its faster rate of travel -nd the

necessity of serving localities that can only be reached

over rough roadways. Under-inflation is also an item of

importance and therefore it is likely tat the fleet-

operated vehicle will receive more attent'on in this re-

spect. Because overloads reduce the service life of tires

and tubes they are made with definite load ratings. com-

mercial truck load limits are set by government regulations;

however, since log trucks operating on private roads are not

hindered by these restrictions, overloads are the rule reth-

er than the exception. Consequently, tire failure, trace-

able to frequent overloading, is high.

MTaintenance: Vehicular maintenance costs applicable
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to the average truck are tbe m-Iost difficult to deteruine

because of the extreme soread in the variables involved

in fleet oeratior, as comared to those n private opera-

tion. The terx "vehicular maintenance" ususily refers to

all reoairs necessary to chassis and body, also such items

as washing iand greasing. Those antenance items which are

strictly deendent on milesge are, in general, ecgerienced

alike by fleet snCd mrivate oerator. Such t ss as general

deterioration of the body, accessozies and finish, usually

classed as mileage maintenance cc ats actuiil ly deeed large-

ly upon time and are usuall escaped by the fi~et o:Tner be-

cause of higher annual mileage and shorter re tire-ient

-periods. A factor that increases the fleet operators

maintenance costs over those of the private owner is that,

since a breakdown on the road entails the loss of valuable

time, the trucks of the fleet must of necessity be kept in

better condition. Maintenance is affected by speed and

roadway surfaces in the same manner as fuel consumpion.

Actual available data pertaining to the effect of roadway

surfaces on vehicular maintenance are very meagre. Engine

maintenance is probably dependent upon total revolutions

or power output. Overall maintenance of chassis parts,

on the other hand, will be affected by the roadway surface

and speed. Dirt and grit present on the surface will find

their way into chassis parts and thus increase wear,
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Increased speed will undoubtedly cause higher maintenance

through a greater disturbance of loose material and greater

impact stresses. Recent improvements made in automotive

design such as rigid bodies, rubber cushioning, stronger

springs and sealed units, have to a certain extent reduced

these costs. The fleet owner will be confronted in manr

instances with a greater maintenance cost than the private

owner because of the necessity of his vehicles' covering

areas not accessible by improved roads. The private oper-

ator that lives in such areas will also experience some of

these higher maintenance costs.

The preceding paragraphs have presented those vehic-

ular operating costs which are entirely dependent upon

rileage. A couparison has been made between the relative

costs that would be experienced by tthe contract carrier

operating between the woods and a mill located on a public

road, and the fleet carrier, which usually operates on

private company roads. It is probably safe to say that

the fleet-omed truclis will exmerience harder wear during

its service life than the privately owned truc liether

or not such factors as the higher annual :. ileage and the

lower cost of replacement parts and repairs (obtainable by

the fleet owner because of discounts, and operation of com-

pany repair shops) will compensate for this severe service,

is hard to say.
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Time element or fixed costs rmay be divided into the

followring groups:

1. Depreciation.

2. License and other fees.

3. G-arage.

4. Interest.

5. Insurance.

6. ages.

A discussion of the above list of costs, iTh th-e ex-

ception of depreciation, is quite unnecessary. These self-

exlanato ry costs vary with each section of the country.

Each operator therefore wrill have to determine his ovn

fixed costs. Depreciation is another problem. Deprecia-

tion is a lessening in value of the motor veicle due to

its age and use. Some operators tend to oepreciate a vehi-

cle on the basis of its mileage, sor'e prefer to base Ce-

preciation on time, and still others use a combination of

the two. It is not the purpose here to weighl the advantages

and dC-sadvantages of each of these methods, but to state

that the practice has been to depreciate logging tracks on

a time basis.

lany formms have been developed for tabul-ting opera-

tional costs. One of the best, develo7ped by the General

lotors Corporation is given at the end of this section.

The tabulation followiing was made by the Hendfer ic 1 son Truck
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Company of Chicago, Illinois.

A cost analysis was made of two of the companies'

trucks; for a 375 mile haul. The costs are listed in the

conventional manner for both the diesel and gasoline ve-

hicle.

- Transportation Analyss: Chicago Area -

Conditions of Operation: This enalysis was made for the
purpose of f inding the cost and po ssible prof it involved
by the transportation of milk into Chicago by truck.

Equipment - Analysis based oi twro different equipment com-
binations.

(1) Hendrickson Yodel AD-390-1 Diesel porered tractor-
truck.

(2) Hendrickson .odel A-240 Gasoline powered tractor-
truck.

Both tractors to pull a 28 foot tandem axle, insulated
trailer.

Distance - One way distance 375 miles, or about 150,000
miles yearly.

Cost of Equipment - AD-390-1 Diesel tractor _-8000.00
A-240 Gasoline tractor 4000.00
Insulated trailer 3800.00

P ayload Diesel Gas

Chassis and Cab 12,000 8,500
Trailer 12,000 12,000

Total 24,000 20,500
Allowable Gross 59,000 57,000
Payload (Milk and Cans) 35 ,000# 36, 500z"



Fixed Operating Cost - Total !er Year.

Diesel Gasoline Trailer

Interest on Investment
(less tires) 62 per year .
De reciation: 331/3/ per yr.
Garage rent: $12 per no.
License: Illinois

Chicago
Insurance: Pire

Theft
P.L.-F.D. 50/100,000
2250.00 Dedt. Col.

Taxes: 2% as investment

Total per year
Cost per mile

r 223.80
2487.67

144.L00

150.00
24.00
40.00

150.00
216.00
149.20

3591.07
.0239

r 103.80
1153.r34
JA.00
150.00
24.00
10.60

a.20

150.00
216.00
69.20

2024 .14
.0135

i 92.40
1202.67

-44.00
200.00

10.60
3.20

100.00
199.00
61.60

2013.47
.0134

Variable Operating Cost Cost Per liie

Tires - Truck (45,000 miles
per set)

Trailer (62,000 miles
per set)

Repairs - Average over 3 years
Fuel - Diesel (6.5 miles per

gallon) at 12,
Gasoline (4 miles -per

gallon) at l4.
lubrication
Painting and General Upkeep
Su-ervi sion
Drivers' Vages: l.30 per hour
Social security
Compensation Insurance

Cost per mile

Di e sel

.012

.0125

Gasoline Trailer

.012

.015
.012
.003

.018

.004

.0005

.0015
.0462
.0005
.0016

.0968

.038

.004

.0005

.0015

.0462

.0005

.0016

.1193

.001

.0005

.0015

.0180

Summary -

Diesel:
Fixed - .0239
Variable - .0968

.1207

Gasoline:
Fixed - .0135
Variable - .1193

.1328
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Trailer:

Fixed - .0134
Variable .0180

.0314

Total:

Diesel *1207 Gasoline .1328
Trailer .0314 Trailer .0314

.1521 .1642

Difference per Mile

Gasoline 0.1642
Diesel 0.1521

0.0121

Difference per Year

150,000 x0.0121 =j31 ,815 saved by Diesel

Total operating cost may also be calculated by means

of an hourly machine rate. The machine rate method is

the most applicable of the two forms of depreciation for

truck logging. The following example was prepared by

Prof. D. 14. Matthews of the School of Forestry and Conser-

vation at the University of Mici igan. The following tabu-

lation is much the same as the previous illustration but

is based on time rather than mileage.
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L ake States Region

Machine Rate for One and One-Half Ton Truck.
(Based on 2000 Hour Year and Three Year Life.)

Fixed Cost Per Hour
License and Insurance (Michigan data):

Registration t55 .00
Public Liability:
,?50,000/$ 100,000 plus $25,000
Property Damage 52.20
Collision (,50 Deductible) 40.00
Fire and Theft 32.00

7l79 .20 * 2000 hrs = 0.090

De-preciation:
Original cost
Less tires

Vrecking value

1,800.00
300.00

5-1,500.00
200.00

§1,300.00 2000 hrs =0.216

Labor (Michigan data)
Drivers' wages (plus 101j overtime)
Helpers, wages (plus 107 overti'ue)
Social security, worhment s coImpensation,

etc., at 21%
Total fixed Cost per Hour

0.880
0.770

0.347

$2.303

Operating Cost Per Hour
O.il at 0.30 per qt.
10 qts, every 50 hrs.
Repoairs - average of 400o per

year
Greasing and General

Mait enan c e
Fuel (average)
Tires - U300.00 4 1000 hrs.

0.06

0.20

0.04
0.40
0.30

Total Operating Cost per Hour
H auling Cost per lHour

1.00
93.3O

Vith the various opneratingr costs itenized, it now re-

mains to be seen how rades ,ril] lfect these costs. The

savings to motor vehicle operation that are reflected in a
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reduction of gradients are two-fold. One is a direct mon-

etary benefit resulting from a saving in operating costs;

the other includes items of timie saving, and certain some-

what intangible benefits such as ease of driving and in-

creased safety.

Examining the various items of the ooerating cost a

question at once arises. -Where will the.saving take place-

and how can it be evaluated? Referring to the previous

discussions, it becomes quite obv ous th2at the savings can

be calculated only for the fuel. The other items of ex-

pense, viz., tires, tubes, oil end maintenance are of minor

importance when compared to fuel consuption and so may be

eliminated. The following statement taken from page 31 of

the Oregon State Highway Department Technical Tulletin IYo. 5,

upholds the -previous statement: "Any determfination of sav-

ings resulting from grade re-a:uctions can best be made from

the standpoint of relative fuel consu7ption since one of the

most important differences in the cost of operation cones

from this source. Speed, and consequent time reductions are

irportont with beavy equipment but not a determining factor

%ith -oassenger cars. Oil consurmotion is definitely a func-

tion of engine speed, and, regardless of whether a vehicle

is operated on the level or on grade s, the engine sped at

constant gear rEtios will be the ssn e for identical road

speecs. Due to the slirhlt difference in distance between
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grade and level operation (ap ro7imately 20 feet per mile

for a six percent grade), a difference in t-re wear ht

be considered over a long period of operation, but such an

effect would be extremely small. Since the opertin, costs

are the onlT ones zater allv affected by road gradients, a

consideration of grade redction is logical from a gasoline

consurtion standpoint."

The calculetion of savings brouir't bT-out by a rde

reduction will then fall into two clssees: (I) the reduc-

tion of fuel consumption, end (2) reduction in total o;er-

ating time per trio. Each ty-oe of savin 1 ill b ex lained

seperetely, and it the end of the section both methods will

be used to determi:ne the savings possible in a smple grade

reduction problem. Since the subiect of fuel consumption

is more detailed than thet of time it rill be elained

first.

A study of engineering literature discloses tht sev-

eral methods have been proprsed for determinina the increase

in fuel consumption that takes place when a vehicle moves up

a grade. Of these several methods only two will be consid-

ered, one of which is based upon actual fuel measurements,

the other upon what engineers call the "straight-line" re-

lation between brake horsepower and fuel consumption.

Naturally any data based upon actual vehicle operation

would be most desirable, but the only tests of actual fuel
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consumption that can be found on record were made in 1937

by the Oregon State Highwav Commission.

In the Oregon tests actual data were gathered for the

fuel consumption of different vehicles on grades ranging

from zero to six percent. These tests were not limited to

passenger cars alone, but included commercial trucks as

well. Although the tests did not include grades over six

percent, it was thought that the data available could be

extrapolated so as to be applicable to logging operations;

however, this method was found impracticable.

The data gathcred by the Oregon Commission are ex-

tremely valuable as they stand alone; no other organization

has attempted fuel consumption tests on such a large scale.

Therefore, the majority of the material follolrng is based

upon the conclusions drawn from these tests.

In order to obtain data that w ould be truly represent-

ative of operating conditions, all tests were made either

when the vehicles were Jn use for their various commercial

purposes or on special test runs with a. regular company

driver.

The ecuipment used to detemTine fuel consumption and

speed consisted of a positive displacement meter having an

accuracy of 0.001 gallon, an alcohol bulb type thermoeter

to determine fuel temperature, and an accurate soeedoeter.

The speedometer was of the magnetic tyoe, driven directly



from the front wheel of the vehicle by means of the regu-

lation housed flexible cable.

Tests were conducted on Oregon Highway Io. 50 between

Portland and. Iaupin, a distance of 79 miles, and -probably

the most difficult trucking route in the state. On this

route there are many grades, some over a mile in length,

ranging between level and. 6.2 percent. An important rea-

son for selecting this route was that nearly all tnes of

diesel and gasoline -owTered trucks from .the smallest to

the largest operate over it.

A heavy vehicle has, within certain limits, one speed

suitable for each percent increase in grade. The neces-

sary modification of this statement comes from the fact

that trucks are provided with gear reductions, from E to

about 12. Thus, a single reduction VTiil have to be used,

With a slight change in engine sneed, over a small range

of grades. However, a given vehicle operating on a &iven

grade , will have a fair>y definite characteristic speed.

Grapohs were prepared to show the fuel consumption and

speed of sIx heavy vehicles, ranging in gross weight from

2,180 to 52,900 pounds and operating on the nositive and

negative grades of the test route referred to above. An

eramination of the speedc curves showed that, within limits

to be exoected, there was in all cases a firlv definite

charactcristic speed on ea.ch percent grade for a particular
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vehicle. The trend of the speed curves was especially

definite on the positive grades. By combining the average

speed on the similar positive and negative grade a compos-

ite speed curve was obtained. This composite curve can be

used to calculate time savings due to grade reduction.

Examination of the fuel consumption curves for the

six vehicles showed a marked similarity in all cases. The

grouping of the points on each curve was consistent in the

positive grade region and rather scattered in the negative

grade region. The extreme variability in down-grade opera-

tion depends upon alignment, traffic, weather and time of

day.

Fuel consumption on each positive grade was combined

with fuel consumption on the similar negative grade to ob-

tain a composite fuel mileage point for a composite grade.

A rather interesting and somewhat significant point was

brought out from these composite fuel consumption curves.

In practically every case the composite fuel mileage did

not drop off appreciably until the vehicle was operated on

a grade exceeding three percent.

In 1934 the Federal Coordinator of Transportation

published a report showing the fuel consumption of gasoline

driven automobiles to be definitely a function of the weight.

From a survey of 400,000 vehicles he concluded that the fuel

consumption, in gallons per mile, was equal to 0.031 GVW&.675,
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in which GVW is the gross vehicle weight in pounds. Inas-

much as this relation was determined from average operating

conditions such as highway trips, starting, stopping, and

driving in traffic, the equation has no specific applica-

tion other, than to give the parabolic relation between

gasoline consumption and gross weight.

If such a relation could hold for a general sampling

of vehicles it was thought by the Oregon State Highway

Commission that a similar relation might-hold for heavy

vehicles operating on various grades. Accordingly, the

composite fuel consumption data gathered from the test on

the six trucks were plotted on logarithmic coordinates,

as shown in Figure 11. If it is realized the small number

of vehicles tested, the correlation between fuel consump-

tion and gross weight is seen to be surprisingly good.

The sharp upward trend of the curves is evident.

The following is taken from the Oregon Highway Bulletin

No. 5, "Some explanation of the method used to locate the

curves in figure 53 (Figure 11 in this text) is necessary to

make clear the irregular spacing. The zero and six percent

grade curves were first located as the best averages through

the observed data. The fine intermediate curves were then

located by making the following calculations. The spread,

or difference in fuel consumption between a zero grade and

a six percent grade was taken as 100 percent in the case
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of each vehicle of different gross weight. The difference

in fuel consumption between each even grade was then tabu-

lated from the test results of each vehicle. Following

this, the percent difference in fuel consumption was deter-

mined in each case. The curves were then located through

points which represented the average of the percent differ-

ence from all vehicles.

It will be seen from the figure that the zero and one

percent grade curves lie quite close together. This, of

course, follows from the fact that for each vehicle tested

the difference in fuel consumption between a zero and a one

percent grade was slight."

Equations have been determined for these curves and are

listed below, GVW being the gross vehicle weight in pounds.

For a 0 percent grade, gallons per mile 0.0001283GVWG.712
For a 1 percent grade, gallons per mile 0.0001179GVWO.7 23

For a 2 percent grade, gallons per mile 0.0000954GVWO7 50

For a 3 percent grade, gallons per mile = 0.0000731GVWO*7 85

For a 4 percent grade, gallons per mile 0.0000542GVWO.825

For a 5 percent grade, gallons per mile 0.0000373GVWO*876

For a 6 percent grade, gallons per mile =0.O00O260GVWO* 928

The solution of these equations will provide a reason-

able determination of fuel consumption of any grade for any

gross weight. The formulae are adequate to cover any load

limit as the gross vehicle weight is arbitrary; however, the

range of grades is extremely limited. Grades on logging

roads often exceed 6 percent; an increase in elevation of
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20 feet per 100 feet is not uncommon. Therefore, in order

to satisfy all situations the fuel consumption formulae

must be extrapolated.

Examination of Figure 11 shows that the fuel consump-

tion curves for, 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6 percent are spaced, more

or less, at even intervals. It was hoped that when the

constants and exponents of the equations just given, were

plotted over the percent grade, a definite pattern would

be revealed. A glance at Figure 12 will-show that with

only seven points, it was impossible to guess what shape

the curves would take. However, the points were also plot-

ted on logarithmic and semi-logarithmic coordinates, on

which the curve of the exponents made a steady rise, but

the curve of-the constants plotted almost straight down.

Some liberty was taken in Figure 12 in order to keep the

curve above the horizontal axis. Averages were taken of

the different curves and the following equations developed.

For a 7 percent grade, gallons per mile = 0.0000175GVW0 .978
For an 8 percent grade, gallons per mile = 0.0000116GVW1 *035
For a 9 percent grade, gallons per mile : 0.0000077GVW1 .0 9 5
For a 10 percent grade, gallons per mile = 0.0000059GVW1 -16 0
Fora nI percent grade, gallons per mile = 0.0000044GVW1 . 2 3 9

For a 12 percent grade, gallons per mile = 0.0000037GVW1 . 3 10
For a 13 percent grade, gallons per mile = 0.0000031GVW1*385

For a 14 percent grade, gallons per mile = 0.0000028GVW1.4 75
For a 15 percent grade, gallons per mile = 0.0000025GVW1 *5 71

Calculations were carried out to check the derived equa-

tions. The following tabulation was made for a 40,000 pound
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truck on all grades f or which an equation is given.

L~og of 40 ,000= 4.602

40602x0.*71 2

"xO.
7 2 3

ifxO.*750=

ifxO.*78
5 =

"xO.*825

"xO.*8
7 6 =

ifxO.* 9 28
ifxO.,978=

7-1 *1035
ifxl.095

ifxl *600
xl *I2 39

X1 xl0
"xl .385
"xl.,47 5

xlo 571

3.28 wh ich
3.33 I"
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3.62 "

3.80 "
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6 ,31070 .0000542

1090680x0 .0000373
18 ,600x0 .0000260
31 9600xO .0000175
58.,90O00 0000116

112 ,OOOxO .0000077
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407 ,OOOxO .0000044

1,098 ,OOOxO .0000037
2,9400 ,OO0xO .0000031
6 ,300 ,Oooxo .0000028

17,.380 ,OOOxO .0000025
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0.343
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0."55v
0.*684
0.864
1.x25
1.791
3.962
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17 .640
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When these data are plotted, the curve has a shar

upswing, as- shown in F-igre 1..Logarith-mic coordinates

were used in order to -place -all the points on one graph.

The theoretical expansion of the expTerimental fJ-o rmulae

seems to break down when a 9 percent grade is exceeded;

and to assume that a vehicle would consume 44 gallons of

gasoline per mile on a 15 percent grade would involve

gross error. Therefore, if these fox~2.lae are to be used

to detexine fuel consumption, thle grades must be limited

to nine percent or under, and even then the results de-

rived should be used for comparative purooses only. It

must be remembered that when a formula is based upnon var-m

iable factors it can be only as strong as its weakest
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component. It is not possible that the formulae developed

in this paper be absolute; they are intended only as a

means of comparison.

Fortunately another means of estimating fuel consump-

tion is available that is limited only by the vehicles?

ability to negotiate a given grade, this method is based

upon the assumption that fuel consumption is a function of

vehicle horsepower.

A method in which analyses are made of fuel consump-

tion on composite grades, and using the straight-line

characteristic of fuel consumption and brake horsepower

for the internal combustion engine has been developed by

Professor H. B. Shaw of the North Carolina State College. 3

Highway engineers have known for many years that fuel con-

sumption on grades up to 4 percent was not much, if any, in

excess of consumption on the level. Professor Shaw seems

to have been the first to point out the reason for this

constant fuel consumption, and to furnish the experimental

proof. From the results of numerous road tests in which

the amounts of fuel consumed on grades were measured, he

proved that, for the lower grades and for movement both up

and down grade, little, more fuel was consumed than for an

equal distance on the level. If the speed be held constant,

23.....H. B. Shaw, "Highway Grades and Motor Vehicle Costs",
Bulletin No. 7, Engineering Experiment Station, North
Carolina State College.
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he showed that, theoretically, no more fuel will be used

on the grades than on the level, provided the grades do

not exceed a maximum. This maximum grade is the "float-

ing grade", or the decending grade on which no power from

the engine is required to maintain the speed.

The proof of Professor Shaw's conclusions lies in

the fact that for a constant speed the fuel consumption

of an internal combustion engine varies directly as the

brake horsepower.

Although Figure 15 a purely hypothetical case, it

serves to illustrate the above statement.

With the formula:

H.P. = '.P.-.-X GW (f+
375

horsepower requirements for a speed of 40 miles per hour

and a gross vehicle weight of 12,000 pounds, on all grades

ranging from 0 to 7 percent, were found. With a perform-

ance curve for a Continental engine, model B-6427, serial

number 1174, the fuel consumption in pounds per brake

horsepower-hour for the corresponding engine speed was

calculated using the following formula:

No. of gals./hr = lbs. fuel/hr. x MM
6.25

where 6.25 is the weight in pounds of a gallon of gasoline,
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the fuel consumption corresponding to each horsepower re-

quirement was computed. Similar tests on other engines

indicate that, for constant fuel mixtures and engine tem-

peratures, the straight-line relation holds. If, then, a

vehicle is driven over a highway at a constant speed, the

fuel consumption will be proportional to the horsepower

output of the engine. The horsepower output will, in turn,

be proportional to the tractive resistance. For example,

if a vehicle that is moving at a constant speed encounters

a grade of 4 percent for a distance of 1000 feet, the

additional horsepower required will be proportional to the

grade resistance. If, at the same speed, the vehicle de-

cends a 4 percent grade that is 1000 feet long, the total

horsepower required will be decreased because of negative

grade resistance. The power requirements while the vehi-

cle is going up and down the grade may be summarized as

follows:

Total horsepower required a the grade = Horsepower

to overcome tractive resistance plus horsepower to

overcome grade resistance.

Total horsepower required down the grade Horse-

power to overcome tractive resistance minus horse-

power due to negative grade resistance.

If, for example, the horsepower IM a grade is utilized
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for 1000 feet, and the horsepower down can be reduced with-

out reducing the road speed, the resultant fuel consumption,

which is proportional to the horsepower, for moving both up

and down the grade will be the same as for moving a vehicle

2000 feet on the level. Compensating grades of this type

are usually called floating grades.

Some engineers have objected to the use of the straight-

line principle for determining fuel consumption on the basis

that a variation in the air-fuel ratio will change the power

requirements.

Constant air-fuel ratio as an indication of constant

combustion efficiency is a necessary requirement to obtain

the straight-line relation. The air-fuel ratio can be con-

trolled in laboratory work, but under road conditions the

fuel mixture is varied by the carburetor. Even if such a

variation does exist the method can still be used to aid

in the determination of fuel consumption. As long as all

comparisons are made on the same basis any error would

have a counter-balancing effect.

On every properly prepared engine performance curve

there should appear a curve labeled "Fuel-pounds per brake

horsepower-hour". If the governed speed of an engine should

be 2600 revolutions per minute, the horsepower and pounds of

fuel consumption for this engine speed can be located. In
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this case the horsepower was found to be 120 and the fuel

consumption .6 of a pound per brake horsepower-hour. With

the following formula fuel consumption can be determined:

Gallons per hour Lbs of _fuel/our x IEP

Weight of a pound of fuel24

- .6 x 120
6.2

: 11.6

Therefore, if this vehicle were traveling at 25 miles per

hour, it would use 0.465 gallons of gasoline per mile.

With this relation established the fuel used on any grade

can be determined for any load.

This method is especially applicable to heavily loaded

trucks since the engine will be operating at full governed

speed the major part of the time. Fuel consumption on

grades can therefore be expressed as a function of the

time required to travel up the grade.

The discussion so far has been limited to the consid-

eration of trucks powered with gasoline engines; however,

24.....huel weights:
1. Diesel fuel (Slow speed - Industrial) = 7.48 lbs./gal.
2. Diesel fuel (High speed - Bus and Truck)7.12 t "
3. Tractor fuel 6.95 "
4. Volatile tractor fuel 6.50 "
5. Third grade gasoline 6.20 " "
6. Regular and Premium gasoline 6.15 " "U
7. Aviation gasoline 6.00 " "
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since diesel powered trucks have become increasingly more

important in the field of transportation, some mention

must be made of their fuel consumotion characteristics.

Data on diesel fuel consumption, due to the relative

newness of this type of engine in trucks, is even more

meagre than data on gasoline consumption. Again, the

only actual tests made have been conducted by the Oregon

State Highway Commission. The following passage, taken

from page three of the Oregon State Highway Department

Technical Bulletin No. 5, present the conclusions derived

from these tests. "Results from a survey comprising 100

vehicles in actual service show diesel fuel consumption,

expressed in gallons per mile, to be 40 percent less than

gasoline in relatively level country and 45 percent less

in mountainous country".

The second savings, that of time, is also a function

of speed, but not in the same sense as fuel consumption.

Speed is affected by many factors, a few of which are

listed below.

1. Improvement of road surfaces.

2. Reduction of rise and fall in elevation.

3. Improvement of gradients.

4. Improved alignment.

5. Increased shoulder widths.

6. Elimination of congestion.
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7. Elimination of intersections and railroad
crossings.

All of the above factors are important in relation to

speed, but space limits this discussion to gradients. A

reduction of rise and fall, which is closely related to the

reduction of gradient, is almost impossible in logging

operations. In public highway location, rise and fall may

be reduced to a minimum; but for a logging operation in

rough terrain, routes are frequently limited by topography;

consequently rise and fall is fixed. The gradient, how-

ever, can be changed in most cases.

A 40,000 pound truck traveling over a mile of 3 per-

cent grade will use 0.2996 gallons of fuel. The sane

track traveling on an alternate route, but so divided that

one half of the distance is on the level end the other

half of the distance is on a 6 percent grade, will use

0.3637 gallons of gasoline. The rise and fall has remained

the some in both cases, 168 feet, but the reduction of the

rate of grade, or gradient, has reduced fuel consumption

0.0641 gallons per mile. In this situation it was assumed

that the rise and fall was restricted, as is the case, for

the logger. If this situation had existed in the location

of a public highway and it had been possible to reduce the

total rise and fall to 106 feet with no increase in dis-

tance the following computations would be made:
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Route 1

Distance: One mile.
Rise and fall: 168 feet
Sections: Continuous at 3%

Fuel = 0.0000731 (40,0000.785)
= 0.2996 miles per gallon.

Route #2

Distance: One mile.
Rise and fall: 168 feet
Sections: -4-mile at 0 percent grade

2 mile at 6 percent grade

Fuel = 0.0001283 (40,0000.712)
= .2426 x .5 mile a 0.1213

Fuel =0.0000260 (40,0000.928)

= .4849 x .5 mile = 0.2424

Total fuel = 0.3637 miles per gallon

Route #3

Distance: One mile
Rise and fall: 106 feet
Sections: Continuous at 2%

Fuel = 0.0000954 (40,0000.750)
= .2698 miles per gallon

The above principle, that total rise and fall in log-

ging road cannot be reduced, will hold true for time savings

as well. Since time savings are a function of speed, formnu-

lae have been developed by which speed for commercial vehi-

cle operating on public roads can be determined. The

following have been used by the Oregon State Highway Com-

mission.
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Composite grades -

Speed (mph) = 60 - 0.5 gvw - 1.5 G1 *4 7

Ascending grades only -

Speed (mph) = 60 - 0.5 gvw - 4.33 G

where

gvw is the gross vehicle weight in thou-
sands of pounds, and

G is the grade in percent.

The following formula is more applicable to log

trucks.

.P.H. - 375 H.P.
GVW (f. +g)

For any truck of a specified gross weight, the differ-

ence in speeds corresponding to two grades can be found by

means of the above formula. However, it is the loss of

time, rather than the difference in speed that is usually

required. It then becomes necessary to change the speed

corresponding to each grade to "time in hours to travel

one mile". The difference in these times will then give

the time lost in traveling one mile on one grade rather

than the other. The following table may be found useful,

though generally the time difference can be calculated

quite readily for the particular case in which loss of time

is a factor. Time required to travel one mile can be found

by dividing one hour by the speed in mile per hour.
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Table 6 - Time in Hours to Travel One Mile

Speed Time for Speed Time for Speed Time for Speed Time for
MPH One Mile MPH One Mile MPH One Mile MPH One Mile

1 1.000 11 0.0910 21 *0.4760 31 0.0323
2 0.5000 12 0.0833 22 0.4540 32 0.0325
3 0.3333 13 0.0769 23 0.4345 33 0.0303
4 0.2500 14 0.0714 24 0.4165 34 0.0294
5 0.2000 15 0.0667 25 0.0400 35 0.0286
6 0.1666 16 0.0625 26 0.0384 36 0.0279
7 0.1430 17 0.0588 27 0.0370 37 0.02705
8 0.1250 18 0.0556 28 0.0357 38 0.0263
9 0.1112 19 0.0526 29 0.0345 39 0.0256

10 0.1000 20 0.0500 30 0.0333 40 0.0250

The actual mechanical reduction of a grade can be

accomplished in several ways. One method is by the re

duction in total rise and fall as shown below:

C ORG. 6% GRADE D
NY

LINE -5%

LINE 2- 5% 5

000' ..

A B

In the example the original grade is 6 percent. A

fill of 10 feet between points A and B reduces the grade

to 50 feet, the result being a 5 percent grade with the

original distance of 1000 feet. A cut of 10 feet be-

tween points C and D will give the same result.
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The other method of grade reduction requires an in-

crease in the length of the grade, but expensive earth

moving operations are not involved, as is the case if the

f irst method were used and the total height of the grade

reduced.

C ORG. 6/ GRADE
D

L IN E 1.--5% 0.150'

<NE 2-5%

A[| 200' B 1000',200'

In this case the elevation B can be increased 10

feet and the 5 percent grade can be continued to A; the

length of the grade is thus increased from 1000 to 1200

feet. Or, the grade at C can be reduced 10 feet and the

5 percent grade continued to D, the length of the grade

likewise being increased to 1200 feet. A third way, and

usually the most economical one, consists in raising the

grade at B five feet and lowering the grade at C by 5

feet. An additional length of 100 feet would be necessary

between A and B, and another 100 feet would be necessary

between C and D, so that the total length of the grade

would again be 1200 feet.
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Now that both methods of calculating savings due to

grade reductions have been explained and formulae pre-

sented by which these savings can be determined, the sam-

ple problem following may be used as a guide to show the

steps involved in determining the savings possible by any

grade reduction.

Example.

On a certain operation the main line logging road

crosses a saddle between two ranges of mountains. The

grade approaching the saddle is 6000 feet in length with

a constant rise of about 1 percent. The last 3000 feet

rises 210 feet, or has a grade of 7 percent. What saving

can be made if the last 3000 feet are reduced to a 3 per.

cent grade? Traffic over the road is 25 trucks per day

with an average load of 100,000 pounds. The road is type

4, a good haul road with a resistance of about 2 percent.

Variable hauling cost is $2.00; fixed operating cost is

$5.00. Safe speed is limited to 20 EPH.

EXISTING GRADE

7 3% PROPSED GRADE

6000' 3000' 2000'
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Rise in height of 7% grade a 3000' x 7% = 210'

Length necessary for 3% grade to reach 210' = 210' 3%

7000'

Length of 3% grade 7000'

Length of 7% grade 3000'

Comparative Grade Sections -

Existing Grade: Proposed Grade:

a) 6000 feet at 1%(a,) 4000 feet at l
S3000 feet at 7% (b) 7000 feet at 3%
c 2000 feet at 0%
11,000 feet 111,00 feet.

Note: Since the resistance of the road surface is equal

to a 2 percent grade (approximately 20 pounds per

1000 pounds) this figure must be added to the

gradients in order to solve for the true possible

savings, i.e., tfuel consumption and hauling time

on the 7 percent grade will actually be equivalent

to those for a 9 percent grade.

Time Savings -

Determine the speed using this formula:

.P.H.= 375 H Po
GVW(f +g)

(d) Speed on existing 1% grade (Figured as 3% grade.)
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Assume: 19 m.p.h.

M~... 375-x 200

1009,000 (.00O87 + .03)

-75000

3870

=19.4

Time on this grade: 1 hr. 4 19.4 mph (6000.) = 0*0586 hrs.

5280

(b) Speed on the existi..ng 7% grade (Figured as 9% grade.)

Assume: 8 m.p.h.

N.P ".{ *=375 x 200
1009,000 (.0077 +.09)

75000
9770

:7*7

Time on this grade= 1 hr. 4 7.7 mph (30002)= 0.0740 hrs.
5280

(c) Speed on existing level section (Figured as 2%o grade.)

Assume: 26 mp.h.

MPH375X 200-
100,000 (.0093 +*.02)

-75000

230
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: 25.6

Time on this grade = 1 hr 4 20 mph (safe speed) (.0..) -

5280
0.0190 hrs.

(a) Speed on the remainder of the 1% grade after new grade

is cut. This calculation will be the same as in (a)

except the distances are different.

Time on this grade 1 3 hr. 4 19.4 mph (40) 0.0391

(bi) Speed on the 3% grade. (Figured as 5% grade.)

Assume: 13 m.p.h.

375 x200
100,000 (.008 + .05)

:75000
5800

13 m.p.h.

Time on this grade = 1 hr. 4 13 mph (2..2) 0.1020
5280

Total time -

Existing grade

1% grade = 0.0586
7% grade = 0.0740
0% grade = 0.0190

0.1516

Proposed grade

l grade 0.0391
3% grade =0.1020

0.1411
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Time savings

Total time on existing grade = 0.1516 hrs
Total time on proposed grade = 0.1411 hrs

Savings in hours 0.0105 hrs
Trucks per day 25

Savings per day 0.2625 hrs
Working days per year 300

Saving per year 78.7500
Fixed operating cost $ 5.00

Saving per year # 393.75

Engine - Waukesha, model 6-WAL

Net horsepower 200 at 1800 r.p.m.

Lbs, fuel/bhp-hr at 1800 r.p.m. = .570 (70-octane
gasoline)

Gallons per pound of 70-octane gasoline = 6.20

Gallons per hour * .570 x 200
6.20

-18.4

(a) Fuel consumption on existing 1% grade.

18.4 gallons x 0.0586 hrs = 1.078 gallons.

(b) Fuel consumption on existing 7% grade.

18.4 gallons x 0.0740 = 1.362 gallons

(c) Fuel consumption on the existing level grade.

18.4 gallons x 0.0190 = 0.350 gallons

(a1) Fuel consumption on the remainder of the 1% grade.

18.4 gallons x 0.0391 : 0.719
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(b1) Fuel consumption on the 3% grade.

18.4 gallons x 0.1020 1.877 gallons

Total fuel

Existing grade:

1% grade = 1.078 gals.
7% " = 1.362 "I
0% =1.350

3.790

Fuel Savings

Existing grade =
Proposed grade =
Gallons saved per trip
Trucks per day

Gallons saved per day
Workingdays per year

Gallons saved per year
Cost per gallon

Dollars saved per year

Proposed grade:

1% grade = 0.719
3% grade = 1.877

2.596

3.790 gallons
2.596 "

1.194 "
25

29.85
300

8955
.20

$1791.00

Saving in time = $ 393.75
Saving in fuel = 1791.00

Total saved per year -$ 2184.75

Now that the total saving per year is known the amount

that can be spent to effect the grade reduction must be

determined. Naturally any money that is invested must be

figured at some rate of interest, regardless of whether it

is borrowed or not. If the investment is to be recovered

in 15 years, and 5 percent interest must be made, the fol-

lowing compound interest formula will be used.
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Co = a (1.0 p _- 1)
0.0 p x 1.0 pf

where

Co is the amount that can be spent,
a is the annual saving,
p is the rate of interest, and
n is the number of years.

Substituting the correct values in the given formula:

Co =2185.00 (1.0515
0.05 x1.0515

2185.00 (2.079-1)
0.05 x 2.079

: $2185.00 (10.3797)

$22,620.0

The use of five percent in the foregoing problem for

captalizing the savings in operating cost may be questioned.

If money can be borrowed at five percent, and the annual

savings amounts to only five percent on the investment, it

is doubtful whether the investment should be made. For a

private enterprise, some additional return above the bare

interest should be obtainable in order to justify the ex-

penditure. (See the following calculation.) Some econo-

mists have suggested that a rate of interest that is double

the prevailing rate should be used in capitalizing the sav-

ings.
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Some engineers have followed the practice of capital-

izing the savings as continuing forever. Following this

practice, and assuming the logging situation just used was

to be placed on sustained yield and that an interest rate

of six percent was required, the amount that could be spent

for grade reduction would be detemined as follows:

3431.25
0.06

$ #57,187.50

The above procedure is based upon an illogical assump-

tion; viz., that a road will last forever. Therefore, it

is suggested that the amount to be spent be figured only

for a fixed oeriod. This period can be determined only by

experience; better roads will last longer than poor, and

should be capitalized accordingly.

Close exemination of the preceding problem will make

another fact evident, viz., that improvements in road

surfacing may be treated as grade reductions.

In the table of conversion factors, given at the end

of the first section, road resistances were evaluated as

rates of grade. These conversion factors were based upon

the assumption that the average resistance on concrete is

10 pounds, which is equal to the resistance encountered

in moving 1000 pounds up a 1 percent grade. Therefore, if
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a road is so improved that the resistance drops 10 pounds

per 1000 pounds, it is the same as reducing the grade 1

percent.

In the previous problem it is quite obvious that if

the grade reduction had been made it would not be econom-

ical to improve the remaining 4000 foot length of 1 per-

cent grade, as maximum safe speed has been attained. How-

ever, the operator in this instance decided that if the

7000 foot 3 percent grade were graded, limed and watered

daily, tractive resistance could be reduced 10 pounds per

1000. The cost of this work has been found through ex-

perience to cost about $500.00 per mile per year. Would

it be economical to improve the surface of the road?

Assume: 16, mph

375-x 200

100,000 (.0083 + .04)

75000
4830

15.6

Time on this grade = 1 hr. 4 15.6 (70222)= 0.0855 hrs.
5280

Puel consumption

18.4 gallons x 0.0855 hrs = 1.57 gals.
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Comparative savings -

Time: Fuel:

Unimp roved
Improved

Trucks per day
Savings per day
Days per year

0.1020 hrs
0.0855 "

.0165 hrs
25

.4125 hrs
300

Unimproved
Improved

1.877
1.570
0.307

25

7.675
300

gallons
",

"I

"f

Saving per year 123.75 hrs 2202.50 "
Operating costs 5.00 per hr.Cost of fuel 20X per gal.

$618.75 $440.50

Time Savings 618.75
Fuel Savings 440.50

Savings per yr $1059.25

Since the cost of improvement is $500.00 (W )
5280

$665.00 the improvement should be made.

To find the amount that can be spent use the compound

interest formla that has been given.

Substituting:

Co = $1059.00 (1.0515 - i
V %of

0.05 x 1.05

105_9.00_ (2.0790 1

0.05 x 2.079

:$1059.00 (10.3797)

$11,000.00
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Of the factors affecting speed it is now possible to

determine saving due to:

1. Improved road surfaces.

2. Reduction of rise and fall.

3. Reduced gradients.
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Sample Problem

In order to demonstrate the practical application of

the principles that have been set forth, a situation has

been assumed in which it is necessary to select the correct

type of hauling equipment, giving due consideration to pos-

sible road locations and road surfaces.

The costs which are used in this illustration are not

meant to apply to any particular operation, they are merely

an average of what might be expected.

The tract of timber to be logged is composed of sever-
al townships lying adjacent to one another. The area has
been cruised and the volume found to be 2,300,000,000 board
feet. Since an annual cut of 130,000,000 board feet is
needed to supply the mill the operation is expected to last
about 20 years. The interior logging roads have been
planned and all that remains is to locate the main haul road
and select the hauling equipment. For this purpose the fol-
lowing data has been collected:

Possible Main Line Roads -

Route I.
Section 1. 7.85 mi. at + 1%.

t 2. 1.30 mi. at + 3%.
I" 3. 3.00 mi. at 0%.
" 4* 4.95 mi. at - 2.34%

Route II.
Section 1. 0.41 mi. at 0%

"f 2. 1.70 mi. at + 8%
"t 3. 1.60 mi. at - 5%
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Section
"

"

4.
5.
6.

1.86 mi. at - 3%
3.84 mi. at + 2%
0.50 ml. at - 15.4%

Note: Plus grades are considered adverse when the
trucks must negotiate the grade when loaded.

Possible Road Surfaces -

Type II. Good Macadam.
Resistance - 1.5% (or 15 lbs. per 1000 lbs.)
Construction Cost per Mile:

Route I Light Trucks
Medium "
Heavy "

$ 10,000
11,000
13,000

Route II Light "
Medium "

Heavy "

Maintenance Cost per Mile per Year:

Route I

Route II

Light Trucks
Medium "
Heavy "

Light "
Medium "
Heavy "

12,000
13,000
15,000

$ 300
400
500

400
500
600

Type III. Hard Clay-Bound Gravel, Rolled, and Watered
Daily.

Resistance - 2.5% (or 25 lbs. Der 1000 lbs.)
Construction Cost per Mile:

Route I

Route II

Light Trucks
Medium "
Heavy "

Light "
Medium "
Heavy '

$4,000
5,000
7,000

5,000
6,000
8,000

$ 400

Maintenance Cost per Mile:

Route I Light Trucks
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Medium Trucks
Heavy "t

$ 500
600

500
600
700

Route TI Light
Medium
Heavy

if
"1

"

Type IV. Good Haul Road. Hard-Packed Natural Soil,
Stabilized Subgrade, Watered Daily.

Resistance - 4.0% (or 40 lbs. per 1000 lbs.)
Construction Cost per Mile:

Route I Light Trucks
Medium "f
Heavy "

$ 2,500
3,500
5,500

Route II Light :

Medium "
Heavy "

Maintenance Cost per Mile per Year:

Route I

Route II

Light Trucks
Medium "
Heavy "

Light "
Medium "
Heavy "

,500
4,500
6,500

$ 475
575
675

575
675
775

Type V. Fair Haul Road. Partially Packed to Flexible
Under Medium and Heavy Loads.

Resistance -5% (or 50 lbs. per 1000 lbs.)
Construction Cost per Mile:

Route I

Route II

Light Trucks
Medium "
Heavy "

$ 1,250
2,250
4,250

Light
Medium
Heavy

"

"!

"f

1,500
2,500
4,500

Maintenance Cost per Mile per Year:

Route I Light Trucks $ 550
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Medium Trucks
Heavy "t

$ 650
750

650
750
850

Route II Light
Medium
Heavy

i"

i"

i"

Possible Truck Types -

Light Trucks:
Engine.

Displacement
Maximum torque
Maximum horsepower
Fuel consumption

245 cubic inches.
191 ft.-lbs at 1000 rpm.
89 hp. at 3100 rpm.
0.67 lbs. per bhp-hr at 3100 rpm.
0.59 lbs, per bhp-hr at 500 rpm.

Weights.

Payload 35,375 lbs (or about 7M)
G.V.W. 43,800 lbs.
Empty 8,425 lbs.
Machine rate 03.50 per hr.

Medium Trucks:
Engine.

Displacement
Maximum torque
Maximum horsepower
Fuel consumption

501 cubic inches.
384 ft.-lbs at 1200 rpm.
148 hp at 2400 rpm.
0.62 lbs per bhp-hr at 2400 rpm.
0.64 lbs per bhp-hr at 600 rpm.

Weights.

Paylo ad 65,195 lbs. (or about 9M)
G.V.W. 81,500 lbs.
Empty 15,305 lbs.
Machine rate $6.50 per hr.

Heavy Trucks:
Engine.

Displacement
Maximum to rque
Maximum horsepower
Fuel consumption

1090 cubic inches.
940 ft.-lbs at 1300 rpm.
295 hp . at 2000 rpm.
0.56 lbs. per bhp-hr at 2000 rpm.
0.54 lbs. per bhp-hr at 800 rpm.
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Weights.

Payload
G.V.W.
Empty
Machine

324,100 lbs. (or about 4M4)
358,600 lbs.
34,500 lbs.

414.00 per hr.rate

Note 1.

Note 2.

Note 4.

Note 5.

Resistance on the loaded trip will be calculated
as a normal tractor-truck semi-trailer, but since
it is the practice to load the trailer on the
tractor for the return trip the resistance will
therefore be calculated as a single unit truck.
An exception to this will be the heavy trnck.
The heavy truck is equipped with an extra three
axle trailer which cannot be loaded. Consequent-
ly, the return trip for the heavy tnick will be
calculated as a semi-trailer.

When the required horsepower drops below the out-
put at idling speed (as shown in the fuel con-
sumption data) fuel consumption will be figured
on the fuel that would be used at idling speed
multiplied by the required horsepower, the prod-
uct of which is divided by 6.2 pounds, the weight
of 1 gallon of gasoline. Since it is the prac-
tice of truck drivers to put the vehicle into
gear and come down steep grades under compression
rather than using their brakes, fuel consumption
will be determined in the same manner as is done
for a positive horsepower output.

All costs will be determined for a round-trip mile.

Average speed is calculated by the following for-
mula:

HL

where

H is the high speed, and
L is the low speed.

Hauling cost per X for a round-trip mile will be
calculated by the following formula:

Note 6.
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H.C. 2 xX.R.
M.P.H. x Ld

where

l.R. is the hourly machine rate,
M.P{.. is the average round-trip speed, and

Ld is the load in thousands of board
feet (Y)).

Selection of the correct route and road type for LIGHT TRUCKS.

Loaded Empty

Type II. Assume: 29 mph. Type II. Determine the horse-
power as it is quite obvious

375 x 89 that a safe empty speed of 40

44000 (.015 .00113) mph will be exceeded.

:33375

1159

- 28.8

40 = 375 H.P .
8000 (.015 .035)

40 375 H.P.
400

H.P -16000
375Over a safe loaded speed of

20 mph. Calculate the horse-
power required for 20 mph.

20 375 H.P.
44000 (.015 + .0097)

20 375 H.P.
1088

BE.P. :21760
.375

H .P. = 43

Fuel used at 43 hp.:

: .52 x 43
6.2

- 3.60 gals. per hr.

H .B. : 58
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Lo aded

Fuel used at 58 hp.:

.52 x 56
6.2

4.86 gals. per hr.

1 hr. 4 20 mph = 0.05 hr per

Empty

1 hr. . 40 mph. 0.025 hr.
per mi.
0.025 hr. per mi. x 3.60 gals.
per hr. = 0.0900 gal. per ml.
x 20, per gal. 1.80 e per mi.

mi.
0.05 hr. per mi. x 4.86 gals.
per hr. = 0.243 gal. per mi.
x 20% per gal. = 4.86% per mi.

Type Ill. Assume: 22 mph.

MpH =375 x 89
44000 (.025 + .0099)

33375
1535

21.7 (safe enough)

Type II. Calculate

40 - 375 H.P.
8000 (.025 -

40 ; 375 H.P.
480

H.P. = 19200
375

horsepower.

.035)

1 hr. 4 20 mph = 0.05 hr per
mi.
0.05 hr. per mi. x 9.52 gals.HoBo=51
per hr. = 0.476 gal. per mi.

t 20% per gal. =9.50% per m.hFuel used at 51 hp.:

.52 51
6.2

4.28 gals. per hr.

1 hr. 4 40 mph 0.025 hr. per
mi.
0.025 hr. per mi. x 4.28 gals.
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Loaded mpt
E ty

per hr.4 0.107 gal, per ml.s

x 20/e per gal. 2.14/ per ml.*

..-. .. .-..-....- r+. .wr....... 
... e..e. mNm-pe-+-. ..

Type 17V. Assume: 15 mph.

NH 375 x 89
44000 (To4 * 0088)

-'33375

2145

-15.5

1 hr. 4 15.5 mph 0.0645 hr
per mi.
0.0O645 hr. per ml. ,,w 9.52
gals,, per hr. =0.*614 gal.,
per mil. x 20e per gal.=
12.30/e per ml.

Type TV. Calculate horsepoower.

40 3 775 H.?.
8000 T* .035)

40 = 37 H.?.
600

s.?.,-24000H-.P 
4375

H."P. 64

Fuel used at 64 hp. E

452 x 64
6.2

Z5.37 gals, per hr.

1 hr. 4.40 mph. 0.025 hr.
per mi .
0.025 hr. per mil. x 5.37 gals.
poer hr. 0.1345 gal. per mi.
-1, 20/ per gajl. 2.69/ per mi.

Type V. Assume:

y-H 375 x 89
44000 (.05

13 mph .

+ .0084)

Type V. Calculate horsepower.

40 =3 75 H.?.
rOOO *05 .035)

270
40 3'75 H.?.

680
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Loaded Ep ty

13 H.P. 27200
680

1 hr. 4 13 mph. 0.0770 hr.
per mi.
0.0770 hr. per mi. x 9.52
gals. per hr. 0.734 gal.
per mi. x 20/ per gal. =
14.7/ per mi.

Hr.P. =-73

Fuel used at 73 hp.:

.53 x 73
6.2

6.24 gals. per hr.

1 hr. 4 40 mph. 0.025 hr.
per mi.
0.025 hr. per mi. x 6.24 gals.
per hr. = 0.1560 gal. per mi.
x 20/ per gal. = 3.12/ per mi.

.. . ... r.--.

Round-trip calculations:

Type II.
Round-trip speed. 2(40)-(20)

40 + 20

- 26.7 mph.

Fuel per N per mi.

Type III.
Round-trip speed.

4.86/
1.80
6.66/ 4 5N = 1.333/

2(40)(2)
40 + Q0

-26 .7 mph.
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Fuel per 1 per mi .

Type I'.
Round-trip speed;

Fuel per 1 per i:

Type V.
Round-trip speed..

9 *50%0
2014

11.64% e 451 2.328/

40 4 15.5

22 .3 mph.

12.*30%
2.69
14*TJX4 514 =2.998%

24 0)(3
40 ,+ 13

=19.6 mph.

14o74%0
3.12

17*867 4 514 3.572%

Fuel per 14 per mi.

Summary of Costs for Route I

Road. Round,. Hauling Fuel Corst.
Te Trip Co st perNX per mi.

Speed p er ml Rt.o I

C on st . dint. 1ain t. Total
per X4 per yr. per 14 Cost
per mi. Rt.s I per yr .

26.7
26.*7
22.3
19.6

5.25%'
5.25%'
6.28%
7 7.4%

1.333%
2 .328%
2 .998%
3 .572%

$10004

4000
2500
1 250

0 .435%e

0 .17 4%

0 109%
0 .054%

X300
400
475
550

0.230%e

0.308%
0 .366%
0 .423%

7.248%
8 .060%'
9 .753%'

11 .209%
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Summary of Costs for Route II

Road Roun d-
Type Trip

Speed

Hauling Fuel Const. Const. Maint. aint. Total
Cost per M per ml. per 1 per yr. per Y Cost

per mi. Rt. II per mi. Rt. II per yr.

26.7
26.7
22.3
19.6

5.25/ 1.333¢
5.25/ 2.328/
6.28/ 2.998/
7.14/ 3.572/'

$12000
5000
3000
1500

0.521/
0.217/
0.152/
0.065/

$400
500

575
650

0.308/
0.385/
0.442/
0.500/

7.412/
8.180/
9.872/

11.277/

Based on level performance the cost of transportating 1000
board feet can now be found for light trucks.

Route 1 17.1 ml0 7 7.248/&= $1.24
Route 11 9.9 mi. x 7.412/ = .73

Savings on Rt. II $0.51

This calculation is based on level road performance,
but can be usedX to determine the best road type, in both
cases it would be Type 11 where total costs are lowest,
and the most economical road location. For actual hauling
costs similar calculations must be made for each individ-
ual section of the adopted road type and route.

Determinate of Actual Hauling Costs for Light Trucks on
Route I

Type II Road

Loaded Empty

Section 1.

Assume: 22 mph.

3PH 375 x 89
44000 (015+.01+.0099)

33375
1535

Calculate horsepower

40 375 H.P.
8000 ( .015 +.035+ -. 01)

40 375 H.P.
320

21.7 mph (safe enough) Tf.P. = 12800
375
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Loaded EmP

1 112. 4 20 mph 0.05 hr. H.P. 34
per mi *
0.0O5 hr., per mi-. x 7.85 mi. Fuel used at 34 hp.:
0.392 hr. 0.,392 hr. x 9.52
ganls. per hr. 3.74 gals. x *52 7-34
20/e per gal. 74.60/ 6.2

=2.85 gals* per hr.

1 hr. 4 40 mph =0.025 hr. per
ml.~ 0.025 hr. per ml. x 7.85
ml , 0.*1965 hr. 0.*1965 hr. x-
.*85 gals* per hr. 0.560 gal.

x 20/e per gal.= 11.20/e

. .. .--- .. r...

Section 2.

Assume: 14 mph.

M~PH 375 x 89

44(*L5. 03. .0087)

33,375

2360

1 hr. 4 14.2. mph., 0.71 hr.
-per ml, 0.071 hr. per mi. X
1.3 mi. 0.0925 hr.*0.0925
hr x 9.52 gals per hr. =
0.88 gal. x 20/e per gal.=
17.*60/

Calculate horsepower

40 8000T.015*.035+. -.03)

40 = 375 -H.P.
160

H.P. 6400
375

H.P. _17

Fuel used at 17 hp.:

.55 x 17
6.2

1.51 gals, per hr.

1 hr. -s 40 mph= 0.025 hr.
per mi. 0.025 hr. per mi.
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Loaded. BE=pty

x 1.3 mi. = 0.0325 hr.
0.0325 hr x 1.51 gals. per
hr. 0.049 gal. x 20/ per
gal. 1.00/

Section 3

In the calculations necessary
to determine road type it was
found that a loaded truck
could attain 20 mph on the
level with a horsepower out-
put of 58. Fuel consumption
was also determined, and
found to be 4.86 gals. per
hr.

1 hr - 20 mph. = 0.050 hr.
per mi. 0.050 hr. per mi. x
3 mi. = 0.15 hr. 0.15 hr. x
4.86 gals. per hr. = 0.729
gal. x 20% per gal. 14.60/

In the calculations necessary
to determine road type it was
found that an empty truck
could attain the speed of 20
mph. on the level with an out-
put of .43 horsepower. Fuel
consumption was also deter-
mined, and found to be 3.60
gals. per hr.

1 hr. 4 40 mph. 0.025 hr.
per mi. 0.025 hr. per mi. x
3 mi. = 0.075 hr. 0.075 hr.
x 3.60 gals. per hr.= 0.270
gal. x 20, per gal. 5.40%

Section 4

Calculate horsepower. Calculate horsepower.

20 375 H.P. 40 375 H.P.
44000(.'15+0097+ -. 234) 8000(.75+.035+.0234)

20 = 375 H.P.
57

H.P. -11.44
375

40 = 375 H.P.
588

H.P. 23450
588

H.P. = 3 H.P. 63

Fuel used at 3 hp.: Fuel used at 63 hp.:
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Loaded Empty

.59 x 3
6.2

= .315 gal. er hr.

1 hr. 4 20 mph. 0.05 hr.
per mi. 0.05 hr. per mi. x
4.95 mi. = 0.248 hr. 0.248
hr. x 0.315 gal. per hr.
0.078 gal. 0.078 gal. x
20/ per gal. = 1.56/

: .52 X 63
6.2

5.25 gals. per hr.

1 hr. 4 40 mph. = 0.025 hr.
per mi. 0.025 hr. per mi. x
4.95 ml. = 0.124 hr. 0.124
hr. x 5.25 gals. per hr.
0.651 gals. x 20/ per gal. =
13.04/

;

Calculation of the Actual Cost of

Lo aded

Hauling over Route I

Erp ty

Time Fuel T ime Fuel

Section
"

"

"

1

2
3
4

0.3920 hr.
0.0925
0.1500
0.2480

0.8825 hr.

74.60/
17.60
14.60
1.56

108.36/0

0.1965 hr.
0.0325
0.0750
0.1240

0.4280 hr.

11.20
1.00
5.40
13.04

30.64/Total

Round-trip speed and fuel cost.

Loaded speed.
Empty speed.

17.1 mi. 4 0.8825 hr = 19.4 mph.
17.1 mi. 4 0.4280 hr = 40.0 mph.

Round-trip speed =2 (40)(139.4)

40 } 19.4

26.2 mph.

Fuel per M per mi.

Loaded
Emp ty

108.36
30.64

139.00/ 4 17.1 mi = 8.13/ 4 SM = 1.625/



Summary of Actual Costs for Route I.

Roa d
Type

Round- Hauling Fuel
Trip Cost per N
Speed per mi.

Const. Const.
per mi. per ll

Rt I per mi.

aint. Maint.

per yr. per X
Rt. I per yr.

Total
Cos t

II 26.2 5.34/ 1.625¢ $10000 0.435/ $300 0.230/ 7.630/

Actual Hauling Cost per N - Woods to Pill.

17.1 mi. x 7.63/ $1.30

Determination of Actual Hauling Costs-for Light Trucks on
Route II

Type II Road

Loaded Empty

Section 1

Loaded speed on the level
has been found to be 20 mph.
at a power output of 58
horsepower. Fuel consump-
tion for this speed is 4.86
gals. per hr.

I hr. 4 20 mph. 0.05 hr.
per mi. 0.05 hr. per mi. x
.41 mi. = 0.0205 hr. 0.0205
hr. x 4.86 gals. per hr.
0.100 gal. x 20/ per gal. =
2.00/

Empty speed on the level has
been found to be 40 =ph. at a
power output of 43 horsepower.
Fuel consumption for this
speed is 3.60 gels. per hr.

1 hr. 4 40 mph. = 0.025 hr.
per mi. 0.025 hr. per mi. x
.41 mi. = 0.0103 hr. 0.0103
hr. x 3.60 gals. per hr. n
0.0370 gal. x 20/ per gal.
0*74/

Section 2

Assume : 7 mph.

,,PH s375 x 89
44000(.015,.08+ .0081)

Calculate horsepower

40 375 H.P.
8000(.015t .035+ -. 08 )
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Lo adedEpt Empty

3337 5
45 20

4037 5 HP
40-240

H.P.-0 -600
37 5s7 .4

1hr. 4 7.4 mph.,=0.135 hr.
per ml . 0.135 hr., per m3*- XK
1.7 ml. 0.200 hr. 0.200
hr,* x 9.,52 gals,, per hr.=
1.905 gals, . 2 £0= 38.05X

H.P.* -25.*6

Fuel is computed as if the
eine were developing 25.6

hp. as the driver would put
the engine in compress-ion
rather than use brakces.

*54 x 25.Z 6
6.o2

2.2$ gals. -per hr.

1 hr. 4 40 mph. 0.025 hr.
per mi. 0.025 hr. per mi. x
1.7 ml. =0.0425 hr. 0.0425
hr, x 2.23 gals. -per hr. =
0.0947 gal. x 20je per gal.,

Section 3

Calculate horsepower.

20 = 375 H.P.

44000 ( 015. .0097i .05)

20= 375 H.P.

-1088

H.oP* =Geo-21760
375

Calcula.te horsepower.

40 5 75 H.eP.
8000 ( .Ol5i .05. .035)

40= 375 H.P.
800

HePto =32000
375
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Loaded Emp ty

H.P.= - 58 H.P. = 85

Fuel used at 58 hp.:

.52 x 58
6.2

= 4.87 gals. per hr.

1 hr. 4 20 mph. = 0.05 hr.
per mi. 0.05 hr. per mi. x
1.6 mi. 0.08 hr. 0.08 hr
x 4.87 gals. per hr. =
0.390 gal. x 20% per gal.
7.80X

Thel used at 85 hp.:

.59 x 85
6.2

7.95 gals. per hr.

1 hr. 4 40 mph. = 0.025 hr.
per mi.. 0.025 hr. - 1.6 mi.

0.04 hr. 0.04 hr. x 7.95
gals. per hr. = 0.318 gal. x
20g per gal. 6.36%

Section 4

Calculate horsepower.

20 =375 H.P.
440007.715+.0097+ -. 03

20 = 375 H.P..
-235

HP -4700H. ... 375

Calculate horsepower.

40 w 375 H.P.
) 8000 ( .015+,.035 .03)

40 = 375 H .P.
640

H .P. 25600
375

H.P. : -12.5 H .P. = 68

Thel used at 12.5 hp.:

.59 x 12.5
6.2

: 1.19 gals per hr.

Fuel used at 68 hp.:

.52 x 68
5 6.$ p

=5.70 gals. per hr.
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LoadedEmt Elirp ty

1 hr. 4 20 mph.=0.0 5 hr.
-per- mi. 0.05 hr. per m-'l. X
1.86 mi. = 0.094 hr. 0.094
hr. x 1.2$,' gals. per hr.
0.112 gal. x 20je per gal.
2*24Xz

1 hr. .4 40 m-ph. 0.025 hr.
per-ml. 0.025 hr. per mi. x
1.86 mi. =0.9047 hr. 0.047
hr. x 5.70 gals., Per hr.-*
0.268 gal. x 209X per gal.
5 * 36,0

s..... ... , . .. o.... .... r

Section 5

.Assume : 17 mph.

MH-375 x 8944 00l15+.02,..0093)

=33375
19 40

Calculate ho rse'~ower.

40 =35HP

8000o,035+ .0354 -.,02)

40 240

H.P. 9600
17 .2 375

1 h r. 4 17.2=mh =0.a0 5 61
hr. perml *00561 hr. oer
ml. x 3.84 ml 0.223 hr.
0.273 hr. x 9.52 gals, per
hr. 2.2 gals. x 20X per
gal, 42.40/

H .P.as25.96

Fu-el used at 25.6 hp.:

.54 x 25.6

=2.23 gals, per hr.

1 hr. 4 40 mph. =*09.25 hr.
per ml. 0.025 hr. per mi. x
3.84 ml. 0.096 hr*.0006
hr. x 2.23 gals. per hr.,
0 .214 gal. x 20/ per gal.=
4.23,/



LoadedEpt B ripty

Section 6

Calculate horsepower, Assume:4 22 mph.

20 0 o375 H e 009775 x48
440OT*"w'm15+*097..;54800T (.05+.14.0174)

2a.37 5 H .P..

H.P :-116600H*P.*375

1 490

22.3

H.P. =-311

Thkel calculated at the
maxi-mum.

1 hr. 4 20- mph. 0.05 hr.
per mi. 0.05 hr. per mi.0 x
.5 mi* 0.025 hr. 0.025
hr., x 9.52 gals,, per hr,
0.238 gal. x 20X per gal.
4 97 6/p

1 hr.4 22.3 mph. c 0.045 hr.
per mi. 0.045 hr. per mi. x
,.5 mi.= 0.225 hr. 0.*0225
hr. x 9.52 gals, per hr.,
0.214 gal. x 20X per gal.
4 *28/

.. ._
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Calculation of the Actual Cost of' Hauling over Route II,

Loaded Empty

Timhe

Section
Section

'i

it

I

tl

Total

1
2
3
4
5
6

0.0205 dhr.
0.2000
0.0800
0.*0940
0.2230
0.0250
0.6425 hr.

2.00X~
38.o05
7.80
2.24

42.40
4.76

Time

0.0103
0.0425
0 .0400
0 .0465
0 .0960
0 .0225
0 .2578

Fuel
0.74e
1.90
6.36
5.36
4.23
4.*28

22.87,e

Round-trip speed and fuel cost,

Loaded speed. 9.9 Mi. 4 0.6425 hr. = 15.4 mph.
Empty Speed. 9.9 ml1.4 0.6425 hr. a 38.5 mph.

Round-trip speed -2(85)1, :
38.5 i+ 15.4

-22 mph.

Fuel per 14 per ml.

Loaded
Empty

97.*25
22.*87

120.*12 4 9.9 m j-. =l2.15X 42

Summary of' Actual Costs for Route II

Road Round-
Typ e Trip

snDe ed

-- . ... _.,....r.,.

Hauling Fuel Const, Const. Maint. 14aint.
Cost per X4 per mi. Der 14 per yr. per 14

_ per mi, Rt. II per mi. Rt. 11 Per vyr.

To tal.
Cos t

-- =.m ^r v v w.

w a -i..------_ L

22 6 .36. 2,42' 912000 0.5F22e e164 0 fl) r 4 0 _ l i
. . .. , .. . - r.. _ Wk. V%.'/- io folj w NOT v V v s A 6.. ;- ! V V v v C. 7 i J V

Actual Hauling Cost per 14 - Woods to 14111.

9.9 ml. x 9.61/ =$0*952
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Selection of the correct route and road type for I.EDUM TUCOS.

Loaded Empty

Type II. Calculate horsepower Type II. Calculate horsepower.

20 375 H.P.
82000 (.015 + .009)

20 375 H?.P.
1970

H.P. : 39400
375

H.P. 105

Fuel used at 105 hp.:

z .57 X 105
6.2

9.65 gals. per hr.

1 hr. 4 20 mph. = 0.05 hr.
per mi. 0.05 hr. oer mi. x
9.65 gals. per hr. = 0.482
gal, per mi. x 20/ per gal.
= 9.65/ per mi.

40 = 375 H.P.
16000 (.015 + .023)

40 = 375 H .P.
6070

H .P . 24280
375

H.P. 65

Fuel used at 65 hp.:

.60 x 65

= 6.28 gals. oer hr.
1 hr. 40 mph. 0.025 hr.
per mi. 0.025 hr. per mi.x
6.28 gals. per hr. = 0.1570
gal. per mi. x 20/ per gal.
3.14/ per mi.

Type III. Assume: 20 mph.

TqPH =375 X 148
82000 (.025 t .009)

55500
2790

Type III. Calculate horsepower

40 = 375 H .P.
16000T (025 + .023)

-40 = 375 H.P.
767
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Loaded Emp ty

H .P . = 30650
375

1 hr. 4 19.9 mph. = 0.0503
hr. per mi. 0.0503 hr. per
mi. x 14.8 gals. per hr. =
0.745 gal, ner mi. x 20Z per
gal. = 14.90b1

H.P. = 82

Fuel used at 82 hp.:

. .58 x 82
6.2

7.17 gals. per hr.

1 hr. *440 mph. = 0.025 hr.
per mi. 0.025 hr. per mi. x
7.17 gals. per hr. - 0.1796
gal. per mi. x 20%' per gal.
= 3.59X per ml.

Type TV. Assume:

mPH _ 375 x 148
82000 (.040

14 mph.

+ .0083)

Type TV. Calculate horsepower.

40 375 H.P.
16004 (.04 , .023)

55500
3960

40 375 H .P.
1010

H.P. 40400
37514

1 hr.4 14 mph. = 0.0714 hr.
per mi. 0.0714 hr. per mi. x
14.8 gals. per hr. = 1.058
gals. per mi. x 20X per gal.

21.10,e per mi.

H.P. = 108

Fuel used at 108 hp.:

.57 x 108
6.2
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Loaded mpty

= 9.95 gals. per hr.

1 hr. . 40 mph. 0.025 hr.
per mi. 0.025 hr. per mi. x
9.95 gals. ner hr. z 0.249
gal. per mi. x 20, per gal.
= 4.97/ per mi.

Type V. Assume: 12 mph.

PH- 375 x 148
2.5 4 .0081)

55500
4760

Type V. Calculate horsepower.

40 : 375 H .P.
16000 (.05 * .023)

40 = 375 H.P.
110

H.P. =46700
11.6 375

1 hr. 4 11.6 mph. = 0.0863 hr.
per mi. 0.0863 hr. per mi. H.P. 125
x 14.8 gals. per hr. = 1.276
gals. per mi. x 20/ per gal, Fuel used at 125 hp.:
= 25.5/ per mi.

= .58 x 125
6.2

11.7 gals. per hr.

1 hr. 4 40 mph = 0.025 hr.
per mi. 0.025 hr. per mi. z
11.7 gals. per hr. = 0.293
gal, per mi. x 20/ per gal.

5.85/ per mi.
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Round- trip calculations:

Type I1
Round-trip speed.

40 .* 20

s 2 6.7omph.*

Thel per If per mi.

Type III
Round-trip speed

9965%

1.2.7 9%XSN= 1.421%e

2L40J1l9.9

:26.6 mh.

14 .9Q0
3.59

18.49% 4 9N =2.0 5%

40 + 14

dhel per X per mi.

Ty;p e
Round-trip speed.*

:20.+7 mph.

Thel per X per mi. 21 .10%
4.97

26.07% 4 9M = 2.89%

2(4)(1.6)

40 + 11.6

Typ e V

Round-trip speed.

-18 mph.
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Fuel per H per mi. 25.50%
5.85

31.35 4 1 = 3,49,

Summary of Costs of Route I

Road Round- Hauling Fuel Const, Const. Maint. Maint. Total
Type Trip Cost per M per mi. per M per yr. per M Costs

gpeed per mi. Rt. I per mi. Rt. I Per yr.

26.7
26.6
20.7
18.0

5.41% 1.421%
5.44% 2.054X
6.99% 2.890%
8.03% 3.4903%

$11000 0.478%'
5000 0.217%
3500 0.152%'
2250 0.098X

$400
500
575
650

0.308%
0.385%
0.442%
0 .500%

7.617%
8 .096%

10.474%
12.118¢

-, -. - -.

Summary of Costs for Route IT

Road Round- Hauling Fuel Const. Const. Maint. Maint. Total
Type Trip Cost per H per mi. per H per yr. per H Costs

edeed-per mi. Rt. I --Per mi. Rt. I _per-yr.

II 26.7 5.41% 1.421% $13000 0.565% $500 0.385% 7.781%
III 26.6 5.44% 2.054% 6000 0.261% 600 0.461% 8.216%
I 20.7 6.99% 2.890% 4500 0.195% 675 0.519% 10.594%

18.0 8.03% 3.490% 2500 0.109% 750 0.576% 12.205%

Based on level performance the cost of transportating 1000
board feet can now be found for medium trucks.

Route I
Route II

17.1 mi. x 7.617%e= $1.30
9.9 mi. x 7.781% E _.77

Savings on Rt. II 0.53

For the determination of actual costs, as affected by
grades, the following calculations are necessary:
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Determination of Actual Hauling Costs for M edium Trucks on
Route I

Typ e I I Ro ad

L~oaded Emp ty

Section 1
Assume: 20V mph.

S=37 5 2x148
8200(.015+ .01+..009)

-55500

2785

19.9

Calculate ho rsepower

40 3 75 H .P.
x.6000.015+.023+ -. 01 )

40 :%375 H."P."
448

H.P. 17910
375

1 hr. 19.9 mph. 0.0502 hr.
per m-l. x 7.85 mi. =0.394 H.P., 47
hr* 0.394 hr. x 14.80 gals.
per hr.: 5.84 gals. -7 20g Fuel used at 47 hp.:o
116 .70X

.*62 x 47
6.2

:4.7 gals. per hr.

1 hr. 4 40 mxih. 0.025 hr.
per mi. 0.025 hr. per mi.o X
7.85 mi. = 0.1965 hr. x 4.7
gals, per hr. 0.919 gal.*
20,e per gal. 18.40/s

Section 2

Assume : 13 mph. Calculate horsepower
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Loaded Emp ty

PH = 375 x 148_
82000(.0154.03t .0082)

- 55500
4370

40 =375 H.P.
40 1000( .015+.023+ -. 03 )

40 = 375 H.P.
128

12.7 375

1 hr. 4 12.7 mph. = 0.079 hr
per mi. 0.079 hr. per mi. Ix
1.3 mi. 0.1023 hr. 0.1023
hr. x 14.8 gal. per hr. =
1.515 gals. x 20% per gal.
30.30%

H.P. = 14

Tuel used at 14 hp.:

.64 x 14
6.2

= 1.44 gals. per hr.

1 hr. 4 40 mph. a0.025 hr.
per mi. 0.025 hr. per mi. x
1.3 mi. = 0.0325 hr. 0.0325
hr. x 1.44 gals. per hr. =
0.047 gal. x 20% per gal. =
0.94%

Section 3

In the calculations necessary
to determine road type it
was found that a loaded ve-
hicle could attain 20 mph.
on the level with an output
of 105 horsepower. Fuel con-
sumption was also determined,
and found to be 9.65 gals.
per hr.

1 hr. 4 20 mph. 0.050 hr.
per mi. 0.050 hr. per mi. x

In the calculations necessary
to determine road type it
was found that an empty ve-
hicle could attain 40 mph.
on the level with an output
of 65 horsepower. Fuel con-
sumption was also determined,
and found to be 6.28 gals. per
hr.

1 hr. 4 40 mph. 0.025 hr.
per ml. 0.025 hr. per ma. x
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LoadedEmt Emp ty

3 mi.= 0.15 hr. 0.15 hr.
~9.65 gals, per hr. 1 *.5

gals. x 29,e per ga..
29.OOZ'

3 mi. 0.075 hr. 0.075 hr.
x 6.28 gals. -per hr. 0.470
gal. x 20,e per gal. 9 .40X'

Secti.on 4

Calculate horsepower.

20 5 75 H.?.O
82000 ( 0015+ 0009t.-D234

20 =5075 H,*Pr*
49

H.?. =980
375

H.?. =2.5

Fuel used at 2.5 hp.,:

.64Lx 2.5
6.2

* 25 gal,, per hr.,

1. hr. 4 20 nh* =0,050 hr.
per mi. 0.t 50 hr. per mi, x
4.95 mi. x 0.248 hr. 0.248
hr. x 0.25 gals, per hr.,
0.06 gal. -v 20je per gal.
1 *20we

Calculate horse-power.

40 3 v-75 H.P.
16000( .015+ .023+ .02o-,34)

40 5 75 H.P.
984

H.P.0 5 9550
375

H.*P.=105

Thel used at 105 hp. has been
found to be 9.65 gals, per hr.

1 hr .4 40 mph., 0025 hr.*
per ml, 0,025 hr. per ml3.x
4.95 mi. =0.124 hr. 0.124
hr* .. 9.62 gals. per hr. =
1.193 gals. 20,j' per gal,
23*82w'
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Calculation of the Actual Cost of Hauling over Route I

Loaded Empty

Section

tl

Total

1
2
3
4

T ime

0.3940 hr.
0.1023
0.1500
0.2480
0.8943 hr.

116.70¢'
30.30
29 .00
1.20

177.20%

T ime

0.1965 hr.
0 .0325
0 .0750
0 .1240
0.4280 hr.

F'uel

18.40%
.94

9.40
23.82

52.36X

Round-trip speed and fuel cost.

Loaded speed. 17.1 mi. - 0.8940 = 19.1 mph.
Empty speed. 17.1 mi. 4 0.4280 = 40.0 mph.

Round-trip s-peed. 2(40)(19.l)
40 + 19.1

25.8 mph.

Fuel per M per mi.

Loaded
Empty.

177.20%
52.36

229.56% 4 17.1 mi. = 13.40% -. 9I =
1.489X

Summary of Actual Costs for Route I

toad Round- Hauling Fuel Const. Const. Maint. Xaint. Total
rpe Trip Cost per X per mi. per X per yr. per M Cost

Speed per mi. Rt. I per mi. Rt. I per yr.

1 25.8 5.60% 1.489 11000 0.478X 400 0.308# 7.875e

Actual Hauling Cost per X - Woods to Mill.

17.1 mi. x 7.875% = 1.35
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Determination of Actual Hauling Cost for Medium Trucks on
Route II

Type II Road

Loaded Empty

Section 1

Loaded speed on the level
has been found to be 20 mph.
at a power output of 105
horsepower. Fhel consump-
tion for this speed is 9.65
gals. per hr.

1 hr. a 20 mph. = 0.05 hr.
per ml. 0.05 hr. per mil. x
.41 ml. 0.0205 hr. 0.0205
hr. x 9.65 gals. per hr.
0.198 gal. x 20X per gal.
3.96X'

Empty speed on the level has
been found to be 40 mph. at
a power output of 65 horse-
power. Puel consumption for
this speed is 6.28 gals. per
hr.-

1 hr. 4 40 mph. = 0.025 hr.
per mi. 0.025 hr. per mi. x
.41 ml. = 0.0102 hr. 0.0102
hr. x 6.28 gals. per hr. =
0.0640 gal. x 20ke per gal.
= 1.28X

soon

Section 2

Assume: 7 mph.

EpH 375 x 148
82000(.015.084 .0077)

55500
8435

6.6

1 hr. 4 6.6 mph. = 0.152 hr.
per mi. 0.152 hr. per mi. x
1.7 mi. =0.304 hr. 0.304
hr. x 14.8 gals. per hr. =
4.5 gals. x 20,9 per gal. =
90 .00

Calculate horsepower.

40 % 375 H.P.
16000(.015+.023, -.08 )

40 = 375 H.P.
-672

H.P.= -26880
375

H.P. - 71.7

Puel used at 71.7 hp.:

.59 x 71.7
6.2
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Loaded ~nt 'mp ty

=6.o81 gal1s. per hr.

1 hr.* 4 00 mph. =0.025 hr.
per mi. 0.025 hr. per mi. x
1.7 mlI. 0.0425 hr. 0.0425
hr. x 6.81 gals. per hr. =
0.289 gal.* 20/e per gal. -
5.*77/e

..... ...- Q ... ,..._...... . ._ .. . ..... .

Section3

Calculate horse-Qower.

20= 375 H.'P.
82000(.05+p.009. -.05)

202 375 H*P.

-2130

H.oP. -42600
375

H.P. = 113.5

Fuel used at 113.5 hp.:

A57 x 113.5

6.2

10.43 gals, per hr.

1 hr. 4 20 mph. =0.05 hr.
per mi. 0.05 hr. per mi, x
1.6 mli,=0.08 hr.* 0.08 hr
x 10.43 gals, per hr.=
0.835 gal. x 20/e per gal.
16.*70/

Calculate horsepower.

40= 375 H.P.
16000 (: 0151b .0234 .05)

40 = T HP
1410

H.P. = 5 640 0
3575

H.P.* 150 (148 maximum)

hr. 4 40 mpoh. =0*025 hr.
per ml. 0.025 hr. per ml.
1.,6 mi. 0.04 hr.* 0.04 hr.
x 14.8 gals. per hr. =0,,.9
gal. x 20/e per gal. 11.81/0
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load.edEmt Emp

Section 4

Calculate horserDower.

20 375 H OP.
82000T.015+ .009+ os)

20 3=7 5H.P.O
-,142

H.P. -2840
3175

H*P7. 75

Fuel used at 7.5 lip.:

.64 x 7.5
6.2

.78 gal. poer hr.

1 hr. 4 20 mph., 0.05 hr.
per mi. 0.05 hr. per ml. ,
1.86 mi,=0.093 hr. 0.093
hr. x .78 gal. per hr. a
0.072 gal. x 20je per gal.
1 * 40/.

Cal-culate horsepower.

40=375 FTP .

4-60 70 ( 05t 023+ * 03)

40= 375 H.P.
108

anP :43520

375

H.*P. 116

Fuel used at 116 lip.:

.57 x 116
6.2

10.7 gals. per r.

1 hr.*4 40 mph.,:0.025 hr.
per ml. 0.025 hr. per ml. x
1.86 mi*.=0.0465. 0.0O465 hr
x 10.7 gals. per hr. 0.498
gal. x 20/Oj per gal . 9.96,&

Section 5

As sume : 15 mph.o

Mp = 375 x 148
82000( .015+~020084)

Calculate horsepower.

40 375 H. P.
16000 (.015+ .023+4m-.02
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Loaded

55500

3560

1.5.6

Empty

40 35=*P
28 8

H.P. 11520
375

1 hr. 4 15...6 mph.,* 0.064 hr
per ml. 0.064 hr. per ml
x 3.84 mi. =0.248 hr.
0.248 hr. x 14.8 gals. per
hr.: 3.64 gals. x 20e per
gal. 72 *80j

H.P. =30.6

Fuel used at 30.6 hp.:

*6x30.6
6.2

3. D 36 gals. per hr.

1 hr. 4 40 mph. =0.025 hr.
per m1. 0.025 hr. per mi.x
3.84 ml. * 0.096 hr. 0.096
hr. x 3.36 gals. per hr.=
0.322 gal. x 20O' per gal.:
6 o 4*

Section 6

Calculate horsepower

20 375 H.P.
8200T(T0l5b09,-.154)

20: 375 H.P.
-10650

H.oP. = -213000

375

H.P. =-568

Assume: 19rmph .

= H 3 7 5 x 148

16000 ( 015v' 154h 0121)

55500

375

=19.2

1'hr. 4 19 .2 mph. 0.0541 hr.
per ml. 0.0541 hr. per ml. x
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Loaded En ty

Fuel consumption at maximuwm.

1 hr. 4 20 mph. 0.05 hr.
per mi. 0.05 hr. per mi. x
.5 mi,= 0.025 hr. 0.025
hr. x 14.8 gals. per hr. =
0.370 gal. x 20< per gal.
7.40<

.5 mi. = 0.0272 hr. 0.0272
hr. x 14.8 gals. per hr.
0.403 gal. x 20 per gal.
8.06<

Calculation of the Actual Cost of Hauling over Route II

Loaded Empty

Time Fuel Time Fuel

Section
f

it

is"

"

1
2
3
4
5
6

0.021 hr.
0.304
0.080
0.093
0.248
0.025

0.771 hr.

3.96<'
90.00
16.70
1 *40

72.80
7.40

192.26<

0.0102 hr.
0.0425
0.0400
0.0465
0.0960
0.0272

0.2624 hr.

1.28<
5.77

11.81
9.96
6.44
8.06

43.32VTotal

Round-trip speed and. fuel cost.

Loaded gpeed.

Empty speed.

Round-trip speed.

9.9 mi. 4 0.771 hr. = 12.8 mph.
9.9 mi. 4 0.2624 hr.= 37.8 mph.

2(37.8) (12.8)
37.8 + 12.8

= 18.8 mph.

Fuel per 11 per mi.

Loaded
Empty

192.26<
43.32
235.58< 8 9.9 ml. =23.8<e 4 9 =

2.64<
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Sumary of' Actual Costs for Route II

RoA,,ed Round- Hauling Thel Const. Const. lMaint, Naint. Total1
Tre Trip Cost per 14 per 14 per 11 per yr., per 14 Co st

SP ee dIprm. Rt. II ermi. Rt. II_ per yr.

II 18.*8 7.*68% 2.*6 4,e $1300O0 0565X $500 0 385% 11. 27%

Actual Hauling Cost per X4 -Woods to Mill.

9.9 mi. x 11.27% A1*1l5
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Selection of~ the correct route an-d road type for IMAVY TRIJCIS*

Loaded

Type 11. Assume:s 13 mh.

375 x 295
360000 ( .Ol5t .0082)

=110625
8342

13.3 mph.

1 hr. 4 13.3 mph.*=0.0752
hr. per mi. 0.0752 hr. per
mi. x 26.68 gals. per hr.
2.:1,01 gals. per ml.9 x 20
per gatl, = 40.20/

Empty

Tyrpe I1. Calculate horsepower.

40= 375 H.P.
34000( .015,**016)

40= 375 H.P.

H.P. 142400
.375

H.P. 113

Fuel used at 113 hp.:

a.54 x 113

6.2

9.84 gals. poe r h r.

1 hr. 4 40 mph.,=0.025 hr.
per mi. 0.025 hr. per mi. x
9..84 gals., per hr,, 0,246
gals. per mi. -2: 20,e per gal.
=4.*82/o

Type 111, Assume: 9 mph.

1,p 37 5 x 29 5
360000( .025+ .00798 )

110625
1185

miTe TI. Calculate horsepower.

40 375 H.*P.
40 00 (*02 .016)

40) 375 H.P.
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Loaated

994

1. hr. 4 9.4 mph. 0.1063
hr. per mi, 0.1063 hr*
per mi. x 26.68 gals, poer
hr.,, 2.64 gals. poer mi. x
20e per gal. 56.80e per
ml.

Fmp ty

H *P 55680
375

H.P. 147

Thel used at 147 hp.:

*54 x 147
6.2

1.2.o92 gals. per hr.

1 hr. o 40 mph. =0,025 hr,
per m.,0*025 hr. poermil. x
12.92 gals. p~er hr.= 0.323
gal,.-Der mi. x 20/e per gal.
= 6.46/e per nil.

Type TV. As sume: 6 mph. Type -TV,* Calculate horsepower.

40 375 .
34000 ( .04+*016)

=H 37 5 x 29 5
360000 o4+ .00775 )

=110 625
1720

40 35
10

H.gp, 76200
375w6.4

1 hr. 4 6,.4 mph. = 0,156 hr.
per mi. 0.156 hr. per mi, x
26.68 gals, per hr. = 4.18
gals, per mi*. x 20/e per gal.
2 83.60/& per mi.

H.P. s2 03

Thel used at 203 hpoo

_.52 x 203
6.2
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ILoaded.Bmt ty

17.0f'5 gals. per hr.

1 hr. -1 40 mph. :0.025 hr.
pe 1l 0.025 hr. per m'.

17.05 gals, per hr. 0*426
gal. per mi. xwc20/Oj per gal.
=8.52e per mi,

._.. .

Type V. Assume: 5 mph.

375 x 295

360000 ( .05+ .00752)

110625
'"2 075

-5.3

1 hr*. 4 5,.3 mph., 0.1887 hr
per ml. 0,1887 hr. per ml.i
Y, 26.68 gals. -n-er hr.= 5.04
gals, per mi, x 20X per gal.
2 100.080/e

Type V. Calculate horsepower.

40 = 3 7 5 FT.a?.

34000( .05. .016)

40 =17-HP
2225-

H.?.=880
375

H.P. =234

Phel used at 234 hp.:

* 52- x 234
6.2

19.65 gals. per hr.

1 hr. 4 40 rnph. 0.025 hr.
per rl. 0.025 hrl. per mil.x
19.65 gal1s. o'er hr., =09492
gal. per ml. x 20/V per gal.
=9.84X per ml.

.. .. r. r... ..............-. .,r. . ..
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Roun d- trip calculations:

Typ e 11
Round-.trip speed..

40 if 13.3

:20 mph.

Rxel per 11 per ml.

Type 111.
Round-trilp speed.

Thel per X4 per mi.

Tyrpe IV.
Round=-trip speed,

40.*20/
4.82

45.02/0 4 46141 0.979/

40 + 9,4

-15.2 mrph.

56.80/
6.*46

63.26/e 4 461-1 1.375/e

2 (40) (6.*4).
40O 6.4

-11 mph.

83.*60
8.52

92.q 15/ 4 4614 2,001/

2 ( 4oL-5*)
40 + 5.3

9*4 mph.

100.80
9.*84
110*'4 44614 :2.402/e

Fuel per DI per mi .

Typ e V.
Round-trip speed.

Fuel per 11 per mi.
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Summary of Costs for Route I

Road Round- Hauling Fuel Const. Const. Maint. Naint. Total
Type Trip Cost per X per mi. per X per yr. per N Cost

Speed per m.Rt._I per mi. Rt. I pery.

20.0 3.04/ 0.979/ $13000 0.565/ $500 0.385/ 4.969/
111 15.2 4.00/ 1.375/ 7000 0.304/ 600 0.461XZ 6.140e
IV 11.0 5.52/ 2.001/ 5500 0.239/ 675 0.519/ 8.278/

v94 6.47 2.402/ 4250 0.185/ 750 0.576/ 9.633/

Sunmary of Costs for Route 11

Road Round- Huling Fuel
Type Trip Cost per N

Speed er mi
II 20.0 3.04/ 0.979/e
III 15.2 4.00/ 1.375/e
IV 11.0 5.52/ 2.001/
v 9.4 6.47/ 2.402/e

Const. Const. Maint.
per ma. per N per yr.

. Rt. II er mi. Rt. I

ITaint. Total
per x Cost
-er er.

15000
8000
6500
4500

0.652/'
0.348/
0.282/
0.195/

$600
700
775
850

0.461/
0.539/
0.596/
0.654Q'

5.132/
6.262/
8.399/
9.721/

Based on level performance the cost of transportation 1000
board feet may now be found for heavy trucks.

Route I
Route II

17.1 mi. x 4.969/ =0.85
9.9 mi. x 5.132/ e= .51

Savings on Rt. II 0.34

As pointed out in the light and medium trucks the
above figures represent only a comparison, howcever they
enable the operator to select the most economical route
and road surface. For actual hauling costs the following
procedure must be followed:

Determination of Actual Hauling Costs for Heavy Trucks on
Route I

Type II Road

Loaded Empty
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Loaded ~pt Empty

Section 1

A ssume:; 9 mpih.

_ 57 5 x 295

36000T.05+' .01f .00;788 )

110625
11850

Calculate horsepower

40 37 5 HP
40 3000.035. 016 t-. )

-575 T.P"
715

H.,oP.o 260
=9.4 35

1 hr. - 9.4 mpnh. 0.*1065 hr
per mi. 0.10,'-3 hr. per m.x HP
7.85 mi. =0.856 hr. 0.85,6
hr. 0-di-26.68 gals, per hr. Fuel
22.55 gals.* x 20/- per gaql.
447 .00%

a76

used at 76 hp.:
s"5 4 x 76

6.2

=6 .61 gals, per hr.,

1 hr. 4 40 riph. 0.025 hr.
poer rni. 0.02,5 hr. per ma. *X
7.85 mi. =0.196 hr. 0.1%-
hr, x 6.61 gals,, per hr.,
0.1253 gal. x 20Xp e r gal.
2.46%e

. ..... a.. .... .... ,.. . ... --- ... -- -----

Section 2

Assme : 6 mph.

5jHa37 5 x 295360000 . 1 .+.03+..00775)

Calculate horsepower,,

40 75 H .P..
34000(.015+ *016* **03 )
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Loaded ESA ty

110625
19000

40 375 H.P.
34

H.. 1360
37 5: 5.8

1 hr. 4 5.8 mph. = 0.1725 hr
per ml. 0.1725 hr. per mi.
x 1.3 mi. 0.224 hr. 0.224
hr. x 26.68 gals. per hr. =
6.00 gals. x 20X per gal.
120 .00g'

H.P. = 3.63

Fuel used at 3.63 hp.:

.54 x3.63

3.18 gals. per hr.

1 hr. 4 40 mph. 0.025 hr.
per ml. 0.025 hr. per mi. x
1.3 m. =0.0325 hr. 0.0325
hr. x Za8 gals. per hr. =
0.1025 gal. x LOg' per gal.
2 .05g'

w . ... . .- .e. .. . -.... . . -- ,......

Section 3

In the calculations necessary
to determine road type it was
found that a loaded truck
could maintain a speed of
13.3 mph. Fuel consumption
at the maximnum.

1 hr. 4 13.3 mph. = 0.0752 hr
per mi. 0.0752 hr. -er mi.
x 3 mi. 0.2256 hr. 0.2256
hr. x 26.68 gals. per hr.
6.01 gal. x 200 per gal.
120.20gr

In the calculations necessary
to determine road type it was
found that arn empty truck
could maintain a speed of 40
mph. on the level with a
power output of 113 horse-
power. Fuel consurmption was
also determined, and found to
be 9.84 gals. per hr.

1 hr. 4 40 mph. = 0.025 gal.
zer hr. 0.025 gal. per hr. x
3 mi. = 0.075 hr. 0.075 hr.
x 9.84 gals. per hr. 0.738
gal. x 20 per gal. 14.76<

NNW
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Loaded rptty

Section 4

Calculate horse-oower." C alcul ate horsepower,

20 375 H.P. 4 375 H.*P.
360000 ( *0154 .0085+ -. 0234) - 34000 ( .015+ .0164 .0234)

20 375H.*P.
36

H.P. 1440
375

Ho~t 3.84

Fuel used at 3.84 hp.:,b

-954 x 3.84
6.2

* 331 gal. per hr.

1 hr. 41 20 mph. 0.05 hr.
per mi* 0.05 hr. per mi. x
4.95 mi,.= 0.2475 hr. 09.2475
hr. x .331 gal. pe.z.r hr.* =
0.082 gal. x 20,e per gal.
1 .64,or

40; 375 H.Po

18 50

H.,P.* =74000

375

H.*P.* = 197.5

Puel used at 197.*5 hp.:

=.52 x 197.5
6.2

=16.57 gal. per hr.

1 hr. 4 40 mph. =0.0125 h-r.
per -mi. 0.025 hr., per mi. x
4.95 mi,.=0.1239 hr. 0.1239
hr,* x 16.o5 7 geal.p-oe r hr.
2.,05" gal. x 20-'per gal.
41 00OX

.. w....
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Calculation of the Actual Cost of Hauling over Route I.

Loaded

Time

Section
ti

Ii

t

l
2
3
4

0.8360 hr.
0.2240
0.2256
0.2475

1.5331 hr.

u el

447 .00%
120.00
120.20

1.64

688.84'

Empty

Time

0.1960 hr.
0 .0325
0 .0750
0.1239

0.4274 hr.

Pu el

2.46%

2.05%
14.76
41.00

60.27XTotali

Round-trip speed and fuel cost.

Loaded speed.
Empty speed.

Round-trip speed

17.1 mi. 4
17.1 mi. i

1.5331 hr. 11.1 mph.
0.4274 hr.= 40.0 mph.

2(40) (11.1)
40 + 11.1

= 17 .2 mph.

Fuel per H per mi.

-Loaded 688.84%
Empty 60.27

749.11X 4 17.1 mi. 43.80% 4 461 = 0.95%

Summary of Actual Costs for Route I

Road Round-
Type Trip
.. Speed

17.2

Hauling Fuel Const. Const.
Cost per XT per mi. per 11

per MI. Rt. I pr-o ..4. R0 I .er mi.
3.54% 0.950% 4$13000 0.565%

Maint. Maint. Total
per yr. per I Cost
Rt. I per yr.

_$8500 0.385% 5.440

Actual Hauling Cost per 1 - Woods to Mill

17.1 mi. x 5.44% =/$0.93
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Determination of Actual Hauling Costs for Heavy Trucks on
Route II

Type II Road

Loaded Empty

Section 1

Loaded speed on the level has Empty speed on the level has
been found to be 13.3 mph. been found to be 40 mph. at
at maximum horsepower output. a power output of 113 horse-

power. Fuel consumption for
1 hr. 4 13.3 mph. 0.0752 this speed is 9.84 gals. per
hr. per mi. 0.0752 hr. per hr.
mi. x .41 mi. = 0.0308 hr.
0.0308 hr. x 26.68 gals.
per hr. 0.823 gal. x 20X
per gal. 16.46/e

1 hr. 4 40 mph. = 0.025 hr.
per mi. 0.025 hr. per ri. x
.41 mi. = 0.0102 hr. 0.0102
hr. x 9.84 gals. per hr. =
0.101 gal. x 20/ per gal. =
2.02g

Section 2

Assume: 3 mph.

1pH = 375 x 295
360000 ( .015+ .08+ .00753)

110625
36900

3

1 hr. 4 3 mph. = 0.333 hr.
per mi. 0.333 hr. per mi. x
1.7 mi. 0.56t7 hr. 0.567
hr. x 26.68 gals. per hr.
15.15 gals. x 20e per gal. =
303.00/

Calculate horsepower

40 375 H..
34000 (.015+ .016+ - .08 )

40 = 375 H.P.
-1670

H.P. -66800
375

H.P . - -178

Fuel used at 178 hp.:
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Loaded Empty

.52 x 178
6.2

14.9 gals. per hr.

1 hr. 4 40 mph. = 0.025 hr.
per mi. 0.025 hr. per mI. x
1.7 mi. 0.0425 hr. 0.0425
hr. x 14.9 gals. per hr. 
12.68/

Section 3

Calculate horsepower.

20 375 H.P.
360000( .015+.00851, -D5)

20 =375 H.P.
-9950

H.P. 191000
-375

H.P. = -510

Engine in full compression
plus brakes.

1 hr. 4 20 mph. = 0.05 hr.
per mi. 0.05 hr. per mi. x
1.6 mi. =0.08 hr. 0.08 hr
x 26.68 gals. per hr. =
2.138 gals. x 20/ per gal.
42.80/

Calculate horsepower

40 - 375 H.P.
0 34005.016+.05)

40 - 375 H.P.
2755

H.P. 110200
375

H.P. 287

Fuel used at 287 hp.:

.52 x 287
6.2

24.00 gals. per hr.

1 hr. s 40 mph. = 0.025 hr.
per mi. 0.025 hr. per mi. x
1.6 mi. 0.04 hr. 0.04 hr.
x 24.00 gals. per hr. 0.96
gal. x 20/ per gal. 19.20/

-- - ..
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Loadled3 mt
ELylPty

Section 4

Calculate horsepower.

20 375 H.P.

36000015+.0085+ 4m.037)

20 375 H.P.

H.Pi. : =46760
375

Calculate horsepower.

40= 375 H .P .
34000T( .015. .016, .03)

40= z5H -
2075

Ho -63000H*P* 375

H.P.* =-125 H .P . o168

Fuel used at 125 hp:

.5 4~12 5
6o2

:10-.90 gals. per hr.

1 hr. 41 20 mph. = 0.05 hr.
per mi. 0.05 hr. per mi .x
1.86 m-ol. = 0.093 hr. 0.093
hr. x 10.90 gals. per hr.=
1.025 gal. x 20,e per gal. =
20.*50/o

Fuiel used at 168 hp:

.53- x 168
6.2

14.36 gals. poer hr.

1 hr. -1 40 mph . =0.025 hr.
per ml. 0.025 hr., per i*:.Ix
1.086 i, o a 0.0465 hr. 0.0465
hr. x 14.36 gals. per hr. =
0.667 gel. x 20< per ga.=
13.o34<e

d--,.a ... .. , .. .w ,. ,,...

Section 5

As sue: 7 mph.

IH 375 x 295

36 00 03 #.02+ .0077)

:110625
15380

Calc-ulate horsepower.

40 = 375 H.P.
T400(T0ls+0le+ -. 02)

40 = 375 H.P.
374
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LoadedEmt Empty

=7.2

1 hr. 4 7.2 rmph. 0,139 hr.
per mi. 0.139 hr. per mi. x
3.84 mi,, = 0.534 hr. 0.5%3:4
hr. x. 26.68 gals. per hr.
14.25 gals. x 20,e per gal.
285*.00,e

H .p. = 15960
375

H.*P.* =42.5

Fuel used at 4"2.5 hp .:

154 x 42.5
6.2

=3.70 gals. per hr.

1 hr. 4 40 -mph. =0.025 hr.
perml.0.025 hr. per mii. x

3.84 ml. 0.096 hr* 0.096
hr. x 23.70 gals. per hr.
0.355 gal. x, 20k' per gal,
7*l,z

Section 6

Calculate horsepower* Assume: 18 mph.

20 375 H.*P.*x 375 x 295
3600000 (,015+*008514 -254 ) 3400TUT05* *54+ .0109)

20 375 H.P.
-47000

H.P. = 940000
375

110625
6070

:18 .2

h "P,. * -2500

Calculate fuel 'consumption
at the maximum.

1 hr.4 18.o2 mph. 0.055 hr.
per ml. 0.055 hr. per ml. x
,.5 ml . 0.0275. hr. 0.0275
hr. x 2.6.68 gals. per hr. -

0.735 gal. x 20< per gal. =
14.70,e
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Loaded Empty

1 hr. 20 mph. = 0.05 hr.
per mi. 0.05 hr. per mi. x
.5 mi. = 0.025 hr. 0.025
hr. x 26.68 gals. per hr. =
0.667 gals. x 20X per gal.
13.34%'

Calculation of the Actual Cost of Hauling over Route II

Loaded Emp ty

Time Fuel Time Fuel

Section
"

"

"

"

"1

1
2
3
4
5
6

0.0308 hr.
0.5670
0.0800
0.0930
0 .5340
0 .0250

1.3298 hr.

16 .46%
303 .00
42.80
20,50

285.00
13.34

681.10,e

0.0102 hr.
0.0425
0.0400
0.0465
0.0960
0.0270
0.2627 hr.

2.02%
12.68
19.20
13.34
7.10

14.70
69.04%

Round trip speed and fuel cost.

Loaded speed.
Empty Speed.

Round-trip speed.

9.9 mi. 4 1.3298 hr. = 7.5 mph.
9.9 mi. 4 0.2627 hr. :37.6 mph.

37.6)7.5)
37.6 + 7.5

w 12.5 mph.

Fuel per M per mi.

Loaded
Empty

681.10%'
69.04

750.14 4 9.9 mi. 75.90%' 4 46 1.65%'
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Summary of Actual Costs for Route 11

.IW -40

Road Round.
Type Trip

Speed

Ii 12.5

Hauling Fuel 0Con st. Const.,
Cost per 14 p er m ii per 14

per -mi. Rt. I11 per mi-,

I aint. d ~nt. Total
per yr. per 1 Co st
Rt. IIper y r.

.. d i

4.*87/ 1.65X A1500 0.652,' A600 0.461/ 7.633X

Actual Hauiling Cost per M4 - Wood~s to 14111.

9.*9 ml.* x 7.*633/ $0 755
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Road Type Analysis - Route I

(based on level road performance)

... ......... -_.,.--s..

ad Truck
ae Type

Round.
Trip
Speed

Hanling Fuel
Cost per 4
per lel per ml.

Const.
per mi.

Const.
per X
per mi.

Maint. Maint. Total
per yr. per M Cost

per yr.
... -. r-... .------ -

Light
Medium
Heavy

I Light
Mediu m
Heavy
light
Medium
Heavy
Light
Medinum

er 

26.7
26.7
20.0
26.7
26.6
15.2
22.3
20.7
11.0

19.6
18.0

9.4

5.25X
5.41
3.04
5.25
5.44
4.00
6.28
6.99
5.52
7.14
8.03
6.47

1 *3333Z'

1.421
0.979
2.328
2.054
1 *375

2.998
2.890
2.001
3.572
3.490
2.402

X10000
11000
13000

4000
5000
7000
2500
3500
5500

1200
2250
4250

0.435,e
0.478
0.565
0.174/
0.217
0.304
0.109e
0.152
0.239
0.054X
0.098
0.185

$ 300
400
500
400
500
600
475
575
675
550
650
750

0.230
0.308
0.385

0.308
0.385
0.461
0.366
0.442
0.519
0.423
0.500
0.576

7.248
7.617
4.969
8.060
8.096
6.140
9.753

10.474
8.278

11.209
12.118

9.633
-.r-- ~ -.. Q ,... e
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Road Type Analysis - Route IT

(based on level road performance)

I~. W-dmww

id Track Round.
pe Type Trip

S e ed.

Hauling
Co st
poe r 11

-?U- e l
perM
pe r m h.

Con st.
per mi .

Const.
per X4
~er ml .

Mai nt.
per yr.

Mtaimt. Total
-perM Cost
per -yr.vm.wwdwwd@m--M

Light
Medium
H e avy

Light
Medium
H eavyr

Light
Me dium
Heavy
Light
Medium
Heavy

26.!7
26.7
20.0

26.7
26.6
15,*2

22.3
20.7
11.*0

19.6-
18.0

944

5.259~
5.41
3.04

5.*25
5.44
4. 0 0

6.28
6.99
5.52
7 .14

8.03
6.47

1.333,e
1,421
0.97.

2.328
2.054
1.375

2.998
2.890
2+001

3.*572
3.490
2 .402

c%12000
13000
15000

5000
6000
8000

3500
4500
6500

1500
2500
4500

0 .52l3
0.565
0.652

0.217
0.261
0.348

0.152
0.195

0.*282
0.~065
0.109
0.195

40 0
500
600

500
600
700

575
675
775
650
750
850

0.3 08 z'
0.*38 5
0.461

0.385
0.461
0.539
0.442
0.519
0.596

7 0412,<7*781
5.132

8,180
8.216
6.262
9.872

10.594
8 .399

0.500 l11.277
0.576 12.205
0.654 9.721s

r

Conclusion: Route 1, Type 11 Road, Hea;vy,. Trucks.
4.969jze x 17.1 mli. = n*5

Route I1v Type 1I Road, Heavy Trucks.
5.132X~ x 9.9 ml* = 0 .507

Savings by use of Route I1 $0.243
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Actual Cost Analysis - Route I

Type IT Road

ck Round-
e Trip

sne (I

Hauling Tuel
Cost per N
TV - r mi

Const. Const. llaint.
per mi. per N per yr.

per mi.

Naint.
per M
per yr.

Actual Trip.
Total Total

.a m .m , _ _..+ L ns1 ' r

pt 26.2
.ium 25.8
vy 17.2

5.34¢'
5.60
3.54

1.625e
1.489
0.950

$10000
11000
13000

0.4355K
0.478
0.565

$ 300
400
500

0.230 e
0.308
0.385

7.6309 1.300

7.875 1.350
5.440 x0.930

P-dommas - mm-m- 40 --- -- - -- --- ..

Actual Cost Analysis Route II

Type II Road

_ - .. , 1

ck Round- Hauling 'Fuel
e Trip Cost per NX

Speed perN1 per mi.

Const. Const. Maint. Maint. Actual Trip
per mi. per X per yr. per X Total Total

-per mi. per yr.
ht 22.0
ium 18.8
,V3 12.5

6 .365K
7.68
4.87

2.75,e
2.64
1.65

$12000
13000
15000

0 .522K
0.565
0.652

$ 400
500
600

0.308/ 9.94X
0.385 11.27
0.461 7.63

$0 .984
1.115

x' .755
-- e ,r

-".- -" -
..

Conclusion: Based on level road erformance Route II,
Type II Roads and Heavy Trucks were founi
most economical.
Theoretical cost was $0.51.
Proof of this choice is made in the above
table, but due to grade the cost is
actually A0.76.
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Grade Reductions

Determine the economic possibilities of grade re-

ductions on Route TT for all types of truicks.

Possible Grade Reduction 1 - Road Sections 1, 2, and 5.

PROPOSED I I
GRA DE I518' I

o Elio

r

k~lMi + 1.70MiI .60 ML. I 1.86M-

Possible Grade ReduLction 2 - Road Sections 5 an-d6.

EXISING RAD 1111,305 %(l ROPOSED

3101 RD

3BOF 
Mi

2.09 Mi i.OTMl. I 0.5M1.-

New length if thi s grade i*s, reduced - 10.35 ml.,
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Light Trucks

Reduction of Road Sections 1, 2 and 3

r...wm.w

Loeaderc. 7mp ty
6%Section

Assume:* 9 mph.

,EH 37 5 x 89,
4400 o .05+o6+,o.008)

33375
3650

=9.o2

1 hr. 4 9.2 mph. 0.108 hr.
per mi. 0.108 hr. per m-ni. x
1.64 mi. =0.177 hr. 0.177
hr. x 9.52 gcals. n,-er hr.
1.69 gals. x 20,e per gal.=
33 980p!

Calculate horsepower.

40 3-17 5 H.P.

8000 T(.015,.03p5e -.06)

40',75 H.P.
-80

H.aP. 20
375

H .P. =-8.5

Pu el u sedc,-5t 8.5 hp.:o

.59°x8.5
6.2

*.1I gal. per hr.

1 hr. 4 40 mph. 0.025 hr.
per mi. 0.02g-5 hr .-pe r mi .
1.64 mi. 0.041 hr.* 0.041
hr. a&T.81 gal. per hr.

0.03r, gal. x 20,e per gal.-
0 .66,e

0% section

Loaded speedc on the l.evel ~mpty speed on -the level has
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Lo aded Empotyr

has been found to be 20 mph.
at 58 horsepower. Fuel con-
sumption at this speed is
4.86 gals. per hr.

1 hr. 4 20 mphz 0.05 hr.
per mi. 0.05 hr. per mi. x
1.23 ml. 0.0615 hr. 0.0615
hr. x 4.86 gals. per hr.
0.298 gal. x 20/ per gal.
5.98/

been found to be 40 mph. at
43 horsepower. Fuel consumc-
tion at this speed is 3.60
gals. per hr.

1 hr. + 40 mph. 0.025 hr.
per mi. 0.025 hr. per mi. x
1.23 mi. =0.0307 hr. 0.0307
hr. x 3.60 gals. per hr. =
0.111 gal. 20/ per gal.
2.22

.. .e.. ... .. w.F._.. . .. ,.....- ~ -

Remainder of 5% Section

Speed downgrade has been
found to be 20 mph. at -58
horsepower. Fuel consump-
tion is 4.87 gals. per hr.

1 hr. 4 20 mph. = 0.05 hr.
per mi. 0.05 hr. per mi.
.84 mi. = 0.042 hr. 0.042
hr. x 4.87 gals. per hr. =
0.205 gal. x 20/ per gal =
4.06,e

Speed upgrade has been found
to be 40 mph. at 85 horse-
power. Fuel consumption is
7.95 gals. per hr.

1 hr. 4 40 mph. = 0.025 hr.
per ml. 0.025 hr. per mi. x
84 mi. 0.021 hr. 0.021
hr. x 7.95 gals. per hr. =
0.167 gal. I 20/ per gal.
3.34R

.. .... tr.- ..- _- .o-r. ,..r..-..,.-. _. ...

Calculation of TNew Hauling Costs

Loaded

FuelT ime Fuel Time

6% Section
02 Section
52 "
Section 4

i" 5
"t 6

Total

0.1770 hr.
0.0615
0 .0420
0.0940
0.2230
0 .0250

0.6225 hr.

33.80/
5.98
4.06
3.32

42.40
0.89

90.45,/

0.0410
0.0301
0.0 210
0.0465
0 .0960
0 .0225

0.66
2.22
3.34
5.32
4.23
4. 28

0.2577 hr.20.05/
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Round-trip steed and fuel cost.

Locaded speed.

Empty speed.

Round-trip speed

9.9 mi. 4 0.6225 hr. 15.9 mph.
9.9 mi. 4 0.2577 hr. = 38.5 mph.

2l(3P.5)_(5 .9)
38.5 4 15.9

= 22.5 mph.

Fuel per H per mi.

Loaded
Empty

90.45/
20 .05/

110.50 4 9.9 mi. 11.18 4 =2.24/

Summary of New Hauling Costs

Road Round- Hauling Fuel Const. Const. Xaint. Xaint. Total
Type Trip Cost per H per mi. per 1 per yr. per H Cost

Speedper -mi.R.I per mi. Rt. II pRer yr.

II 22.5 6.22/ 2.24/ $12000 0.522/ $ 400 0.308/ 9.29/

New Heuling Cost per 1 - Woods to Mill

9.9 mi. x 9.29 $= 0.920
Original Hauling Cost per X 0.952

Reduction saving $0.032

Annual Savings $0 .032 x 130,0001 $4160.00

Reduction of Road Sections 5 and 6

.t aw nn w n-

Loaded

Remainder of 2% Section

Empty

Speed up the 2% grade has
previously been found to be
17.2 mph. Fuel consumption

Speed down the 2% grade has
previously been found to be
40 mph. at 25.6 horsepower.
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Loaded Emp ty

at the maximum.

1 hr. * 17.2 mph. : 0.0561
hr. per ml. 0.0561 hr. per
mi. x 2.9 mi. 0.163 hr.
0.163 hr. x 9.52 gals. per
hr. = 1.55 gals. x 20/ per
gal. 31.00

"Riel consumption is 2.23 gals.
ncr hr.

1 hr. 4 40 mph. 0.025 hr.
per mi. 0.025 hr. per mi.
2.9 mi. : 0.0725 hr. 0.0725
hr. x 2.23 gals. per hr. =
0.1615 gal. x 20/ per gal.
3 * 23/

0% Eection
Loaded speed on the level
has been found to be 20 mph.
at 58 horsepower. Fuel con-
sumption is 4.86 gals. per
hr.

1 hr. 4 20-mph. 0.05 hr.
per ml. 0.05 hr. per mi. x
1.07 mi. = 0.0535 hr.
0.0535 hr. x 4.86 gals. per
hr. = 0.26 gal. x 20e per
gal. = 5.20/

Empty speed on the level has
been found to be 40 mh at 43
horsepower. Puel consunotion
is 3.60 gals. per hr.

1 hr. 4 40 mph. 0.025 hr.
per mi. 0.025 hr. per mi. x
1.07 mi. 0.0267 hr. 0.0267
hr. x 3.60 gals. per hr. =
0.0961 gal. x 20/ per gal. -

1.93/

6% Section

Calculate horsepower.

20 = 375 H.P.
44000( .015+.0097+ -.06)

20 = 375 H.P*
-1551

H.P.. = -31000
375

Assume: 39 mph.

PH 375 x 89
8000 ( .015+ .032+.06)

33375
865

38.7
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Loaded Emp ty

H.P. = -82.7

Fuel used at 82.7 hp.:

.55 x 82.7
6.2

1 hr. 4 38.7 mph. = 0.0258 hr.
per mi. 0.0258 hr. per ml. x
.95 mi. 0.0246 hr. 0.0246
hr. x 9.52 gals. per hr.
0.234 gal. x 20< per gal.
4.68<

= 7.32 gals. per hr.

1 hr. 4 20 mph. 0.05 hr.
per mi. 0.05 hr. per mi. x
.95 mi. = 0.0475 hr. 0.0475
hr. x 7.32 gals. per hr.
0.348 gal. x 20< per gal. =
6. 96<

Hauling Costs if Both Grades are Reduced.

Loaded Empty

Time Fuel Ti me Thel

6% Section
0% "
5% "
Section 4
2% Section
0% Section
6% "t

Total

0.1770 hr.
0.0615
0.0420
0.0940
0.1630
0.0535
0.0475

0.6385 hr.

33.80<
5 .98
4.06
3.32

31.00
5.20
6.96

0.0410 hr.
0 .0307
0.0210
0.0465
0.0725
0.0267
0 .0246

0. 66<
2.22
3.34
5.32
3.23
1.93
4.68

21.38<90.32< 0.2630 hr.

Round-trip speed and fuel cost.

Loaded speed.
Empty speed.

10.35 mi. 4-

10.35 mi. -
0.6385 hr. = 16.2 mph.
0.2630 hr. = 39.3 mph.
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Round-trip sp eed 2(39.3) (16.2)
39.3 + 16.2

23 mph.

Thel per H per mi.

Loaded
Empty

90.32l'
21.38

111.70.' 4 10.35 mi. = 10.78,e 4 5H= 2.16

Summary of Hauling Costs - Both Grades Reduced.

Road Round-
Type Trip

Sneed

Hauling Fuel Const. Const. Maint. Maint.
Cost per per mi. per H per yr. per IT

"er mi. Rt. II Tper mi. Rt. II per yr.

Totel
Cost

23.0 6.08w 2.16 $12000 0.522e G 400 0.308 9.07

Hauling Cost if Both Grades Reduced -WiAoods to Mill

10.35 mi. x 9.07X =60.94
Hauling Cost if Grade in Sections 1, 2 and 3 is reduced $0.92.

Since the hauling cost per trip is increased (due to addi-
tional length of fill) the second grade should not be reduced.

Amount that can be spent to reduce the grade in Sections 1,
2 and 3, if interest is at 6% and the investment is to be
returned at the end of the operation.

Original cost per trip
Reduced i t "

Saving per I per trip

$0 .952
.920

'0.032
Annual cu t
Saving per H1

Annual saving

130,000M
0.032

4160 .00
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Co )4160.001.62.i
0.06 x1.0621

0,.06 x 3,,207

$ 4160*00 (11.47

-$47,9700.00 to reduce the grade in
Sections 1, 2 and 3.
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!Xedium Trucks

Reduction of Road Sections 1, 2 and 3

rrns r w - -st-r-- .-.

Loaded Empty

6% Section

Assume: 8 mph.

ypH = 375 x 148
82000 ( .015. .06+.0078)

= 55500
6785

= 8..2

1 hr. + 8.2 mph. = 0.122 hr.
per mi. 0.122 hr. per mi.
x 1.64 ml.= 0.200 hr.
0.200 hr. - 14.8 gals. per
hr. = 2.955 gals. x 20,e per
gal. 59.10e

Calculate horsepower.

40 375 H .B.
16000(.015,.023. -.06 )

40 = 375 H .P .
-352

H.P. -. 14080
375

H.P. -s-37.5

Fuel used at 37.5 hp.:

.64 x 37.5
6.2

: 3.88 gals. per hr.

1 hr. * 40 mph. = 0.025 hr.
per mi. 0.025 hr. per mi. x
1.64 mi. = 0.041 hr. 0.041
hr. 7 3.88 gals. per hr.
0.159 gal. 7 20j& per gal. =
3.08/

0% Section

Loaded speed on the level Empty speed on the level has
has been found to be 20 mph. been f ound to be 40 mph. at
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Loaded Empt-r

at 105 horsepower. Fuel
consumption at this s'oeed is
9.65 gals. -oer hr.

1 hr. 4 20 mph. 0.05 hr.
per mil. 0.05 hr. per mi. x
1.23 mi. = 0.0615 hr.
0.0615 hr. x 9.65 gals. per
hr. 0.593 gal. x 20g/ per
gal. ="11.86le

65 horsepower. Fuel consump-
tion at this speed is 6.28
gals. per hr.

1 hr. 4 40 -h. 0.025 hr.
per mi. 0.025 hr. per mi. x
1.23 mi. =0.0307 hr. 0.0307
hr. x 6.28 gals. per hr. =
0.1926 gal. x 20X per gal.
%, 86k

:w

Remainder of 5% Section

Speed downgrade has been
found to be 20 mph. at -113.5
horsepower. Fuel consump-
tion is 10.43 gals. per hr.

1 hr. 4 20 mph. 0.05 hr.
per mi. 0.05 hr. per mi. x
.84 ri. : 0.042 hr. 0.042
hr. -r 10.43 gals. per hr.
0.439 gal. - 20! per gal.
8.78 -

Speed topgrade has been found
to be 40 mph. at maxdimum
horsepower. Fuel consumption
is 14.8 gals. per hr.

1 hr. 4 40 mph. 0.025 hr.
per mi. 0.025 hr. per mi. x
.84 mi. 0.021 hr. 0.021
hr. x 14.8 gals. per hr.
0.311 gal. x 20,e per gal. -

6.22/

Calculation of New Hauling Costs.

lo aded Empty

T ime Fuel T ime Fuel

6% Section
0% Section
5% "t
Section 4

I" 5
"t 6

0.2000 hr.
0.0615
0.0420
0.0930
0.2480
0.0250

0.6695 hr.

59.10,e
11.86
8.78
6.82

72.80
1.84

161.20/

0.0410
0 .0307
0.0210
0.0465
0.0960
0.0272

3.08
3.86
6.22
9.96
6.64
8.06

Total 0.2624 hr 37.64/
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Round-trip speed and fuel cost.

Loaded speed.

Empty speed.

Round-trip speed.

9.9 mi. 4 0.6695 hr. 14.8 mph.
9.9 mi. 4 0.2624 hr. 37.8 mph.

2(37.8)14.
37.8~ + 14.83

- 21.2 rmph.

Duel per 1 per mi.

Loaded
Empty

161.209:
37.64

198 .84,& - 9 .9 m. =20 .15: - 9M 2.239

Summary of New Hauling Costs

Road Round- Hauling Fuel Const. Const. Naint. Maint. Total
Type Trip Cost per X per mi. per 1 per yr. per N Cost

Smper m. Rt. II Rt. II -per
II 21.2 6.82: 2.23< e 13000 0.565e 500 0.3859: 10.00:

New Hauling Cost per N - Woods to ill

9.9 mi. x 10.00<e
Original Hauling Cost per 15

Reduction saving

$0.13

Annual Savings Q0.13 x 130,000N =16 ,900

Reduction of Road Sections 5 and 6

Loaded Emp ty

Remainder of 2% Section

Speed up the 2% grade has
Previously been found to be

Speed doim the 2% grade has
previously been found to be
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Loaded Emn ty

15.6 mph. Fuel consumption
at the maximum.

1 hr. 4 15.6 mph. = 0.0641
hr. per mi. 0.0641 hr. per
mi. ix 2.9 mi. 0.186 hr.
0.186 hr. x 14.8 gal. per
hr. 2.755 gal. x 20r' per
gal. 55.15/

40 mph. at 30.6 horsepower.
Fuel consumption is 3.36 gals.
per hr.

1 hr. 4 40 mph. = 0.025 hr.
per mil. 0.025 hr. per mi. x
2.9 mi. 0.0725 hr. 0.0725
hr. x 3.36 gale per hr. =
0.244 gal. x 20/ per gal. =
4.88/

O Section

Loaded speed on the level
has been found to be 20 mph.
at 105 horsepower. Fuel
consumption is 9.65 gals.
per hr.

1 hr. 20 mph. 0.05 hr.
per ml. 0.05 hr. per ml. x
1.07 mi. = 0.0535 hr.
0.0535 hr. x 9.65 gals. per
hr. 0.516 gal. x 20/ per

gal. = 10.32/

Empty speed on the level has
been found to be 40 mph. at
65 horsepower. Fuel consump-
tion is 6.28 gals. per hr.

1 hr. 40 mph. = 0.025 hr.
per ml. 0.025 hr. per ml. x
1.07 mi. = 0.0267 hr. 0.0267
hr. x 6.28 gals. per hr. =
0.1675 gals. x 20/ per gal. =
3.35/

-

6% Section

Calculate horsepower

20 = 375 H .P.
82000(T.015+ .009+ -.06 )

20 = 375 *.P*
-2235

H.P. = -44700
375

Assume: 37 mph.

SpH 3=375 x 148
16000( .015+ .06+ .0204)

55500
1525

36.4
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LoadedEmt EM-0 ty

H.IP.=-119

Fuel used at 119 hr.:

.57 - 119
6.2

1 hr. -o 36.4 mrph. 0.0275
hr. Per. mi. 0 .02115 hr., per .
x .95 mi.= 0.04262 hr.
0.0262 hr. x 14...8 gals, per
hr. 0.3865 gal. x 20X per
goal. 7.64,e

=10.95 gals. per hr.

1 hr.4 20 mph. = 0.05 hr.
poer ml. 0.05 hr. per mi'l.,di
.95 mi. 0.0475 hr. 0*0475
hr. x 10.95 gals. -ner hr.
0.521 gal. x 20< per gal.
10.o42e

Hpsullng Costs if Both Grades are Reduced.

Loaded ESApty

Time Fuel M ime Fuvel1

6% Section

5% it

Section 4
2% Section

o% it

6% If

Total

0.2000 hr.
0.0615
0.,0 420
0.930
0.1860
0 .0535
0 .0475

0.,6835 hr.

50P.10<e
11..86
8.78
6.82
5 5.15
10.32
10.42

162.*45<e

0.0410 hr.
0 .0 30'7
0.0210
0.0465
0.o072"5
0 .0 267
0 .0262

0.2646 hr.

3.z s08<e

3.86
6.22
9.96
4.88

7.64

38.99<e

Round-tri-p speed. and fuel cost.

Loaded speed. 10.35 ml 4

Empty speed. 10.35 rml 4
0.6835 hr.o 15.2 mph.
0.*2646 hr. = 39.1 mph.

'Round- tri -Dsp e ed
39.1 T x15.2
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21.9 mph.

uel per 1 per mi.

Loaded
Empty

162.45/

201.44 O 4 10.5 mi. 19.45/ 4 9M 2.16/

Summarj of Costs - Both Grades Reduced.

Road Round- Hauling Fuel Const. Const. aint. Maint. Total
Type Trip Cost per M -per ml. per N ner yr. per Cost

Speed per mLI. Rt. TtI per mi.Rt.I! per yr.

II 21.9 6,60, 2.16/ $1300G 0.565 500 0.385/ 9.71/

Hauling Cost if Both Grades are Reduced - Woods to Mill.

10.35 mi. x 9.71 =?%1.00
Hauling Cost if Grade in Sections 1, 2 and 3 is Reduced. 0.99

Since the hauling cost per trip is increased (due to the
increased length of the route) the second grade should not
be reduced,

Amount that can be spent to reduce the grade in Sections 1,
2 and 3, if interest is at 6%o and the investment is to be
returned at the end of the operation.

Original cost per trip
Reduced " ii .99

0.13Saving per X

Annu al cu t
Saving per N1

Annual saving

" "1

130 ,000l4

$0.13

$16 ,900 .00
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(;0 4162900 *00 (1 *0620-11)
0.06 x 1.06 20

0.06 x 5.207

$1K93,700.00 to reduce the grade in
Sections 1, 2 and. 3
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H eavy -Tnuck s

Reduction of Sections 1, 2 and 3

Loaded lJ=rty

65,S ection

As sumae:4 rh.

IA~pH 375 x 295

360000 ( .015t.06..0076)

110625
29750

Ca-,lculate 'horsepowver

40 375 H.P.
34000(.015*.016+ 4m.06)

40 3.75 H.P.
-1658

H.p,. Q-66320

3.7 375
1 hr.L -a3.a7 xmph. 0., 27 0 hr
poe r mli. 0.270 hr. per mui.x
1.64 ml., = 0.443 hr. 0*44~3
hr. *x% 26.68 gals. paer hr.
11 .82 grc-;ls. x 20X p er gal.,
'236 o4 0 /

Th~el used at 177 hp.

.*53 x- 1J77
6.2

"15.011 gals. per hr.

1 hr. 4 4 0 1 ,Mh. 0.025 hr.a
per rmj 0.025 hr. per mi, X
1.*64 ml. 0.*0 41 hr. " 0.041
hr. ::15.11 gals er hr.
0.o6 2 gal s.2/p e r gal.
12.l)~
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Loaded mt
t

012~ Section

Loaded spoeed on the level
has been f ound to be 13.93
-oh.' at max-1mum horse-,oower.

Fuel consurrotion at maxi-
mumji out-ou t i S 42C-6,8 gal -1S.
-per hr.

I hr. 4 13.3 mTph. 0.0752
hr. per mil. 0.0752 hr. -er

ml x .3 i. m0.*09032 6
hr. 0.09-626 hr. x 26.68 gals
per hr. =2.475 gals. x
20/ per gal.1, 4&9L,,,50X

7rmtivspQeed on. tIm)e level has
been foundli to be 410 nmiph.* at
1173 h-orsepower. Fue'l consuinp-
M--on at this creed is 9...84
ga-;ls. p,.er hr.

16 hr. 4 40 m-oh.Z 0.0125 hr.
-oe r r, it 0.*0 e!25 h r. poeri.

1.3m.=0.02508 hr. 0.030 8
hr.x 9.84 gal1s. per hr.
0*%302 gal., x 20/ per gal.
6 *.40/o

jm -

TRenainder of 55 Section

Speed downgrade has been
f ound to 'be 20 maph. at -510
horse-oower... Fuel consump-
tion at mnaximum, 26.68 gals.
p er hr.

I hr. 4 20 mph. 0.05 hr.*
perml 0.05 hr. per i. x
*84 ml. 0.042 hr. 0.042
hrT. x 2 6 68 g al s . -p er--hr .=
1.1212 gals. x 20/O per gal.
229.44x

Speed uorade has been found
to 're 40 m--ph. at 287 horse-
poower. Ful cnuI ton at
24.00 gals. -per hr.

1 hr. 4 4:0 nrio ph 0.0;25 h1r.
ner m. 0 .025 hr. -or m. x
.84-ml 0.021 hr. 0.9021
hr. x 24.00 gaenls. ie hr.
0.505 gals. Yx, 20/Oerx. gcel111n
10.*10/

C alcl at Io n o f 1FTew li--,euling Costs.

Loaded ..> t
T in e IFuel Ti1 Fu el

6% Section

Section 4
11 5
u 6

To tal

0.4430 hr.
0 .0926
0 .0420
0.,0930
0."5340
0 .02650
1.2296 hr.

23 6 ,40/
49 .50
22.*44
20.*50

285.00

627 ;18r

0.0410 hr.
0 .0 308
0.0210?
0 .0465
0.0960
0 .0470

1 2 .40E
6.*40

10.10
1.3.34
7.10

14. 70
64* 4/
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RoundtriPspeed and fuel cost.

,-Qtryspeed..

Round- tri-p speed.

9.9 .ml. 4 0.26 23 h r. =7.6 moh.

37.*6+*88.1

1- 133 mp-h .
Fua.e l pe r 1Koer n,.

Lo aded
Em te

627 .18<e
64.04

69.2 499 i~=69.*85< 446K i 1.52<

Smryof *,Taw Hau'ling Cos.*,ts

Road Round- Hauling Fuel C o n c-.t.Const. ITKaint. Kaint, Total
Tyie Tri-P Co st -,oe rHK -o e r -ini. -pe r pey.erK Cost

Spe e d .per nl.Rt _rIre r -:,a 0Rt.0 IT er flu

11 13.,3 4.58< 1.52< $S15000 0.652< $ 600 0. 461,c/7.213<

LHewv Haul ing Cost -per KH - lAoods to Kill

9.*9 mi . x 7.*213<
Original Hauling Cost per K11

Reduction saving

$0 .72

$0.04

Annual Savings :7?0 *04 x 130,000K= 3500

Reduction of Road Sections 5 and 6.

Loaded

Remainder of 2;q Section

Em ty

Speed up the 2% grade has Speed down the grade has
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Lo ade d Emp, ty

previously been found to be
7.2 mph. Fuel consumption
at the maximum.

1 hr. 4 7.2 mph. 0.139 hr.
per mi. 0.139 hr. per mi. x
2.9 mi. 0.403 hr. 0.403
hr. x 26.68 gals. Der hr.
10.75 gals. x 20/ per gal.
215.00,e

prevy:ously been found to be
40 mph. at 42.5 horsepower.
Fuel consumption is 3.70
gals, per hr.

1 hr. * 40 mph. 0.025 hr.
per mi. 0.025 hr. per mi. x
2.9 mi. 0.0725 hr. 0.0725
hr. x 3.70 gals. er hr.
0.268 gal. x 20 per gal.
5.36e

0% Section

Loaded speed on the level
has been found to be 13.3
mph. at maximum horsepower.
Fuel consumption also at
the maximum.

1 hr. 4 13.3 mph. 0.0752
hr. per mi. 0.0752 hr. per
mi. x 1.07 mi.= 0.0805 hr
0.0805 hr. x 26.68 gals.
per hr. 2.15 gals. x 20,e
per gal. 43.00/e

Empty speed on the level has
been found to be 40 mph at
113 horsepower. Fuel con-
sumption is 9.84 gals. per
hr.

1 hr. , 40 mph. 0.025 hr.
per mi. 0.025 hr. per mi. x
1.07 mi. = 0.0268 hr. 0.0268
hr. x 9.84 gals. per hr.
0.252 gals. x 20/ per gal. =
5 904e

6% Section

Calculate horsepower. Assume: 36 mph.

20 = 375 H.P . iPH = 375 x 295
360000(*.015+.00851 -. 06) 34000 (-.015.&..064014)

20 a 375 H.P
-13150

H.lP . = 263000
375

110625
3060

36.2
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Loaded Empty

H.P.. = -700

Calculate fuel at the maxi-
mum-.

1 hr. 4 20 mph. 0.05 hr.
per mi. 0.05 hr. per mi. x
.95 mi. = 0.0475 hr. 0.0475
hr. x 26.68 gals. per hr. =
1.27 gals. x 20e per gal.=
25.40 e

1 hr. 4 36.2 mph. = 0.0276 hr.
per mi. 0.0276 hr. per mi. x
.95 mi. = 0.0262 hr. 0.0262
hr. x 26.68 gals. per hr. =
0.70 gal. x 20X per gal.
14.00X

Hauling Costs if Both Grades are Reduced

Loaded Emp ty

Time Fuel Time Fuel

6% Section
0% "t
5% "H
Section 4
2% Section
0% "t
6% "o

Total

0.4430 hr.
0.0926
0.0420
0.0930
0.4030
0.0805
0.0475

1.2016 hr.

236.403e
49.50
22.44
22.50

215.00
43.00
25.40

612.24,0

0.0410 hr.
0 .0308
0.0210
0.0465
0 .0725
0.0268
0.0262
0.2648 hr.

12.40X

6.40
10.10
13.34
5.36
5.04

14.00

56.64X

Round-trip speed and fuel cost.

Loaded spoeed.

Empty speed.

Round-trip speed.

10.35 mi. 4 1.2016 hr. = 8.6 mph.
10.35 mi. 4 0.2648 hr. =38.1 mph.

2(38.1) (8.6)
38.1 + 8.6

14.4 nmrh
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Fuel per 1 per mi.

Loaded 612.24X
Empty 56.64

668.880 - 10.35 mi. = 64.6X t 4614=
1.406

Summary of Hauling Costs - Both Grades Reduced.

Road Round- Hauling Tuel Const. Const. Maint. Maint. Total

Type Trip Cost per M per mi. per M per yr. per M Cost
Speed per mi. Rt. II per mi. Rt. II per yr.

IT 14.4 4.23 1.406 $15000 0.652 $ 600 0.461 6.749%

Hauling Cost if Both grades are Reduced - Woods to Mill

10.35 mi. x 6.749 0 =$0.70

Hauling Cost if Grade in Section 1, 2 and 3 is reduced =
$0.72

Since there is a saving both grades should be reduced.

Amount that can be spent to reduce the grade in Sections 1,

2 and 3, if interest is at 6% and the investment is to be

returned at the end of the operation.

Original cost per trip $0.76
Cost if Grade 1 is reduced .72

Saving per M per trip $0.04

Annual cut 1303,0001
Savings per 14 $0.04

Annual savings$5200 .00

Co = $520000 (.0620_1)
0.06 x 1.06 20



$5200.00 (2.207)
0.06 x 3.207

= $5200.00 (11.47)

= $59,500 to reduce the grade in
Sections 1, 2 and 3.

Amount that can be spent to reduce the grade in Sections
5 and 6, if interest is at 6% and the investment is to be
returned at the end of the operation.

Cost if Grade 1 is reduced $0.72
Cost if both grades are reduced .70
Savings per 1[ per trip $0.02

Annual cut 130,000M
Savings per 1X $0.02
Annual savings t2600.00

Co 2600.00 .06201)
0.06 x 1.0627

_5,%2600-400 (_2.2_7
0.06 x 3.207

$2600.00 (11.47)

$29,800 to reduce the grade in
Sections 5 and 6.
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Appendix A



TPLIC~rVZ .ti SUSTAICE TIs

In order to eliminate the necessity of individual cal-

culations, tables are given from which unit resistance can

be obtained for any vehicle at any speed and any load; they

were developed by the Public Roads Aministration by method

previously described (see Section I). Figures 11 and 12

are given to show the variation in unit resistances for all

types of trucks with a 16,000 pound gross vehicle weight.

It can be seen that the variation is not excessive.

Test weights as originally given went only to 42,000

pounds with speed of 40 miles per hour. Since the gross

weights logging trucks will exceed 42,000 pounds in many

cases, formulae were developed for heavy tractor-trucks by

which resistance can be determined for any combination

weight and speed. The development of the formulae is as

follows:

The total resistance offered to a vehicle has been

shown to be proportional to its weight. In other words

when total resistance is plotted over vehicle weight tihe

resulting graph is a straight line (as s"own in Frigre 7).

The slope of this line can be found by the following fomula:
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Slope =
Y2 -Y-I

When the slope of the line is detemiined actual weights

and resistances were substituted and the Formula deterrmined.

Example:

At 6 mph the total resistance for 12,000 pounds is 90

pounds and for 42,000 pounds, 323.4 pounds.

Slope 323.4 lbs. - 90 lbs.

42,000 lbs. - 12,000 lbs.

233.4 lbs.

30,000 lbs.

0 .00778

Substituting the 12,000 pound values,

0.00778 = TR - 90 lbs.

GW - 12,000 lbs.

0.0C778 (G,1r - 12,000 lbs) = Th - 90 lbs.

0.00778 GV - 93.36 lbsgo T - 90 lbs.

TR = 0.00778 GWT - 3.76 lbs.

The following table shows the formulae for any ro Ed speed

from 6 to 40 miles per hour. At the right is shown the

total and unit resistances for the 360,000 pound vehicle

used is the smple problem.



T le7. T r (-Ictiv~f-e Rset c e Yo rm- jlae o einTEcorT ')

r6,04oC lb-S.
r;otel Unit" .hic r0iEle

R.e si t ,nrc e Lc-sir ei ce

6 mpoh
10

14
16
18
20
22
24
26
28
32

C-1

40

rfn

r IL

rp

T R

rp

0.00778
0.*00782
0*.00796
0.*0080-06
00.00813

0 60 0826

0.0 C,4
0 0 ~~0

0 000864-
09.00872

0 00 97o

0 .009260
0.0 09406

r

G" -

4' 24
+ 10.08
+- 11 r-

4- 65.5 2

4-7 .0
~1*5 6

+151 .20

Ii

U
Ay
t

ii

St

'7 97zA

0

302 ZL

10 02

0 1- 12
7 31-16

36 01 .68

lb s .
U

U

U

'3

at

3?

U

[*

Ui

:U

U!

7 . 75Io

7 *03

8 208

8 A-C0

8 45

70
c0

0'

10000

1 1% s~
ii

U

U

ii

U

U

U

U

U

U

-. h e re

Tp.is the t1, 1 -% -% srce in -U -, . sid08/ i thtsoss vehcle- t 8b ianods

~Oe The slo. e for th z4mie erhu 7seddosnt1o1~

in sequence, IloT.ever, thsc 'mtbe ee-,1ai --2e dLib e-r ty
waTes -tak-en to chce-nge thi--s f iguewe e-ltigrh rt

resi-stance for the 360,000 po uid t X-1c16

FPor an e~oleanation of'th tbe-showhgcorver.-1sion fsectors
sepages 48 and 4.
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SINGLE UNIT TRUCKS/
MEDIUM
LI GHT
AVERAGE

10 20 30

ROAD SPEED -MPH.

F31GUM~ 16- VABTATTO1q OF UNI1T FESlSTAYCBE\7, SINGLE UN7IT
TRUCKS - GROSS VEHICLE XEIGHIT OF 16,000 POUIS.
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TRACTOR - TRUCKS
- HEAVY

MEDIUM
LIGHT
AV ER A GE

10 20 30

ROAD SPEED-MPH.

PTGURE 17 VARIATION OF UIIT I;STSTANOE rlITRTACTOR TRUCK S
GROSS V71HICIE WEIGHIT OF 16,000 POUL=Se
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TUnit Trc#active Resistance, in Pounds ncer 1000
Pounds, for ?[eights of-

Thosads of Pounds
Sp ee d

MsPH{

4
6
8

10
12
14
16
18
20
2~ 2

24
f2 6
28
50
352
54
36
58
40

8
lbs.

8.5
8.8
9.5

10.*0

11.6
125

17.2
18.05
1-9 .9

26.*1
27.9

29C./9

9
lbs.

8.
8.8

10.*6

151

16.5
17.05
18.08
20.*1

2 4.
26.1
27.9

10
lbs.

8.4

96.8

10.*5
11.*2
110*9

12.7

14. 06
15.6
16.7
17.*8

12"' 03

230
2..4.9
26.5

11
lbs.

8 * -

988

10.*4
11.00

117
124

15.*0
16.0
17.1l
189*2

20.*5
21.09

~00

12
lbs.

8.*8

9.7
10.53
10.08
11.5

12.9-

14.5
15 *4-
16.4
179.

22.5
23Q *70

13

8.5

9.5

10.2
10.7
11 0 3

126

14.1
14.9

16.8

21.4
22.8

14
lbs.

8.5
8.9
9*2
9.7

10.*1
10. 6

11.17

13, *70

14.5
15.*4
16.
17 121

18.2

19. 05

15
lbs.

8.9
9.2
9.6

10.5
11.00

11.5
12.01

16.7
17.96
18.6
19. 8

21.

16
lbs.

8.9
9.2
9.

10',.0

10.90

11.09
105

138
14o6
15.*4
16o2
17.91
18.1

20.*4

Table 8. Avera-,.ge TUni tTra-lctive Res -istance for i4jit Trucks*
(Six -Makes .)
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Unit Tractive Resistance, in Pounds per 1000
Pounds, for Veights of -

Thousands of Pounds

4
6
8

10
12
14
16
18
20
22
24
26
28
30
32
34
36
38

11
lbs.
8.7
9*4

10.0
10.9
11.6
12.6
13.5
14.6
15.7
16.9
18.1
10.4
20.8
22.5
24.1
26.1
28.5
31.6

12
lbs.
8.7
9.3
9.9

10.9
11.4
12.4
13.1
14.1
15.1
16.2
17.3
18.5
19.8
21.4
22.9
24.7
26.9
29.9

13
lbs.

8.6
9.2
9.8

10.5
11.2
1109
12.8
13.7
14.6
15.6
16.6
17.7
-18.9
20.4
21.8
23.5
25.6
28.4

14
lbs.
8.6
9.1
9.7

1003
11.0
11.7
12.5
11.3
14.1
15.1
16.0
17 .0
18.2
19.4
20.9
22.5
24.5
27.2

15
lbs.
8.6
9.1
9.6

10.2
10.8
11.5
12.2
12.9
13.8
14.6
15.5
16.5
17.5
18.8
20.1
21.7
23.5
26.1

16
lbs.
8.5
9.0
9.6

10.1
10.7
11.3
12.0
12.7
13.4
14.2
15.1
15.9
16.9
18.1
19.4
20.9
22.6
25.1

17
lbs.

8.5
9.0
9.5

10.0
10.6
11.1
11.8
12.4
13.1
13.9
14.7
15.5
16.5
17.5
18.7
20.2
21.9
24.3

18
lbs.
8.7
9.1
9 .6

10.1
10.5
11.'-1i
11.7
12.4
13.0
13.8
14.5
15.4
16.3 .

1703
18.5
19.9
21.5
23. *

19
lbs.

9.7
10.1
10.6
1102
11.6
12.3
13.0
13.7
14.*4
15.2
16.1
17.2
18.3
19.6
21.1
23.2

20
lbs.
9.1
9.4
9.8

10.1
10.6
11.1
11.6
12.2
12.9
13.6
14.3
15.1
16.0
17.0
18.1
19.3
20.8
22.7

21
lbs.
9.3
9.5
909

10.2
10.6
11.1
11.6
12.2
12.8
13.5
14.2
15.0
15.9
16.9
17.9
19.1
20.5
22.3

22
lbs.
9.4
9.7

10.2
10.6
11.1
1106
12.1
12.8
1304

14.1
14.9
15.8
16.7
17.7
18.8

2109

23
lbs.

9.5
9.7

10.0
10.2
10.6
11.0
11.5
12.1
12.7
13.4
14.1
14.8
15.6
16.6
17.6
18.6
2000
21.6

Table 9. Average Unit Tractive Resistance for Medium Trucks.
(Three Makes.)
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Unit Tractive Resistance, in Pounds -per 1000
Pounds, for Tieights of -

Thousands of Pounds
Spe ed
IPH

4
6
8

10
12
14
16
18
20
22
24
26
28
30
32
34
36
38

8
lbs.

8.4
9.0
9.8

10.6
11*5
12.4
13.5
14.8
16.0
17.4
18.8
20.3
21.9
23.6
25.3
27.2
29.5
32.0

10
lbs.
8.5
9.0

10.3
11.0
11.7
12.6
13.6
14.6

16.8
18.0
19.3
20.6
22.1
23.7
25.5
,2 .7

12
lbs.
8.5
9C.0
9.5

10.0
10.6
11.3
12.0
12.8
13.6
14.5
15.4
16.5
17.5
18.7
10.9
21.3
22.9
24.8

14
lbs.

8.6
9.0
9.4
9.9

10.4
11.0
11.6
12.2
12.9
13.7
14.5
15.3
16.3
17.3
18.4
10.6
21.*0
22.7

16
lbs.

8.6

9 .8
10.2
10.7
11.2
11.8
12.4
13.1
13.8
14.5
15 *
16.3
17.3
18.4
10.6
21.2

18
lbs.
8.6
809.

9.7
10.1
10.5
11.0
11.5
12.0
12.6
13.2
13.0
14.6
15.5
16.4

17.45

20.0

20
lbs.

8.6
809

9.6
10.0
10.4
10.8
1102
11.7
12.2
12.8
13.4
14.0
14.8
15.7
1 .6
17.6
19.0

22
lbs.
8.6
8.9
92
9.5

10.2
10.6
11.0
11.4
11.0
l1 .4
12._0
13.6
14.3
15.1
16.0
16.0,
13.2

24
lbs.

8.6
8.9
9.2
9.5
9.8

10.1
10.5
10.8
11.2
11.6
12.1
12.6
1302
13.9
14.6
15*4
16.3
17.5

Table 10. Average Unit Tractive Resistance for all Single
Unit Trucks.
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Unit Tract -ive Resi'stan-rce, in Fcounds r 1000
Pounds, f or VYeights of

ThousarCs of Pounds
Spo e ed

6
8

10
12

16

24
26
28
30
3 2

q36
38

lbs.
7.2
79.6
8.2
8.8

10.1
10.8SD
11.5

142
15.2,
1 ~3
17 *.A
18.*7
20.1
21.'18
23.*7

14
ILI

7.3
7.7
8.2
8.7

9.8
10 .5-
11.1l
11.*8

134

16.3
17.
-18.7
20.1
21 8

7.
7*.7
8.1
8.6
9.1
9o7

10.92
1o0.8

-1-A
12.*1

14.5

16.40
17.*6

18.94

18
lbs.

r7.
7.7
8.1
8 .6
90
10.0

1005

11.7

13 *79

104C15.6o

20
lbs.
7.5
71o7
8.1

905

114

l2.vY

14 *02
15 .T
16.0

22

7.6
70.8
8.2

10.

K .4

1307

14 *5

17.o6

24
lbs.
7 .6

8.

9.3
9.7

10.1
10.6

11.1l

14.1

16', * 9

26
ls.

8.6
90

10.1

11.
115

12
1 1

1 CD

28

7.8
8.0
8.w3

90

0

1 00

10*9

11 03

11.8

129

30

7.8
8.0

8 o7

906

1000

10.48

11.27

12

13.
14,o5

Tale 11 6 Aver age Unit Tractive 17,es Istance for I *FIht TrCactor-
Truo.ckzs. Sev e nIT21:e s)
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Unit Tractive Resistance, in Pounds Der 1000
Pounds, for Weights of -

Thousands of Pounds
eed

"Ii

6
8

10
12
14
16
18
20
22
24
26
28
30
32
34
36
38
40

14
lbs.
7.1
7.7
8.4
9.1
9.8

10.5
11 0 2
12.0
12.9
13.8
14.8
15*8
17.0
18.
19.9
21.4
23.4
25.9

16
lbs.

7.2
7.7
8.2
8.8
9.4

10.1
10.8
11.4
12.2
13.0
13.9
14 *8
15.8
17.0
18.3
19.3
21.5
23.7

18
lbs.

7.1
7.6
8.1
8.6
9*2
9.8

10.4
11.0
11.7
12.4
13.2
14.0
14.9
16.0
17.0

20.0
22.0

20
lbs.

7.1
7.6
8.0
8.5
9.0
9.5

10.1
10.7
11.3
11.9
12.6
13.4
14.2
15.2
16.2
17.4
18.8
20.6

22
lbs.
7.1
7.5
7 .9
8.4
8.8
9.3
9.8

10.4
10.9
11.5

12.8
13.6
14.5
15.5
16.5
17.9
10.5

24
lb s.

7.1
7.5
7.9
8.3
8.7
9.1
9.6

10.1
10.6
11.2
11.8
12.4
13.1
13.9
14.8
15.8
17.1
18.6

26
lbs.
7.1
7.5
7.8
8.2
8.6
9.0
9.5

10.4
10.9
11 .4

12.0
12.7
13.4
14.3
15.2
16.4
17.8

28
lbs.
7.2
7.5
7.9
8.2
8.6
9.0
O.4

9 .8
10 .3
10.7
11.3
11.8
12.4
13.1
13.9
14.8

17.2

30
lbs.

7.3
7.6
7.9
8.2
8.6
9 .0
C Z
9 .8

10
1 (0.6

11 1
11.7
12.2
12.9

13.6
14.4
1A

166

32
lbs.

7.4
7.7
7.9
8.3
8.6
8.9
8*
9.7

10.1
10.5
11.0
11.5
12.0
1e.7
13.3

15.0
16. 1

34
lbs.

7.4
7.7
8.0
8.3
8.6
8.9

9.6
10.0
10.4
10.9
11.4
11 O

1 T11
1.7

5.7

36
lbs.
7.5
7.8
8.0
8.3
8.6
8.9
9.3

9.0

10.0
10.4
10.8
11.2
11.7
12.3
12.9
16
14.4
15.3

38
lbs.
7.5
7.8
8.0
8.3
8.6
8.9

9.6
9.9

10.3

10.7
11.1
11.6
12.1
12.7

1 4.1
14.9

Table 12. Average Unit Resistance For eediLum Tractor-Trucks.
(Si7 Iakes.)
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Unt T r c.cc 1iV-ye e s i ete?.nc e, in 9ouncl-cr 10
Founds, f$ol 7erl tof

Tlhousancls -,of Foundcs

6
8
10
12
14
16
18
20
22
24
26
28
30
32
34
36
38
40

7*.9

9.2
10.*0
10.*8
11.6-
12.4
13.3

15.2
16.*2
17.2
18.3
19. 4

21.8

24.6

18

7.8
8.3

9.7
10.4a-

12.7
13.6
14.5
15.4
16.3
17.3

153

20.5
21.8
23.2"

20
lb)s.

7*.7
8.2 -)
8.8
9.5

10.1
100.8
11.5
12. 3
13.1
13.*9
14.7
15.*6
16.5
17.64
18.4
12. 5
20e7
2291

22

7*.6
8.1
8 .6
00

12.6

15.0

16.7
17.07
18.*7
19.9
21.*1

lb s.
7*.5
8.00
8.5
9.1
&0 r7

10.
10,.
11.6
1293
13.0
13.*7
14.5
15.*3
16. 01
17.00
18.*0
19.1
20.1

2 6

7.5
800

9.*0
25

11.39

12.6

14.0
14.7
15.5
16.4
1 7.4A
18.4
19.*6

28

7 .5
8.0

8.49

1005

11.*1

14.03

15.08

16.8
17.*8
10

7.5

8 .8
n.8
10.3

108

11.*4

12.0

14 *36
1.94

I J

7.5

7

09

9.6

10*1

11.2
11.7

120

135
142

15.*0
15.
16.o8
17r/.9C,

7.5
7 .

8.7

10.*0
10.*5
11.*0

11, * 5

14.6
15.5

17. 5

36

7.5D
7.8
82

8.6

20

10.3
10.8
11.v3
11.8

14.3

1601

17.1

7.5

8.5

9.07
10 * 2
10.6

12.1

13.3
1 4*0
14.8
15.7
16.7

40

7.5
7.8
8.1
8.5
8.9
9.2

10.*1
10.5

11.4
11.09
12 05
13.l'00
13. *7
14.5
15.4
16.4

Toble 13. AveragFe Unit Resistance for H-eaer
(F o ur INIake s)

Tractor-Truiccks,
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Unit Tractive Resistance, in Pounds per 1000
Pounds, for Weights of -

Thousands of Pounds
peed
UH

6
8
10
12
14
16
18
20
22
24
26
28
30
32
34
36
38
40

12
lbs.

7.5
801
8.8
9.6

10.4
11.2
12.1
13.0
14.0
15. 4
16.2
17 .4
18.7
20.1
21.7
23.4
25.5
27.9

14
lbs.

7.5
8.1
8.7
9.4

10.1
10.8
11.6
12.4
13.2
14.1
15.1
16.2
17.3-
18.5
19.9
21.4
23.2
25.2

16
lbs.
7.5
8.1
8.6
9.2
9.8

10.5
11.2
11.9
12.6

14.3
15.2
16.2
17.3
18.5
19.9
21.5
23.3

18
lbs.
7.6
8.0
8.5
9.1
9.6

10.2
10.8
11.5
12.2
12.9
13.7
14.5
15.4
16.4
17.5
18.7
20.1
21.8

20
lbs.
7o.6
8 .0
8.5
9 .0
9.5

10.0
10.6
11.2
11.8
12.5
13.2
13.9
14.8
15.6
16.6
17.8
19.0
20.6

22
lbs.
7 .6
8.0
8.4
8.9
9.4
9.8

10.4
10.9
11.5
12.1
12.8
13.5
14.2
15.0
16.0
17.0
18.2
19.6

lbs.
7.6
8.0

8.8
9.3
9 .7

10.2
10.7
11.3
11.8
12.4
13.1
13.8
14.5
15.4 ,L
16.3
17.4
18.7

26
lbs.
7 .6
8.0
8.4
8.8
9.2
9.6
1 0.1
10.5
11.0
11.6
12.1
12.8

14.1
14._8
15.8
16.8
18.0

28
lbs.
7.6
8.0
8.3
8.7
9.1
9.5

100
10.9
11. 4
11.9
12.5
13.1
13.8
14,5
15.3
16.3
11.4

30
lbs.
7.6
8.0
8 * .3
8.7
9.0
9.4
9.8

10.3
10.7
11.2
11.7
12.2
12.8
1. L
14.1
14.9
15.8
16.9

32
lbs.

7.6
8.0
8.3
8.6
9- . o

9.7
10.1
10 .6
11.0
11.5
12.0
12.5
13.2
13.8
14.6
15.4
16.4

34
lb s.

7.6
8.0
8.3
8.6
8.9
9.3
9.6

10.0
10.4
10.9
11.3
11.8

23
12.9
13.5
14.3

15.1
16.0

36
lb s.

7.6
8.0
8.2
8.5
8.9
9.2
9.6
9.9

10.3
10.7
11.2
11.6
12.1
12.7
13.3
10 .0
14.8
15.7

Table 14. Average Unit Resistance for All Tractor-Tr-ucks.

Section I
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Un it T rac ti*ve Re siLs ta-nc e, in P oun dsoe r 100 0
P o u nds, o r -. Ie iFgh t s o2

Thousands of Pounds
peed
iTrH

6

10
12
14
16
18
20
122
24
26
28
730
32
k34
36
F78
0

348
l'bs.

7.7
8.0
8.2
8 5
80.0

942
9.5

10.*2
10.6

1-1 * 5

13.1

145

40
lbs.

7 *.7
8.00

8 0
8o5
0 * 8

1201

10.25
10.5

11 A-
11.8-
1 2 3

iC.0
it_5
1Ao2
15-' 1

42
lbs.

7*.7
8.0
8.2
8.5

10*1

10.1
10.46,

11 *27

127

14.8

Z4
lbs.

8 e.1

8.

104

93

9.7

4d-6
lbs.

7.7
7 .

8.5

9016

11.0

12.4
IS C

lbos.

8.5
8.8
C

95

1002

10.2
10.5,,

10.9

11.2-

50
lbs.

7*.7

Sol'

on

100

ii06

10.

12,1

52

79.7

8.5
8.7

CA

10 .7

1 0

54.
lbs.

7.7
i 0

8.1

8.5

97

10.0O
10.
10 .6
1100
11 A4

1]-- 09

56
l'bs.

7 .7

R o
80.

807
0Pso

9.7

10 60

10.00
11 *£1

58
lbs.

8.2

C-1
00

60
lbs.
7.7
7.9
8.0
8.2
8.4
8.7
90

* ~-,

9.6
00

10 .1
0 A

1~ 7
11 0

11 .C
in 1
1 (
in

lbs.
7.*7
800

8 .02
8.2

809

80.6

8.9

Tbe I15. A v e ra2,e un itRe s is tancefor ,-\ll Tr-actOr-Tm,-q:c-ts.

Section 1T
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Un it Yrsc tive e is t,! ice iPo Un.C,-s
;-o.undLsj-forYe i t Sof.-

i~er 1000

spo e ed
v-CT 71-1 on s f'Ti'yl G

16

0

10f.
2

,2

30ZL

36

40

70.7

80

C

707
700

C'*0

2C

907

10.0o

10 *63

i o0 .6,
10.9411

7 .7
7 9

0. .

17-.

9107

7 0
lbs.

7 .

21C

& ,* 5

1v

I C

~ .0

v-v '~

8.6
C' C'
9 . &

C* 1

9 * 6
CC

12 C'

10 1
C'

11 2
11
K .1
12 5

71

a8-

00
31

C L

r~ -

'010

0 C

1

CA

on

7 4,7

1 0C-1

114

1 -

o

100

10.

84

7

7.800

8.01

Table 160 Lverage Uni t Resistanrc e o- All Tracto-Lridcl-s.

Section IIT
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Table 17 - Road Types and Their Approximate Conversion
Factorse.

Federal, State or County Roads.

1. Best Concrete to Good Macadam.

2. Good Macadam to Hard Clay Bound
Gravel.

3. Hard Clay Bound Gravel to Loose
Gravel and Poor Broken Macadam.

Resistance
Expressed as

% Grade

1.00 - 1.50

1.50 - 2.00

2.00 - 4.00

Private Construction.

4. Good Haul Roads. (Almost equiv-
alent to 3 or better.) Hard
packed natural soil.

5. Fair Haul Roads. Partially
packed to spongy under extreme
loads.

6. Poor Haul Roads. Sandy to Rough,
displacement under average loads.

7. Strip Roads. Rough, no alignment,
off-the-road hauling to mud.

1.75 - 4.00

3.00 - 5.00

4.00 - 10.00

5.00 - 15.*+

Note - actually when substituting in the formula concrete
is entered as 0% since the formula has already
taken this resistance into account.
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Transportation Cost ETstipi-ate

;L'. meniqt -Lecoomended

I.-o6del____ThymPe IT o________
Engmbne_

'Rear Axle Tyrpe ____ Rat io_________
Transmission_
Ti31re s:Front __ _______

Re ar _________________ 
_

Jra e s
C ab._
Body__________
Other Equipoment

................ - - -00- .

O-pe retor ___

Address
CO= iled by__
Aimnroved by

.

-Dusine s s___ ___

Date_____
Date____ _



Transportation Cost Estimate

Truck Trailer Trailer Total

1. Model

Investment
2. Total Investment

3. Tire Value (subtract)'
4. Amount to DeprEciate

Miles Operated
5. Miles Operatedper Day____ --
6. Days Operated per Year
7. Miles Operated per Year

Fixed Expense Per Year
8. Interest on Total Investment (a) 6
9. License and Taxes______

10. Insurance: a. Fire and Theft
b. Property Demage
c. Public Liability_ __
d. Collision

e. C argo
f. _ _ _ _ _ _

11. Garage m asiy _

12. Depreciation (If on
13. Total Fixed Exoense Per Year
14. Total F ixed Expense Per Mile

Payroll Exoense Per Year
15. Supervision and Overhead
16.
17. Drivers 7ages

18. Helper t s Vages
19. Total Payroll Expense Per Year
20. Total Payroll Expense Per Miles _-------

Runni;ng Exoense Per Mile
21. Fuel a) Per Gl. Miles Per Ge L.
22. Oil a) - Per Gal.~~Miles Per Gal.
23. Tires (a) Tire Expectancy
24. Reserve for iaintenance and Reair
25. Deoreciation (If on Mileage Basis)
26. Mileage on Ton Mile Tax
27 . Total Tiunning Expense Per Vile
28. Total R. ning$,pense Per Year_

Smimary
29. Total Cost Per Mile.
30. Total Cost Per Day_
31. Total Cost Per Year
32. Avg. No. of Trips per Dy___-
33. Total Cost per Trip --
34. Average Units per Trip -

5. Cost per Unit -



Instructions For Preparing Transportation Cost Estimate,

Form 601 Equipment Recommendation

The preceding fon provides space for a description

of the type of equipment recommended, together with all

special equipment and modifications from standard chassis.

Only a few items are listed, and balance of page has

been left blank to facilitate complete description of all

special equipment items, including painting and lettering,

finance charge, sales taxes, freight and handling charges,

discounts, trade-in allowances and other related items.

Where trailer quotations are involved, give model,

length, tires, brakes and other equipment, finance charge,

sales taxes, freight and handling and any other expenses

incurred. Trailer specifications may be inserted in any

suitable place on the sheet below the complete truck spec-

ifications.

Lines at the right side of the page are blank, facil-

itating the use of this form for necessary cormputtions of

price quotations. Sufficient room is available for two or

more vertical columns of figures.

Transportation Cost Estimate - Gasoline Equipment

item 1 - Place proper model designation directly beneath
headings "Truck" or "Trailer" in space provided.
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Investment

Item 2 -

Item 3 -

Item 4 -

Indicate total delivered net price of complete
vehicle, includinE: tax, finance charge, body
costs and other cost items. Trade-in allowuance
must not be deducted from total cost orice wihen-
establishing investment figure.

Indicate local cost to operator for replacement
of tire equipment. Inner tube prices are to be
included in tire value. If spare tire is in-
cluded in item 2, cost of same must be included
in this item.

After deducting item 3 from total investment,
item 2, the balance in item 4 represents the
amount to be used in the depreciation figures
in either item 12 or item 25.

Miles Operated

6 and 7 - Indicate miles operated per day, days
operated per year and miles operated per year.
These figures must be established on an average
basis in order to serve as guide in the cost
per mile calculations.

Items 5,

Fixed Ecmoense Per Year

Item 8 - Interest should be charged on the total invest-
ment figure, item 2. If the depreciation is
assumed as taking place at a uniform rate, the
average interest over the assumed life of the
equipment on its undepreciated value may be
accurately determined from the follo.Ting fortu-
La:

Interest per Year I x O.px (n + 1)
n

where

I is the total investment valuation,
p is the rate of interest, and
n is the number of years life, or length

of time over which equipment is to be
depreciated.



Item 9 -

Item 10 -

Item 11-

Enter total State and City vehicle license fees,
personal oroperty and special taxes of State,
County, and City. Tue and oil taxes are to be

included in items 21 and 22.

It is necessary to use the applicable local in-

surance rates, and it is best to obtain the
cost of insurance from a local insurance agency,
since rates are different for various localities,
vehicle tymes and operating conditions.

If the garage is the -property of the truck owner,
enter an amount equivalent to t.he pro rate cost

per vehicle, based on rental value of buildirg,
taxes, heat, lirht and power and other exoenses.
If washing is included, insert the words, "and
washing" in item 11 and include this cost. As
a vrule, the prevailing local storage rate can
be used in estimating the garage cost.

Ilote: In reference to items, 9, 10 and 11 the follow-
ing figlures can be used. in deteriining yearly
averages, according to the minimum and maxi-
mum ranges given below.

Trucks Trailers

TMini~mum Tiaximum Iniamu Paximum

Taxes
Insurance
Garage

Item 12 -

24.00
50.00

100.00

400.00
290.00
217.50

27.50
4.00

48.00

230.00
280.00
93.50

(Eased on item 4.) It should be appreciated that
there is no exact limit to the life of any piece
of eouipment so long as the wearing parts can be
replaced. However, it is well to set a safe
limit on the economic life of the trvck eouipment
because of obsolescence and other factors. At
the end of this period, there may be a certain
resale or trade-in value on the eou prent, de-
pending on the care it has had cad on the current
value. It is not common practice to credit this
salvage or resale value in the cost estimate, as
it is better tc let this amount act as a factor
of safety in the cost estimate figLires.
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No te: The following tables are aopproximation s of
the riileage possible, based. on truck and

trailer costs.

Range of Truck Investment Range of 1stimated- ileac-e

[ 600.00 - 1000.00 50,000 to 70,000 miles

1000.00 - 2300.00 70,000 to 100,000 niles

2300.00 - 4100.00 100,000 to 150,000 "

4100.00 - 6700.00 150,000 to 200,000 "

6700.00 - 10000.00 200,000 to 300,000 "

Range of Trailer Tnvestment Range of Estimated iileage

U 500.00 to 1000.00 125,000 to 150,000 miles
1000.00 to 2800.00 150,000 to 200,000 "

2800.00 to 5000.00 200,000 to 300,000 "

In general practice, it is suggested that trail-
ers be depreciated on a basis of twice the
year's life or twice the-mileage life of the
tractor-truck.
The above data may be used. as a gide for esti-
mating the deoreciation of General otors truc",;s
and trailers. (The data may be used as a com-

parative basis for other trucks and trailers as
well.) Common sense and knowledge of the condi-
tions under which thie truck is being operated
will be heloful to detennine a fair and reason-
able rate of depreciation.
If deepreciation is figured on a time basis,
divide item 4 by the estir;mated number of years
life. If the truck should be depreciated over
a period of four years, for example, then one-
fourth the total amount to be depreciated should
be entered as item 12.
If depreciation is figured on a mileage basis,
divide item 4 by the "miles life" to obtain the
depreciation cost per mile and enter this amount
as item 25. Items 12 and 25 are alternatives
and cost must be entered in one or the other -
not both.

Item 13 - Add all expense items from 8 to 12 inclusive.
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Item 14 - Divide item 13 by item 7.

Payroll Expense per Year

Item 15 - In fleet operation, it is customary to pro-rate
the total supervision and overhead eypense on
the basis of the number of units. The figure
used will depend upon the accounting practice
of the individual operation.

Item 16 - Enter soecial expenses, such as terminal costs
or other overhead items not directly chargeable
to item 15, figured on a unit pro-rate basis.

Items 17 and 18 - Enter total yearly exoense on this
equipment based on prevailing local driverts
and helert's wages. This item also depends
largely on operating practice. 1There no helper
is used, strike out the word "helper". Where
owner drives the truck himself, indicate wages
equal to a hired driver.

Eote: In reference to items 17 and 18, payroll ex-
penses for drivers are based on a sliding
scale, increasing with the size of the truck
and the mileage covered per day. Por high
mileages, allowance should be made for a re-
lief driver or helper. The following table
may be used for quick reference.

Range of Truck Investment Range of Drivers Vages
To To To

100 Miles 175 Miles 300 Miles
per Day per Day per day

600.00 - 1,200.00 $4.00 - 4.50 $5.00 6.00
1,200.00 - 2,300.00 4.50 - 5.00 6.50 9.00
2,300.00 - 4,100.00 5.00 - 5.50 7.50 10.50
4,100.00 - 6,700.00 5.50 - 6.00 8.50 12.00
6,700.00 -10,000.00 6.00 - 6.50 9.50 13.00

Payroll expenses vary considerably between low
labor costs in Southern rural districts and
high union wages in the large metropolitan
centers. Cost allowances must be made to lo-
cal wage scales.
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Item 19 - Add all items from 15 to 18 inclusive.

Item 20 - Divide item 19 by item 7.

Running Expense per Mile

Items 21 and 22 - For miles per gallon of fuel or oil,
refer to local experience or to tables covering
fuel and oil consumption. Base the cost per
gallon on the current prices paid by the oper-
ator, including taxes. Divide price per gallon
by miles per gallon and enter expense per mile
in the spaces provided.
The following data shows estimated ranges of
gasoline and oil consumption indexed by the
range of gross vehicle weight for vehicles of
standard design and average normal operating
conditions. Gross vehicle'weights in this
tabulation include trailer weights.

Oil and Gasoline Consumption

Range of Gross Weight Range in Estimated Miles per Gallon

4000
6000

10000
16000
24000
35000
50000
75000

6000
10000
16000
24000
35000
50000
75000

100000

350 -

325 -

300 -

275 -

250 -
225 -

200 -

175 -

Oil

500
475
450
425
400
375
350
325

Miles
"

"

"

"

"

U

"

14.0
12.0

9.2
7.3
5.6
4.7
3.8
3.2

to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to

10.0 Ililes
7.1
5.6
4.1 "
3.2
2.6 "
2.1 "
1.8

Gas

Item 23 - To determine the tire cost per mile, take the
same tire price as used in item 3 and divide by
the tire mileage expectancy. For operating con-
ditions over good roads and with normal tire
loads, a tire mileage of 30,000 to 45,000 miles
per tire may be expected for trucks and 40,000
to 60,000 miles for trailers. Excessive speeds,
overloads, and particularly under-inflation will
materially shorten the tire life. The approxi-
mate relation between tire load and mileage and
inflation versus mileage is indicated below:
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How Loads Affect Tire Mileage

70%
80%
90%

100%
110%
120%
130%

load
i"
"o
I
"t
I
"t

means
t

"

"

"

200%
155%
123%
100%

83%
70%
60%

tire
0

It

mileage
"
"
"
"
"
"f

How Inflation Affects Tire Mileage

100% inflation means

80% ""
70% "

100%
95%
70%
48%

tire
"

"

"

mileage
"

"

"

Item 24 -

Proper allowance must be made for other than
normal conditions. Where tires are furnished
on a mileage basis at a certain cost per mile,
or when tires are purchased with a definite
mileage guaranty, the tire cost per mile is a
known quantity. The cost per mile for tires
may be set up as a reserve for renewals.

This expense is subject to wide variation.
Local operating conditions, prices for labor
and material, maintenance methods, mileage per
day and many other factors influence the final
cost per mile for maintenance. Maintenance
cost estimates based on the first period of
mileage life while the vehicle is new, do not
give a true conception of the actual average
maintenance cost per mile for a vehicle during
its entire profitable service. Therefore, any
cost estimate, to be useful in setting up a
budget for maintenance, must include preventa-
tive maintenance operations, washing, greasing,
chassis repairs and overhauling, body repairs
and repainting, and accident repairs not cov-
ered by insurance for the entire operating life
of the vehicle. As wear on mecheanical parts
increases with the accumulation of vehicle mile-
age, a budget reserve should be built in order
to provide for repair and maintenance expenses
as the vehicle gets older. In the following
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tables the range between minimum and maximum
estimates is wide enough to permit the estab-
lishment of a fairly safe budget figu re to
cover all maintenance costs.

Gross Weight Naintenance Cost ter ITile

Truck Trailer

4,000
5,000
6,000
7,000
8,000
9,000
10,000
15 ,000
20,000
25,000
30,000
35,000
40,000
45,000
50 ,000

$06.006
.007
.008
.009
.010
.011
.012
.015
.018
.020
.022
.024
.025
.026
.027

80.020
.021
.022
.023
.024
.025
.026
.031
.036
.041
.045
.049
.052
.054
.056

0 .0020
.0022
.0025
.0029
.0033
.0037
.0040
.0055
.0070
.0085
.0100
.0115
.0130
.0145

60 .0050
.0055
.0060
.0066
.0073
.0081
.0090
.0120
.0150
.0180
.0210
.0240
.0270
.0300

In the above the maintenance costs are for the
individual weights of the units, not as a com-
bination.
Trailer maintenance cost estimates are on the
basis of trailer axle, or exles gross weight
range as an index and include body maintenance,
minor accidents not covered by insurance, also
the additional maintenance expense to truck or
tractor brought about by pulling the additional
trailer weight.

Item 25 - See item 12.

Item 26 -

Item 27 -

Fileage or Ton ile taxes now prevail in manry
States, especially for inter-state commercial
operations. This item must be checked for each
State involved in the oreration.

Total the cost per mile for all items under
running expense by adding item 21 to 26 inclu-
sive.
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Item 28 - hultiply item 27 by item 7.

Summary

Item 29 -

Item 30 -

Item 31 -

For total cost per mile, add items 14, 20 and
27.

For total cost per day, multiply item 5 by item
29.

For total cost per year, add items 13, 19 and
28. For checking of calculations, divide item
31 by item 6 and the result should equal item
30. Multiply item 7 and item 29; the result
should equal item 31.

Item 32 - Establish the average number of trips per day.

Item 33 -

Item 34 -

Item 35 -

Total cost per trip is obtained by dividing
item 30 by item 32.

Indicate units after word "Trip". Units may be
designated by pounds, tons, cords, or thousand
board feet (1).

Cost per unit is obtained by dividing item 33
by item 34.

The method used in estimating transportation costs
for gasoline powered equipment as given on the preceding
pages may be employed when estimating transportation costs
for Diesel powered trucks and tractors using the same val-
ues, with exceptions as noted below.

Transportation Cost Estimate - Diesel Equipment.

Items 1 to 12, inclusive may be followed without change
using the tables under items 11 and 12.

Items 13 to 20, inclusive will not change except that
"Drivers Wages" should be conservatively taken
from the higher rates shown in the table under
item 17 and 18. Use the actual wage scale if
available.
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Items 21 and 22 will be unchanged except for the substi-
tution of the following table for the one shown.

Gross Weight. Diesel Fuel Consumption Oil Consumption

15,000 -

24,000 -

35,000 -

50,000 -

75,000 -

Items 23

24,000
35,000
50,000
75,000

ioo,ooo

11.7 to 6.6 miles
8.9 to 5.1 "
7.5 to 4.1 "
6.1 to 3.3 "
5.1 to 2.9 "

185 - 285
165 - 270
150 - 250
135 - 235
115 - 215

miles
ti

I

to 28, inclusive may be followed without change
except that the higher figures shown in the
table for maintenance cost per mile in item 24
should be used until furth.er data are available
which cover actual costs of diesel engine main-
tenance.

Items 29 to 35, inclusive will not change.

W1hile the form of the transportation analysis is

mathametically correct, care should be taken to use the

tables, given under appropriate items, only as rough es-

timates. The tables should not be taken as indicating

actual costs for any given operation; they are meant as

guides only.
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